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are actively
engaged on the fighting and factory
fronts, sharing a great responsibility
with a proud sense of duty and high
confidence in the future.

It will therefore be appreciated by our
numerous trade friends that we can
now only accept orders which bear a
contract Number and
Government
Priority Rating.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT

CO.,

LTD

,

Widder

House,

Douglas

Street,

London,

S.W-I

PREMIER RADIO
SPECIAL OFFER

PREMIER

STEEL CHASSIS

1

VALVE DE LUXE

Set of three, A.H.F.,
Battery' Model S.W. Receiver, complete with 2 -volt
Undri lied
and Ose. 200-557 metres. Intermediate frequency
Valve, 4 Coils, covering 12-170 metres. Built on
A.H.F. or Ose. coil, 2,3 each. 10x8 xsk'prieeî/- each
465 Ken. Price
steel chassis and panel. Bandspread tuning, 55,' trimmers,
60
inmfd.
Tuning capacity .0005 mfè:,
16x8 x21' price 8/6 each
including tax.
1,- each. Padder for Ose. coil, 750 mmfd., L9.
20 x 8 x 21-prieel0/6each

Premier Midget Coils.

PREMIERS.W. COILS
and 6 -pin types now have octal pin spacing and
will fit International Octal valve -holders.
6 -pin Type
4 -pin Type
Price
Type Range
Price
Range
Type

4-

04

04A
04B.

040

04D
04E

9.15 m.

...

22.47 m.
41.94 m.
76.170 m.

...

12.26 m.

150-350 m.

...

2.6
2.6

26

... 2, 6
... 2,6
... 31-

255-550 m. .. 3/04F
04G 490-1,000 m. 1.. 4/04H 1,000-2,000 m. ... 4/-

tiew Premier
38-86 m.,

4'9.

3 -Band

06

06A
06B

060

06D

9.15 m.
12.26 m.

22.47 m.
41.94 m.
76.170 m.

... 216
... 26
... 216
... 26
...

2/6

Chassis Mounting
Octal Holders
10Id each.
S.W. Coil, 11-25, 25-38,

Push -Pull Switches to suit above, 9d. each.
Premier Short Wave Variable Condensers.
15
2

PREMIER MICROPHONES

BAKELITE

Transverse Current Mike. High-grade large
output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss

CONDENSERS
.0003 mf., 2)11.
.0005 Inf., 3/3 each.
.0001 mf., Differential,
2,6.
.0003 at., Differential,

Premier Super Moving Coil Mike. Permanent
Magnet model requiring no energising. 'Sensitivity 56db. Impedance 25 ohms. Excellent

DIELECTRIC
REACTION

reproduction of speech and music, £5,51-.
Microphone Transformers, 10'6 each.
Crystal Mike. Response is flat from 50-5,000 cycles
3/3.
with a slightly rising characteristic to 8,000
cycles. Output level is minus 60db. Price 396.
S.W. H.F. CHOKES Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Stand,
526.
10-100 m., 1/3.
Pie Wound, 5.200
2/6.

VOLUME
mmfd.,
All -brass construction, easily ganged.
CONTROLS
2,'11: 25 mmfd., 3,3 40 mmfd., 3.3 : 100 mmfd.,
311 ; 160 mmfd., 4.8 250 mmfd 5/3.
Carbon type. 20.000 and
2 meg., 3/9 each.
Brass Shaft Couplers, lin, bore, 7d. each.
5,000, 10,000, 50,000,
0, 0 and 1 meg.,
100,000,
each.
bore,
1r6
Sin.
Flexible Couplers,
:

:

660 ohms .3A. tapped 360+
180+60+60 ohms, 5;6. 1,000 ohms, .2A, tapped at
900, 800, 700, 000, 500 ohms, 5,6.

Mains Resistances,

Send for details of other radio
accessories. New list available.
All enquiries must be accompanied by a 21d. stamp.

Level, 23,'-.

4/6 each.
Wire wound type 300
and 10,000 ohms,
5/6 each.

ALL POST ORDERS TO
CALLERS TO

:

:

MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
3 ohms Voice Coil, 25;-.
3 ohms Voice Coil. 25,'-.

Rota 62ín. P.M. Speaker,
Rola Sin. P.M. Speaker,

Above speakers are less output transformer.

Pentode Output Transformers,
10;6 each.

31

watts, price

Celestion or Plessy Bin. P.M. Speakers, 29,6,
Celestion 10in. P.M. Speaker, 4916.
The above speakers are fitted with output t]
formers.

JUBILEE WORKS, 161, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.5. (:Irniterst 1723)

Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

-C'entrtl' 7833)
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Radio Industry Council Formed
The Radio Industry Council

them, as their owe} skilled people joined the Services.
Factory space, personnel, methods and machinery
have all expanded during the war, and as a result
the industry manufactured enormous quantities of
scientific gear.
Radiolocation apparatus enabled
men on the ground to detect and plot the course
of enerey aircraft which was miles away. Every
anti-aircraft gun -site, and every searchlight in this
country was equipped with special radiolocation
ceases to exist as such.
At the inaugural luncheon recently held, Mr. F. B. gear which reduced the human error in sighting.
Duncan outlined the work of the industry, New discoveries enabled British naval vessels to be
"adumbrated future developments, and dealt with the first to apply dead -accurate gun laying by radio
beam. In 1941 an Italian fleet was sunk by the guns
the possibilities of post-war television.
Wireless transmission and reception originated of British cruisers in pitch darkness.
On D -Day a new type of radiolocation enabled
in these islands as a result of the work of Marconi,
Fleming, Clerk-Maxwell, and others. It is often airborne and parachute troops to be accurately
concentrated
by radio on minute landing areas in
forgotten that British Broadcasting was started by
half a dozen commercial firms who started a new complete darkness, and to -day pin -point aerial
industry and art which has benefited the whole bombardment is assured by the recently disclosed
" black box " which gives the pilot an ever-changing
of mankind.
It was in 1922 that these six manufacturers held picture of the earth seen below him so that neither
a meeting, pooled their money augumented by darkness, cloud, nor fog obscure the target.
a fund created by general subscription to which all
Dealing with the question of the new Council Mr.
manufacturers contributed, to start a radio Duncan said that the radio industry from its earliest
programme in London. This operated as the day has realised the need for co-operation within the
British Broadcasting Company, but as a result of industry, and for this reason various sections have
public demand for more rapid development and, maintained their own associations, but they realised
expansion the Government stepped in and took it also that there were political, technical and other
over as the British Broadcasting Corporation. The questions that needed coordinating, and so the Radio
developments since that date do
».»....»..... ».» »...,,. »_.....»..........»..._...........;
Industry Council has been
not need to be retold. We know
established.
Editorial and Advertisement Olgcee
that they led to the first television
It aims to continue the
"Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
A great amount of
service.
expansion in the use of radio
W.C.2.
'Phone , Temple Bar 4363.
has
money
been spent and lost in
Telegrams
Newnes, Rand, London.
and electronic apparatus of every
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
developing television, but the
kind, and to develop the export
Canadian Magazine Post.
outbreak of war dealt it a
market.
The Editor .uitt be pleased to ronsider
articles of a practical aatur .suitable for
crippling blow just as it was in
Post-war Television
publication in PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Such
process of perfection.
articles should be written Ott was aide of the
immediate
of
paper only, and should contain she name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does
AN work in the expansion
field of teleRadiolocation
not hold himself responsible for manudeipts,
vision is anticipated when the
every effort will be made to return them if a
damped and addressed emielope is enclosed.
scientific development,
war ends, and the Council has
AU correapondenis intended for the Editor
THEhowever,
made possible
should he addressed: The Editor, PEArr,eet
made its submission to the
Wen
-guise, George A'e,enes; Ltd., Tower Sortie,
radiolocation,
and it also
Television Committee under
Southampton Street, Strand, lV.C.2.
provided the scientists, enginOwing to the rapid progress ire the design of
Lord Hankey for an immediate
wdreleee apparatus and to our efforts to keep
eers and craftsmen, who operated
restarting of the pre-war system
our readers in touch with the latest developments. we give no aarrmny that apparatus
the laboratories, factories, and
of television, nbt only in London,
described in our columns is not the subject.
staffed the technical units of the
of tellers patent.
but for the whole of the country.
Copyright in ail drawings, photographs and
armed forces.
The industry,
Attention was drawn to the
articles published et PRACTICAL Wraetxss ié
therefore, was confronted with
specifically reserved throughout the countries
great possibilities in the use of
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
the dual task of rapidly expanding'
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any
electronic technique, particularly
of these are therefore gepresst« krbidden.
its output, and also providing
in the fields of navigation,
.PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporated "Amateur
trained personnel for the
Wireless."
railway
traffic, and in cooking
The fact that goods made of raw' materials
Services. As output increased
and heating. Thus, the radio
in short solely owing to war conditions are
advertised el this paper should not be taken
so did the demand for service
trade
can
look forward to great
as an indication that they are necessarly
personnel, so the industry had
«reliable for erport.
prosperity as a result of war
to take in novices and train
developments,

THE new Radio Industry Council is a fusion
of the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers'
Association, the British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association, the Radio Component
Manufacturers' Federation, and the Radio Communication and Electronic Engineering Association.
Thus, the old Radio Manufacturers' Association

.
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New Year Honours
W. A. DAWSON, toolroom foreman on the
staff of Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., has
been awarded the British Empire Medal. Mr. Dawson
has been in the service of the company for over fourteen
years, and this award is a tribute to the skill and tireless
effort that he and his department have shown during
the past five and a half years of war.
The M.B.E. has been conferred on Mr. J. M. Lawrence,
who has been produceeMe:; ... ..
tion manager of the
Philips factory organisation since November,
1940. Prior to that he
had been in charge of
the drawing office since
he joined the company

ü

.

MR.

:

in 1929.
Another member .of
Messrs. Philips's staff,
Mr. G. T. Egan, has
been
the
awarded
B.E.M. Mr. Egan has
been toolroorn superintendent since March,
1937.

Mr. W. A. Dawson.

The award of the
B.E.M. has also been
made to Mr. Kenneth
assistant
Warwick,
chief inspector of the
Philco Radio and Television Corporation Ltd.

Sponsored Radio

understand that large offers involving tens of
W E thousands
of pounds from i3ritish and American
.

firms for permission to relay sponsored programmes from

Radio Eireann, the Irish broadcasting
station, have been turned down by
the Eire Government. Splendid

-

-
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B.B.C: War Reporting Unit
great event in broadcasting during 1944, as in
THEmost fields of national service, has been the
invasion of Normandy. On D-day the War Reporting
Unit of the B.B.C. came into operation. This new unit
reaped the fruits of much experience of battle reporting.
One corps of special reporterss, many of them veterans
of other campaigns, received training with the units
they were to accompany. B.B.C. engineers had produced
new equipment ; for example, a recording apparatus,
little larger than a portable gramophone, .which the
reporters would carry into action with them; and new
mobile field " studios " and transmitters. Thus many
broadcasts of historic action were obtained in the
weeks following D-day when B.B.C. men went with the
forces on to the beaches, and jumped with the airborne
troops. Those war reports were fullyshared by American
networks and stations, and it is reported that 725 out cf
914 American stations used 13.ß.C. invasion reports.

Further Milestones of 1944
OTHER milestones in the year 1944 included the
expansion of ABSIE (American Broadcasting
Station in Europe) on April 30th. .For this the B.B.C.
provided all technical facilities, while there. was a
mutual arrangement for broadcasting time.
In November, the B.B.C.'s own messages from enemy
prisoners -of -war in our hands were expanded into actual
programmes by those prisoners to their countrymen.
In the overseas services, broadcasting 'throughout the
Empire has been maintained. The main developments
both within and beyond the Empire have been in the
strengthening of broadcasts in Japanese, Chinese,
Indian and other Eastern languages. The B.B.C. office
in New Delhi has also been considerably built up during
1944. These activities are signs of the recognition of the
coming importance of the Eastern field of war. Our

!

Telephony by Tube
IT was stated at a radio meeting
held in Newcastle .last month
that radio engineers were experimenting with telephony on very short
waves, sent through tubes instead
of being radiated like a broadcast
programme. The advantages of the
system: are said to be almost complete freedom from 'atmospherics,
or the interference of car ignitions.

-

Obituary
COMMANDER
L E N TI N E
HARRY GOLDSMITH R.N.
(retired), general manager of the
B.B.C.'s publications, has died in
London at 58. He served in the
North Sea during the last war.
Joining the B.B.C. as assistant
director. at the Manchester station -in
1924, he later ,took charge of the
1.B.C.'s administration branch in
London, became director of business
relations in 1933, and general manager
of publications in 1936: He was
chairman of the Committee responsible for the design a n d
decoration of Broadcasting House
studios.

A radio set designed for British airborne operations such as those carried
ant in Holland.

k
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friendly co-operation with American 'broâdcasting has
also been marked by a further extension of re -broadcasting. In other fields, the general policies and arrangements of the previous year have been maintained.
Europe and Ourselves "
men are at the moment fighting in Europe ;
OURV -bombs and rockets are being fired at us from
there ; citizens of European countries are walking about
our towns and villages -in British battle dress with the
flashes of Poland, France and other Allies on their
shoulders. We know these men, but what do we know
of the countries from which they come ?
Europe is separated from Britain by twenty-two
miles of water, or a few minutes' flying time, yet to many
of us it is a place that is completely strange, containing
" far away countries df which we know nothing."
" Europe and Ourselves," a new series of weekly
talks which began on' January 15th, should do much
to remedy this sad deficiency. The first five broadcasts
are analytical talks on the countries of Europe ; the
next three deal with its soil, its people and its governments ; and lastly come three controversial discussions
on the future.
This new series of talks contains questions which are
certain to affect the lives of every British citizen as the
Government's -housing scheme, full employment and social
security, and the speakers will discuss them in the
same every-day terms.

-

-

"

X-Ray " Bombsight
ACCORDING to a recent announcement one of the
war's most closely guarded secrets; details of which
have lately been released, is the " X-ray " bombsight,
which has been developed with the aid of radar.
All Allied bombers and fighters are now fitted with this
invention which enables airmen flying in dense cloud or
fog to " see " their targets. The pilot simply switches
on his set, and a continuous wave is transmitted from the
plane to the ground. The wave hits the ground and
rebounds, while in the cockpit of the plane there appears
on- a small screen an image of the
target. The picture is not as clear as a
television picture, but the outlines are
presented in sufficient detail to permit
of accurate bombing.
Radar is a development of radiolo-

135
I.E.E.

Meeting

AT a meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers

(Radio Section), held in the 'Lecture Theatre of the
Institution, Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment,
London, W.C.2, on January 16th, a discussion of " Frequency Allocation for Long Distance Communication
Channels (over I,000 miles)," was opened by R. L. Smith Rose, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.
An additional ordinary meeting of the I.E.E. was held
on January 25th when a discussion took place on " Parttime Further Education at Technical Colleges-Including
Courses for those Returning from the Forces " (Second
Report on Education and Training for Engineers). This
Report, prepared by the Post -War Planning, Education
and Training and Personnel Sub -Committee, was presented by Sir Arthur P. M. Fleming, C.B.E., M.I.E.E.,
at the ordinary meeting on January 18th.
Radio Factory for India!
AT a recent conference attended by six Indian scientists
visiting this country, Prof. S. K. Mitra, of Calcutta
University, stated that two leading radio concerns had
begun negotiations in India for the establishment of
either an assembly plant, or a factory for the manufacture of radio components in India.

Post-war Television in U.S.
AT the Television Broadcasters Association Congress
held recently in New York, it was stated that soon
after the war television sets would be available to the
general public at about £75
But-only cities with a minimum population of half a
million could support a television broadcasting station.
FM Sets

IT is learned that

in U.S. Army

the American Forces in Italy used FM
pack transceivers during the Anzio landings, and they
are probably now in general use. It has
to
be a valuable item of radio equipment, and particularly
successful for amphibious communications.

cation, and Sir Robert WatsoetWatt
-who was knighted for his work on
the anti-aircraft device-is one of the
team of British scientists who developed radiolocation to' produce
radar.
Pictures by Radio

SUBMARINE telegraph cables play
an important part in the communications system that has been
built up behind our armies in the
The cable ship
Mediterranean.
" Mirror " is one of the fleet of cable
ships owned and operated by Cable
and Wireless Ltd, and she has been
on active duty in the Mediterranean
since the Allied landings in North
Africa. Part of the duty consists in
transmitting pictures by radio to
headquarters in London (s e e
illustration on this page).
-

Radio -controlled Flame Thrower

IN a recent German broadcast it' was

announced that a new secret
weapon has been put into operation on
the Western front. It was described
as a radio -controlled flame-thrower
battery with a jet of flame 200 yards
long, which starts burning only 5o
yards from the battery itself.

Transmitting a picture by radio to London from the cable ship " Mirror,"
somewhere in the Mediterranean.
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AN
ALL -WAVE
FIVE
Incorporating Some Novel
Features
THIS receiver has a number of
interesting and novel features,
all of which enhance the results
obtained. The main advantage of
the circuit lies in the fact that no
switching whatever is used in the
S.W. detector circuit, wave -change
Completed chassis, showing panel lay-out.
switching being carried out by
switching the filament circuits so
-r, o-v-Tetrode, or o -v-2 on any
that the desired portion of the receiver is operative. positions : o -v-o, o -von
long and medium wavelengths
A separate S.W. detector complete with tuned circuit wavelength. Ditto
is' used, and as this is independent of the rest of the with H.F. stage if desired. The receiver will consequently
and interesting tò operate.
very
satisfactory
found
be
circuit results are equal to those provided by an ordinary
A manufacturer's surplus -metal chassis was used,
short-wave set. Band-spreading is used, the band and z
spreading condenser being ganged with the' condenser Bin. by I'M. by ain. deep. Looking at Figs. ofr wiring
it will be seen that there is not a great deal
used for tuning medium and long waves.
upon
-placed
be
should
The.components
is
to
be
done..
stage
L.F.
It will be seen that the intermediate
for drilling. If a large
optional, a double-pole double -throw switch transferring the chassis and nll. holesformarked
tin.
holes,
the valve -holder
the output from, the 'detectors either to the anode of drill is notbeavailable to coincide
With the valve pins
drilled
the L.F. valve or to the parafced transformer connected holes can
the holders helow the chassis. This is done
to its grid. It Will be found very useful to he %ble to Mum-dingL.F.
output stages:
switch in this stage when listening to weak short-wave with the all and
When
the large components have been secured with
signals, while when the H.F. stage is operating on medium
wiring
can be commenced. No difficulty
small
bolts,
or long waves the stage is not generally needed.
Fig. z shows connections to the
'Phones may, be connected to the primary of the should arise in this.
leaflet can be
second L.F. transformer for short-wave listening, and octal coil -holder, or the manufacturer's
is mounted above the
The
coil
-holder
the optional. L.F. stage can be switched in or Out as consulted.
wiring. Any standard'
before. When using 'phones, the output 'tetrode is chassis on r in -bolts to shorten
screen coils available can be used in the medium- and
switched off in its filament circuit.
For medium- and long -wave operation, a V.M. H.F. long -wave tuning section of the receiver, those shown
stage is available, although for economy in local listening being the Wearite " Unigen."can be used, provided it is
Any type. of tuning dial
setting the change -over switch in the central position
in action. It is so located that the short rear
cuts out this stage. A separate switch is used for smooth of
the band -spreading condenser coincides with.
spindle
selecting the medium- and long -wave bands.
spindle of the two -gang .0005 condenser, and a
It will be seen that the 'following circuits are imme- the
used to transmit the drive as' shown
diately available byesetting the switches in appropriate flexible coupler is
in Fig. r. It may be necessary to
raise the gang condenser with spacing
washers, but this depends upon the
exact component employed.
Insulated wire iS used and connections
should be run as shown. One lead
only requires screening, that from the
long- and -medium-wave detector anode
to the H.F.C. Use screened wire for
this lead, connecting the outside braid
to the chassis.
The valve -holders between the two
screened coils were fixed tò the top
of the chassis to enable better wiring
to be obtained. (See Fig. r:)
The V.M. potentiometer is secured to
the side of. the cabinet in a position as
shown in Fig. r. Two -sockets for
'phone connections are also secured -to.
the side of the cabinet, together _with'
the switch for disconnecting the filament
of the output valve when desired:
Fig. z shows sub -chassis wiring. No.
difficulty should -arise- in wiring then
r`::`:;::'s":
.>. :ä:>,. . . ... .. . . . n
switches. The left-hand switch (Fig. s)I
is for selecting medium or long waves.
Under chassis -view.
-

-
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The switch adjacent to it switches on the filaments
of the H.F. and detector valves (consult rig. 3). To
the right is the switch for the optional L.F. stage.
Next to it is the medium- and long -wave reaction
condenser, the spindle of which must be insulated from
the châssis as it is connected to the detector anode.
The 15,000 ohm resistor is anchored to an insulated
strip, and also the lead from the second L.F. transformer,
as shown in Fig. 2. No aerial terminal is employed.
The three-point on -off switch is of the household
" pear " type connected to the ends of the leads as in
Fig. 3.
The band -set condenser (left, Fig. r) was fitted with a

Fig. 3.-Theoretical 'circuit of the All-wave Five.

small dial on the panel and a spring catch to give a
definite location. The S.W. reaction condenser (right,
Fig. 2) needs only a plain knob. The back of the plywood
panel is covered with foil and braced by being screwed
to the front of the cabinet up the edges and along the
top. The bottom of the cabinet is removable, so that
access may be had to the underside of the chassis with
ease.
If when first switching on there is any sign of L.F.
instability the- connections to the secondary of one of the
transformers can be reversed. There is considerable L.F.
amplification, and the transformer cores should be at
right angleu as shown in Fig. 3.
COMPONENTS

,.°`t:'

:.iJi.s
'4;:ï"f.;.

r. 'MS::}
``^9

Octal coil-holder with 6 -pin coils to tune from 0 to 170 metres
(or as desired). (Premier Radio.).
.00016, .00025 and .000025 mid. short-wave condensers.
Flexible coupler.
Tuning drive and dial.
.00006 pre-set.
4 -pin baseboard mounting valve -holder.
Three chassis mounting 4-pin holders. One 5 -pin ditto.
2 -gang .0005 condenser.
50,000 ohm potentiometer.
2 mid. condenser,
Fuse and holder.
One double -pole double -throw switch.
One triple -pole triple -throw ditto.
One 3 -point ditto for on-off switching.
One 3 -point ditto for wave -changing.
.1 mid. paper condenser.
15,000, 50,000, 10,000 ohm and two 2-megobm resistors.
Two .0001 mid. mica condensers. .0002 paper condenser
0003 solid dielectric reaction condenser.
One .01 paper condenser.
Parafeed transformer. L.F. transformer for direct feed.
High -frequency choke.
Two screened dual -range coils.
Knobs, pair of plugs and sockets, rod for extension spindles,
etc.
S.G. or H.F. pentode ; two detectors ; L.F. and output tetrode.
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Current and Voltage Regulation
A

Brief

Explanation

of

Methods Adopted for Stabilising Voltage and Current
Receivers, Transmitters and C.R. Tubes

THERE are many occasions on which a stable voltage
or current supply is essential for correct operation
of a piece of equipment, and the methods of
obtainingsuch a supply are both interesting and instruc-

tive. One of the most obvious instances of the need for
a stable current supply is in connection with a D.C.
or A.C./D.C. receiver which must be suitable for opera -

r.:

Fig.
How a barretter is used to regulate the current
passed by the heaters of an A.C./D.C. receiver intended
use on mains voltages between 200 and 250. The
voltage figures given are representative values added for
the purpose of giving an example.

for

tion from mains supplies of differing voltage. Despite
the variations of supply voltage, it is necessary that the
heater current througk the valves should remain uniform.
Wide changes, either upward or downward, would result
in impaired efficiency and reduced life of the valves.
Current- Stabilisation'
The simplest and most effective method of stabilising
the heater current in such a case is by the insertion of
a barretter (" Amperite " is a usual American term) in
the heater circuit, as shown in Fig. r. The barretter is
similar in construction to an electric lamp bulb, but the
filament is usually of iron wire, while the bulb contains
agas, such as hydrogen, at low pressure. The device
is designed to pass a certain current, and it will do so
despite wide changes in applied voltage. As the applied

voltage is increased and therefore the current through
the filament tends to rise, the filament resistance increases
and so cancels the tendency for an increase in current.
Barretters are made for a range of current-carrying
capacities, and with various voltage -dropping ranges.
For example, the Osram type zoz is rated at .2 amp.
and has a working range of voltage drop of rio to 200.
The type 304, on the other hand, passes .3 amp., with

To

Smoothing

To

Receiver
+175
V

3.-Two stabilisers

in series for higher voltage ;
a .tapping is provided for an intermediate voltage.

CieFig.

a voltage rame of 95 to 165. In practice, a type is
chosen which will pass the required heater current and
which has a working range from the difference between
the total heater voltage and zoo volts to the difference

between the total heater voltage and 2,5o volts. That
assumes that the voltages of the mains on which the
receiver is like to be used will he. within the range 200
to 250; in practice, a far wider working range will

Supplies for

generally be available, as may be gathered from the
examples quoted above.
Use of Barretters

%hen the current to be stabilised is less than the.
rated current of the nearest barretter available, the
circuit may be shunted by fixed resistors in order to
obtain the degree of control required. A barretter
operates at a dull red heat ; at lower temperatures the
control .effect falls -eft ; athigher temperatures there is
a danger that the filament will be burnt out. It should
be remembered that the device will dissipate a good deal
of heat when in use, and therefore that adequate ventilation must be provided. Another point to bear in mind
is that the barretter should not be situated in a strong
magnetic field if damage to the iron filament due to
attraction and consequent distortion is to be avoided.

H.T. Voltage Regulation
Voltage stabilisation first came into prominence in
connection with wireless receivers when class B and
Q.P.P. amplification were first employed. If a receiver
with an amplifier of one of these kinds were to be operated
from a mains -driven power pack the H.T. voltage
would fluctuate violently, in sympathy with the varil4tion in H.T. current, which is a feature of the amplification systems under consideration. Changes in H.T.

(`-

r

Critical
D.C.

less tan cell

1111
H7Neon

Sm®thing
To

Rectifier

Choke

Stabiliser
HT Feed

ro Receive'

.HJ
Fig. 2.-The connection for a near voltage stabiliser.
The resistance R is a protective device for the stabiliser
and alto acts as a ballast.

voltage would produce distortion of a serious nature.
In passing, it should be stated that changes in H.T.
voltage with current are due to the D.C. resistance
of the rectifier and smoothing choke. A special low resistance metal-oxide rectifier was produced which,
to a large extent, overcame the difficulty. In general,
however, it is desirable to employ a voltage regulating
device of the neon -tube variety ; a circuit is shown in
Fig. 2. It will be seen from the circuit that the neon or
gas-discharge tube is connected in parallel with the H.T.
supply to the receiver. The neon must be of a type
which has a striking voltage slightly below the nominal
H.T. voltage.
Action of the Neon Stabiliser
Thus, When the power unit and set are first switched
on the neon will glow, indicating that a current is
being passed through the neon. When the receiver is
drawing its maximum H.T. current and therefore the
I-f.T. voltage is at a minimum the neon tube will just
glow, passing a low value of current. But as the H.T.
consumption of the set falls and the rectified voltage
from the power unit tends to rise in consequence, lise
voltage applied across the neon will rise. As a result
the neon will pass more current. At intermediate
current consumptions the neon will pass wore or less
current. The shunting effect of the neon regulator
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will therefore ensure

that the H.T. voltage actually

applied to the receiver will remain constant.
is shown
It will be noted in Fig. 2 that a fixed resistor
the rectifier
in series with the smoothing choke between
of
this is
and the H.T. output terminals. The purpose
from being passed
to prevent an excessive crirrent disconnection
the
by the neon in the event of a is dependent inupon
receiver H.T. circuit. Its value and the D.C. resistthe particular neon regulator in useof regulator the comance of the choke. For one type
be
bined resistance of the choke and resistor should

1,800 ohms. ,
When the maximum H.T. supply voltage is too high
to
for an easily obtainable regulator, itFig.is 3.possible
In that
connect two in series, as shown in
used as a
case, the junction between the two may isbealso possible
supply point for a lower H:T. voltage. Itwhen
to connect two regulators in parallel this is increased
shown in
regulation is required. A circuit for additional
small
Fig. 4, where it will be seen that an
regulator.
resistor is included in the anode circuit of each" the two '
balance
"
The purpose of this resistor is to
tubes and so to prevent one of them-which may have
as a
a slightly lower striking voltage-from acting
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acts the initial tendency for the voltage to rise and so
maintains the voltage at a constant value to rise the
If the load on the output terminals were
reduce
supply voltage would tend to fall. This would
the
the positive bias on the pentode grid and also
current
anode
The
positive voltage on the screen.
would therefore fall, and with it the voltage drop across
the anode load resistor. The negative bias on the grid
of the triode would, in turn, be reduced, causing an
would
increase itr curent through the triode. The latter output
compensate for the increased load on the
terminals.
It is obviously inconvenient to introduce a dry
battery into a System of this sort, but at the same time
the operation of the
circuit is

dependent
the

upon

applica-

short-circuit to the other.

tion of a

steady
volt- Power

To

bias
sr -2Z
age which

Set

-

is inde-

pendent of
supply
Regulator
of a type variations.
A simple type of valve voltage regulator is shown lb overwhich may be used to control a high voltage
anode and come the
in Fig. 5. Here it will be seen that theand
negative battery
cathode are connected to the H.T. positive (through
a difficulty,
Fig. 5.-A triode value used as a voltage
supply points, while the grid is connected
resistor.
shunt
minimum -bias battery) to a"slider on adrop across
the may be
hàve
As the current drain falls the voltage
be replaced by a neon tube. For reasons which
appliseries resistor falls, so causing a higherinvoltageto
alteady been explained, this will result in theexactly
results
itself,
That,
valve.
of
the
anode
to
the
give
applied
and so cation of a stabilised bias voltage, and will
in the valve passing a higher anode current
tending to the same result as that obtained by the use of a battery.
equalise the
current load.
In addition,
To
A Triode Valve

thebatteryregulator.

Receiver how very, thev
I
I
applied gto

To

Smoothing

L

the grid

become s
Fig. 4.Increased current variation can be more posi dealt with by connecting stabilisers in parallel tive, or less
as shown.

negative.

That also results in the passage of an increased anode
k current. The grid therefore acts in the capacity of an
amplifier " as far as the action of the valve is
concerned.
An " Amplified-Control " Regulator in
which a greater
A valve type of voltage regulator
is shown.
degree of " control amplification " is provided
in Fig. 6. Here use is made of a triode of low -impédance
current
anode
type and capable of passing a heavy voltage controland
is
also a pentode. Although the final
by
provided by the triode, the triode is itselfoncontrolled
the pentode
the pentode. It will be seen that the biascat$ode
circuit,
is fixed by means of a bias battery in the
across
wired
to
a
slider
connected
is
and that the grid
in
the supply output leads. There is a high resistancethe
the anode circuit of the pentode, and this provides
bias for the triode.
Should the load on the output fall, the voltage would
tend to rise. This would cause an increase in positive
to a
bias to the pentode grid (which is equivalent
reduction in negative bias) and so result in increased
grid
screening
the
anode current. At the same time
would become more positive, this also producing a rise
in pentode anode current. As the anode current rises
the voltage drop across the anode load resistor increases,
so making the anode less positive, or more negative.
the
And since the anode is connected to the grid of This
triode, the negative bias on the grid is increased.
has the effect of increasing the impedance of the triode
and so cutting clown the output voltage. This counter-

Power
Supply

To

Ser

>

7

Fig. 6.-A voltage-stabiliser circuit which gives a very
The components shown are :
good range of control.
V.r, triode of high anode current rating ; V.2, pentode
; R.2 and R.3,
"
humdinger"
control value ; R.1,
screening grid potentiometer ; R.4, pentode anode load ;
R.5, R.6, and R.7, control grid potentiometer.

In a circuit such as this, it is desirable that the triode
should be of the directly heated type, since there would
be a high potential difference between the heater and
cathode; this could result in breakdown of insulation.
It is also necessary that a separate L.T. winding be
of
provided on the transformer to supply the filament
the triode, which is " up in the air " in relation to other
filament and heater circuits. For similar reasons, the
extra L.T. winding should be very carefully insulated
from the other windings. Although the pentode grid
is shown as being connected to a slider on the potentiometer R.6, the setting is not altered once the correct
adjustment has been found.
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Interference Prevention
Some

Easily

Applied Methods of

Eliminating the Effects of Interference and Jamming are
Explained in this Article
TRIE subject of this article is an old one, but it,is Receiver Faults
one which has become more than usually topical
Before- deciding that a whistle or " drone " is due to
of late. One reason is that during war conditions interference it is a good plan to try listening for a few
there can be little or no control of international broad- mitktites at different times of the day on the frequency
casting ; another is that the enemy is doing his utmost where trouble is experienced. If the interference or
to put out his "- fake " news, and at the same time to whistle is always present, it may be that it is due to a
prevent our world broadcasts of " real " news from fault in the set, if it is of the superhet type. In that
reaching countries outside the British Empire. This case it will be necessary to look round for poor earth set of conditions gives rise to both interference and bonding of screens, a loose coil or I.F. transformer
jamming.
can, or a defective I.F. valve. Anòther test that may
give an indication consists of replacing the aerial by a
short length of wire ;. a faint whistle due to interference
should then ceasee. If the interference is present right
round the tuning dial, or over a fair portion of it, one
may assume with fair safety that the fault is internal
and not due to interference.
.

" Side-band Splash."
Genuine interference which is heard as a whistle or
steady drone can seldom be prevented by making
adjustment to the set, but in many cases it is possible
to eliminate side -band splash -by increasing the sharpness
of tuning.
The same process may in certain cases
be helpful in reducing the annoyance if the tuning can
be varied very slightly at the same time, to de -tune
the heterodyne note. This will generally result in loss
of quality of reproduction, but it is better to cut the
treble slightly than to endure the unpleasant noise.

I.-Variable-selectivity I.F. by using " top
capacity" variable coupling and a means of increasing
Fig.

selectivity by taking the "detector" lead from a centre
tap instead of from the end of the I.F. transformer
secondary.

Interference and danmsing
Perhaps it would he well in .the first place to draw a
clear distinction between -interference and jamming,
because they are quite different, although they may
'bring about the same -result. By interference we mean
the unintentionar spoiling of one broadcast by another
on 'or near the same frequency. Jamming on the other
hand can be described as interference of a deliberate
nature. All readers are no doubt familiar with the
" warbling " note heard on the B.B.C. foreign -service
broadcast on a wavelength in the regionof 35o metres.
This, one may assume, is intended as a form of jamming ;
it tray_ not cause serious interference in this country,
but might well blot out the transmission at points
nearer to the jamming transmitter.
Interference is usually noticed äs a heterodyne whistle
when two transmitters are operating on closely spaced
frequencies: Alternatively, it might take the form of
" side -band splash " which is heard as a general distortion when two transmitters on fairly close frequencies
are modulating at the same time. This form of inter=
ference is most noticeable during a. " silent " period, or
break in programme, of either station. The other one
can be heard, probably distorted, clue to the receiver
not being correctly tuned to it, but more clearly than
when both transmissions are being modulated. Either
station can be heard clearly when the other is completely
" off the air."

Sharpening the Tuning
Methods of sharpening tuning have often been
described in these pages, so it is not proposed to explain
them again. Instead, a brief summary of the simpler
methods will be given. In the case of a " straight "
receiver the simplest method of all is to reduce aerial
length as much as possible and/or to reduce the capacity
of the condenser in series with the aerial. When the
aerial is taken to a tapping on the aerial coil, the tapping
point should be moved towards the earth end of the
coil. The object in each case is to reduce the damping
effect of the aerial on the tuned circuit. As most
readers are probably aware, sharpness of tuning can be

HTt

Der.

25,000 R

E
it

I

a

H.

T>

Fig. 2.-Variable I.F. selectivity by using a third
winding of few turns with a 25,000 ohm variable resistor
in aarallel.

,

nearer to that end of tlïe coil which is connected to
H.T. positive.
In the case of a superhet, 'all of the modifications
already mentioned, with the exception of reaction
control, are applicable. In addition, there are other
steps that may be taken. The most important concerns
the sharpening of the tuning of the intermediate -frequency transformers. In general, these will already be
sharply tuned, and further sharpening may tend to
impair reproduction. In consequence, the most satisfactory step is to provide a means of varying selectivity,
so that tuning can be sharpened when necessary and
flattened when interference is not present. With some
types of I.F. transformer -it is possible to move the
primary and secondary windings farther apart ; this
will sharpen tuning to a marked degree. If this is
not possible and the secondary is centre -tapped, the
" grid " connection may be transferred from the end of
the winding to the tapping, as shown by a broken line
in Fig. r.

Flex Leads
to Set

Fig.
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3.-A

simple form of construction for a frame aerial
fitted to the back board of the receiver cabinet.

increased to a marked extent by tightening the reaction
coupling. For this to be really effective it is necessary
that reaction control should be smooth, and that there
should be no tendency for the set to burst into oscillation as the reaction setting is advanced. Smooth
reaction control can best be obtained by careful choice
of H.T. voltage on the detector valve, by ensuring
that the earth connection is good and, sometimes, by
inserting a 250 ohm resistor in series with the reaction
condenser.
The selectivity of a " straight " circuit. can also be
increased by adding another tuned stage, or by
the single -circuit aerial tuner by a band-pass filter.
Neither of these expedients can really be described as
simple, however, and therefore the matter can be
dismissed
Where an H.F. stage is already used, it is often a good
plan to connect the detector grid condenser to a tapping
on the tuned -grid coil and perhaps also to reduce the
capacity of the grid condenser. When tuned anode
coupling is employed, the same result can be obtained
by moving the grid condenser connection to a tapping

_

Variable Selectivity
Fig. r shows an effective method of' providing variable
selectivity when the windings can be spaced to give a
normally very high degree of selectivity. A .Door mfd.
variable or pre-set condenser is connected between the
two high -potential points On the windings ; that is
between the anode end of the primary and thé grid
(or diode anode) end of the secondary. An increase in
the capacity of the condenser will produce ,the effect
of closer coupling between the windings, and so broaden
the tuning. Another method of providing variable
selectivity is shown in Fig. 2, where it will be seen that.
there is a third winding on the transformer. This
so-called tertiary winding has about one -twentieth of
the number of turns as the other two windings (say
about a dozen turns for the average 465 kc/s transformer) and is placed between the primary and secondary.
A 25,000 ohm' variable resistor is connected between
its ends, and it is this which gives control of band -width.
As with the other method described, the transformer
should, in the first place, be modified so that it gives
very sharp tuning.

Child's Hoop

Directional Reception
In the case of jamming, or " on-frequency " interference, increasing selectivity of the receiver is useless,
or practically so. It is then necessary to provide a means
of eliminating the unwanted signal before it is passed
to the receiver input stage. This may sometimes be
done by cutting down the size of the aerial, but this
is effective only when the ratio between the strengths
of the wanted and unwanted signals is fairly high.
The only real solution lies in the use of a directional
aerial. A fixed aerial with directional properties may
help, but that will normally be effective only in the
case of one pair of transmissions. A variably -directional
aerial is more useful.

i"

Frame Aerial 'Connections
The method of connecting a frame to a superhet,
or a straight set with H.F. stage, is shown in Fig. 5.

Notched
Pexoli n -Strips

Square Wood

-

Clued and Screwed

Metal Rod
Metal Tube

Wooden

Paxolln or
Plywood

Base

Fig..4.-Another method of making a frame aerial.

i3 Square Slots
the
method of supporting the windings.
The detail shows
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Fig. 5.--The method of connecting a frame to a superhet
or an H.F.-Det.-L.F. receiver with ganged tuning.

The tuning coil shouffi be disconnected at the point
marked with a cross and the frame connected in its place.
Since the frame will have different characteristics than
the coil which it replaces, it is desirable to connect a
variable trimming condenser across the frame, as shown.
The length of winding on the frame should be adjusted,
after tuning in a strong signal, so that signal strength
is at a maximum when the trimmer is about its midway
setting. After that, the ganged tuning condenser can
be used in the ordinary way ; the trimmer will then be
adjusted as necessary for maximum signal strength.

4 <:
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interference can be prevented or reduced by rotating the
frame.
It is true that a frame aerial is less sensitive than
an- elevated wire, but that- the average small superhet
will give excellent reception when used with a frame is
proved by the number of satisfactory portable receivers
in use. Even a " straight " receiver of good design will
operate fairly satisfactorily when used with a frame
aerial, especially if it is not less than about eft. square
(or an equivalent size if of another shape). With a superhet, a frame aerial measuring 'ft. by about gins. should
be adequate.

.0001 Mrd.

-

Making a Frame Aerial
The simplest method of making a frame aerial is
probably that illustrated in Fig. 3, where it is assumed
that the aerial is fitted to the back board of the receiver.
Four strips of wood 3ins. long, and having a cross section'
of din. by tin. have four slanting saw cuts made in
them and they are screwed one towards each corner of
the plywood back board. The saw cuts should be fairly
wide because they are to receive the windings. This can
be arranged by using a pair of hacksaw blades fitted
into the frame side by side.
A small tag strip or terminal block should be attached
to the back of the set at a point nearest to the aerial
tuning condenser to provide an attachment for the
beginning and end of the winding.
How Many Turns ?
Suitable wire is 3o gauge d.c.c., and the number of
turns depends upon the overall size of the frame. As a
guide, it may be stated that the total length of wire
required will vary front about 35ft. for a frame with
turns about eft. long to 6oft. for a frame with turns
about 6ft. long. The reason for the variation in length
is that the inductance and capacity are dependent not
only upon the length of wire, but also upon the number
and size of the turns. Start by soldering one end of
the wire to one of the .soldering tags pH the tag strip,
and put on the estimated length of wire, dividing it
roughly between the four saw cuts.

Another method of making a frame aerial-this time

one for use outside the receiver, is shown in Fig. 4. A
number of notched paxolin or plywood strips are attached
to the periphery of a child's wooden hoop, and the winding
is put on as before. It may be started and terminated,
an before, at a terminal tag strip, 'this time attached to
the vertical support. Flexible leads will run from the
loop to the receiver, and these should be not more than
eft. long if they are unscreened ; for longer leads, up
to about 5ft., use screened connecting wire. If a fairly
long unscreened lead is used, the pick-up by it will reduce
the directional effects of the frame aerial itself.
o

Fig. 6.How

V
a frame may be used with
receiver with. reaction.

d Det. L.F.

In the case of a detector-L.F. type of receiver, it will
be necessary to put a reaction winding on the frame, as
shown in Fig. 6. This consists of an extension to the
winding, about one-half the number of turns on the
tuning section being added for reaction. An external
aerial connection is also shown, this being taken to a
tapping about half -way along the tuned winding. This
:is provided for use when the directional properties of
the frame are not required.
Frame aerials can also be used for S.W. reception by
reducing the number of turns. Further frame aerial
'details are given in " The Practical Wireless Ency,
clopædia."
This brings us to the use of a frame aerial, which is
Seldom seen to -day, except in small portable receivers.
As is well known, a frame aerial has the property of
giving maximum pick-up from stations in line with its
plane, and minimum pick-up from stations in a line at
nght=angles to that plane. It is seldom that both wanted
and unwanted stations are in the same line, and therefore
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Sound Amplifying Equipment -6
Estimating Gain.

Practical Considerations Relating to the Construction and Operation of Mixers
By L. O. SPARKS

AWIDE mixing combination can be obtained between
any of the inputs, while fade-overs between
any .two of the inputs are merely a matter of
manipulation of the controls. It should be noted
that the earthy ends of all channels are taken direct
to the common negative earth line, and that the
potentiometer Rv (0.25 megol}uis) acts as an input
control to the second valve with respect to the output
from the first stage only. The values of R3, R4 and
R5 are the same as those for Rs, etc.
The systems described in this series, according to the
merits given to each, are perfectly satisfactory for all
general purposes, but no mention has been made of
T-attenuators or bridge circuits for use on low-impedance
lines and to provide constant impedances, etc., as these
are hardly necessary for the class of work under consideration.
In this' article, constructional details are given of a
mixer unit which has proved highly satisfactory.
Tp

Ts

F.g. I.-The reflected load R
of the primary is equal to
Rz (Tp2 when Rz is the
secondary load.

Having given general consideration to various forms

of circuits suitable for the mixing of two or -more
inputs (see January issue), they can now be examined
more closely from the point of view of efficiency and

construction.

-

Efficiency
For the purpose of this article, we can ignore the
main or power amplifier, which it is 'assumed is fully
capable of handling its share of the installation. With
any of the equipment preceeding the power amplifier,
we are directly concerned with the voltage amplification
of the input signal or. signals,Eand their control and/or
m sing. The pre -amplifiers haye one main object to

Fig.

2.-The panel layout of the

-

achieve; namely, the stepping up of the input signal(s)
to a level sufficient to ensure correct loading of the
power amplifier, but they also provide other advantages
which can be said to be directly beneficial to the satisfactory operation of the installation as a whole. It
is possible to calculate the exact gain between, say,
microphone output and the output of the pre -amplifier,
or, if need be, the input terminals of the power amplifier.
The mixers, however, excepting those shown by Figs.
5, 6 and 7 (January issue), act as attenuators and reduce
the effective signal strength reaching the grid of thé
first valve. This is an item which must he borne in
mind when considering their use, and when thinking in
terms of overall magnification ; the more mixer circuits,
the greater will be the reduction, and it is wise to assume
that, say, a two Mixer arrangement will result in the
signal strength reaching the valve being halved, and
so on.

Estimating Gain
Using the two -valve pre -amplifier already described
as an example (the theoretical circuit is shown by
Fig. r, page 492, of the November issue), the effective
stage gain for Vs and V2 can be calculated from the
formula
Effective amplification
PRI where RI represents
RI+Ra
the anode load ; Ra the.impedance of the valve, and F'

:-

-

q2 x So,000 'which
equals 3>600,000 = 53
50,000+18,000
68,000
(approx.).
54 X 30,000
For V2 we get, Effective amplification
30,000+11,500
1,560,000 15,600
=37.5 (approx.),
41,500
415
The two stages together give an overall effective amplification of 53 X 37.5 or 1987.5. This theoretical value
seems at a glance to be excessively high, but by virtue
of the potentiometers RI and R5, shown in the circuit
diagram, the actual input to either of the valves can be
controlled, and, furthermore, one has to bear in mind
the voltage value of the input signal to VI, line con -

we get

-

mixer unit described in this article.
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With transformers used for matching purposes, etc.,
one is concerned with- the primary offering a suitable
load to the source to which it is connected, and many
constructors made the mistake of thinking that this
lofcl is directly concerned with the D.C. resistance of
the primary, This is not so, in fact, apart from voltage
dropping reasons one. could, speaking in a general sense,
ignore the D.C. resistance. The load offered by the
primary, is directly connected with the square of the
turns ratio of the transformer, and the load connected
across the secondary. It is usual to speak of the primary
load as the " reflected load " or "load looking into the
primary." Referring to Fig. i, let R represent the
primary load ; Tp and Ts the turns on the primary
and secondary respectively, and R2 the load imposed
on the secondary.
2
and
From the above we can write R= R.2 x
from this we find that the ratio of the impedances is
equal to the turns ratio squared. This can be written
RR2=!Ts
-)s or, as we are chiefly concerned with finding

ditions and the voltage required at the input of the
power amplifier to fully load its output.
Assuming a microphone forms the input signal source
a reasonable average value of the voltage to be expected,
bearing in mind various types, etc., will be in the region
of, "say, .02 volts. This means that the grid -of V2 will
receive 1.06 volts when its potentiometer is set toits
maximum. This input will not, in any way, be out of
keeping with the valve specified for V2, but R5 will
have to be adjusted to keep the overall amplification
down when the total, voltage across the output of Va
is considered, subject, of course, to the requirements
of the power amplifier and general operating conditions.
It is, however, far better to have a good reserve in
hand rather than be operating such a unit full-out,
and then having to use the volume control on the power
amplifier At its maximum setting to obtain the required
results. This statement must not be confused with
the advice given in a previous article, about letting the
pre -amplifier give its maximum gain (according to
operating conditions, etc.), and keeping the power
amplifier down.

(s

H.T.-f-

Note

250V

/'`-%1

M.C.a Metal Chassis

Output

l

C

Input
Fig.

3.-The layout and zvig of a

two -channel mixer using

Microphone Transformer
For the above calculations we have assumed an
average input for microphones, but no mention has
been made concerning the ratio of the microphone
transformer with relation to the input to Vr. It would
seem feasible to use a component having a very high
ratio to allow the greatest step-up to be obtained of
the minute voltages developed across the " mike,"
thus increasing the signal at the grid of V r. This
would be quite in order, provided one was not concerned
with the grid-input impedance of the valve. The
following example will make the matter more clear.
Supposing the volume control across the grid circuit
of Vs is 0.25 megohms, as in the case in the design under
consideration, then this would actually represent the
load across the secondary of the microphone transformer. .Now the microphone has a certain impedance,
and this is usually stated by its manufacturers, but,
if such information is not to hand, the figure can be

a 6NT6 valve.

the correct ratio required for impedance matching, it
can be rearranged thus
R2
The turns ratio TP=

:-

R

Applying this to the example, the impedance (R) of the
microphone is 500 ohms, and the value of the potentio-'
meter -across the secondary (Rs) is 25o,000 ohms,
250,000
therefore the impedance ratio becomes 500 or
The turns ratio then must equal the square root of
500, i.e.,
5oo, which equals 22.4 (approx.), say, 22,
which indicates that the microphone transformer
requires a step-up ratio in which the secondary has
22 times the number of turns of those used for the
primary, and this holds good for whatever number of
turns is used for the primary, provided the secondary
load is the same. This is mentioned to stress the fact
about the turns ratio being the vital point and not the
determined quite easily. Impedance is the ratio of. number of turns on the primary.
voltage to current in a circuit, therefore, if the " mike "
under test passes 18 mAs. at 9 volts, its impedance will Constructing " Mixers "
9x
shown in the previous issue, Figs, to 4,
-5oo, it being necessary to multiply by callTheforcircuits
be
little comment so far as their construction is
concerned; being of the simple type, they are often
i,000 as the current is expressed in milliamps,

r
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incorporated in the pre-amplifier, or even the power
amplifier, but if the latter, it is advisable to take special
care regarding the location of the components and their
screening. It is usually necessary to screen the grid
leads and the metal cases housing the potentiometers,
and so arrange the components that they are well away
from any leads carrying raw A.C., yet so located that the
grid and inter-connecting wires are as short as possible.
Still referring to the. January issue, Fig. 6 is better
than Fig. 5, unless pentodes are used in place of the
triodes, in which case Fig. 5 is quite satisfactory and
capable of giving a high gain. With a valve of. the 6N7G
type, i.e., a twin -triode or Class B valve, Fig. 6 is
recommended, and it is this arrangement which is used
in the mixer unit described below.
-

Construction
The unit incorporated only a few components, and if
it were not for the volume controls and their dials, the
whole thing could be made much smaller than the one
shown. A suitable chassis is one having dimensions
close to Tin. x 3in. x 3in., formed out of sheet tinned iron.

There is no need for the chassis to be of the usual stout
plate, as there are no heavy components to be carried.
The layout and wiring-underside of the chassis-is
shown by Fig. 2, and although a four -pin chassis
mounting valve -holder was used for the power supplies
in the original (mounted on the back of the chassis) the
H.T. and L.T. leads are shown separately in the diagram.
for clarity. The valve is the 6N7G, and this required an
octal valve holder, but if this valve is not to hand, it is
quite permissible to use two separate triode valves,
of the medium impedance type, and ample room will
be found on the chassis shown for their accommodation.
The two potentiometers control the inputs to the two
triode sections, thus allowing perfect mixing-plus a
slight gain-to be obtained. The three-two-socket
strips, two of which are used for the inputs, and one
for the output, can, if so, be replaced by single -circuit
jacks. The panel- layout is shown in Fig. 3, and it will
be found that better control can be obtained, so far as
the operator's comfort is concerned, if, when constructing
the chassis, the panel is given .a slope of about
6o deg.

Commercial Receiver Design -I

The design of commercial receivers depends a great
THE general characteristics of a broadcast receiver are
sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity. Selectivity is deal upon such merchandising requirements as the
defined as the effective valve of the carrier voltage best receiver for a standard selling price," most of these
that must be induced in the aerial to set up the standard are influenced by the sales features that are pressed at
output when the carrier is modulated 3o per cent. at a the time of buying.
frequency of 40o cycles.
The sensitivity is the ability of the receiver to respond Design Factors
Some factors covbring the design are the L.F. power
output, the sensitivity, and the carrier amplitude desired
at the detector for normal operation. The L.F. valve
Outout
/.F.
2 Det
F. C.
and anode supply voltage are selected to give the
required output.
The minimum L.F. amplification between the detector
and output valves is the gain that will give full excitation
for the output valve when the carrier voltage at the
Pentode
Mixer and
2"Der
detector is completely modulated and has an amplitude
Output
equal to the normal detector level.
Oscillator
and A.V.C.
The voltage step up between the aerial and -second
Combined
detector must be such that with a voltage corresponding
Fig. r.-Unit sequence of commercial receiver.
to the required sensitivity acting in the aerial circuit, the
level will be developed at the second
to small radii) signal voltages, and is measured in terms required carrier
grid gain is necessarily low
of the voltages that must be induced in the aerial by detector. The aerial to first
the in ordinary commercial receivers, as these must be
the signal to produce a standard output from non
circuit will keep its
tuned
the
first
so
that
watt
in
a
designed
amplifier. The standard output is 0.05
aerials of different constants are used,
inductive load resistance, having a valve corresponding alignment whenthis
the aerial coupling must be small.
to the load resistance into which the amplifier has to and to achieve
Fig. i illustrates a schematic diagram of a commercial
operate. Lastly' fidelity which represents the extent to.
£ii to ß15 at a minimum, having
from
costing
receiver
modulation
which the receiver reproduces the different
a complement of 5 valves including a rectifier, being
frequencies without frequency distortion.
Over these, selectivity, sensitivity and fijdelity, there an A.C./D.C. receiver.an outline of A.V.C. systems and
I propose giving
are other points such as further refinements as A.V.C.
quieting arrangements, tuning indicators, automatic
system, noise to signal ratio, mains hum suppression,
control circuits, and such refinements shown
How
frequency
distortion.
without
obtained
and power output
many of the broadcast receivers employ quieting in Fig. 2.
be continued.)
few
arrangements, automatic frequency control ? Very very
of our commercial receivers unless they are
Output
expensive. In fact, very few incorporate an R.F. stage
before the frequency changer.
/ Push -Pull
`

R.

2"'Det

F

!s'AF
A. F C.

A.F. C.
{A.V.C.

Rectifier

L F.
.

Driver

A.F.C. &
A.V.C.
/.F. Amp.

Fig. 2.-High-fidelity receiver.

Output

Volume
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An Earphone Pick-up
By "EXPERIMENTALIST"
drilled in the centre of the earphone diaphragm to accept
the threaded end of the stylus. Set the diaphragm
rather than indirect sound vibration, i.e., audible within the cover and attach the stylus to it, following
which
the spring connection is screwed to the recess
operate
it
may
made
to
be
sound, speech, music, etc.,
as a pick-up. In other words, we get a diaphragm- at the outside of the cover, as indicated at Fig. 2.
If, when the cover is screwed on the main ear -piece,
operated pick-up, which is similar to, but distinct from,
the slant of the stylus should prove to be greater than
the conventional moving -iron pick-up.
the
angle desired, it will be necessary to fit a packing
be
applied
waves
can
Direct, non-electrical sound
to the diaphragm by means of the stylus parts of a ring (cut from paper) between the cover and diaphragm,
gramophone sound -box. .It is only a matter of fitting as shown. One could have the packing ring at the
the stylus to the diaphragm and attaching the needle - .outside of the diaphragm, but, by doing so, the distance
holder part to the cover of the earphone. Any reader, between the diaphragm and the pole -pieces of the
consequently, desiring a cheap, efficient, auxiliary magnetic coils is affected and this might interfere with
pick-up, will no doubt be interested in the actual model good reproduction.
Incidentally, should reproduction be rather harsh and
constructed and tested by the writer.
Reproduction is extremely loud owing to super- i high-pitched, this fault is rectified by fitting packing
sensitivity. By using special ftbre (thorn) pick-up, rings of paper against the diaphragm, at the outside.
needles, hbwever, loudness is reduced and reproduction The writer used thin blotting paper. If two paper
rings are'necessary, i.e., one to correct the stylus
slant and the other to keep the diaphragm farther
away from the pole -pieces, it is advisable to have
the diaphragm between them, as the rings serve to
" pad the diaphragm more' effectively.
BY applying direct, non -electrical sound vibration
to the thin, soft-iron diaphragm of an earphone

48 Wide Sfot

-

The Holder Unit
A holder unit for the pick-up head is made
from tin. diameter iron or brass tubing, such as
that provided by towel rails. A' side and top view
of the holder, with dimensions, is given at Fig. 3.
It will be seen that in order to provide a
circular clip it is necessary to make four cuts
down one end with a hacksaw. The depth of the
cuts is 4in.. By sawing the metal at an angle,

Filed flat for
Spring Connection

this depth can be easily reached ;' the opposite
cut is made even by reversing the tubing in the
vice and cutting it at an angle. Alternatively,
the hacksaw blade fittings may be turned so cutting
cari be down at right-angles.
Having cut the tubing, remove the waste portions
and then bend out the clip portions and straighten their
curvature out flat with a hammer. The clips are then
bent to form a ring which will take the main earphone
piece, with tightening lugs at the ends for an }in. thick'
machine screw. The opposite end is cut and filed as
shown ; tllre is no need to flatten out the supporting
tab.
The Arm Piece and Pivot
An arm piece is made from a sin. length of tin. tubing.
The end is prepared, as shown at Fig. 4, with a 3/16in.
hole drilled through near the opposite end. This hole
is for the entry of the wire leads into the tubular pivot.
The pivot is made from Sin. diameter tubing (or
tubing which fits snugly into the " bore " of the arm

fex Nola
front
with
is
filed,
earphone
cover
Fig. z.-Showing how the
and side views of finished piece.

for Styluy.

improved. Tests on a simple z -valve set gave excellent
results, with better tonal quality on a superhet receiver.
An independent volume -control is not necessary, unless
desired.
Preparing the Cover
The writer used an old B.B.C. bakelite ear -piece,
but almost any type of ear -piece may be incorporated
providing it has a bakelite casing. Remove the screw -off
cover and file a slot in it (for the stylus) with the edge
of an ern. thick flat file. A small, flat recess is filed
directly beneath the slot for the spring connection, as
shown at Figs. z and 2, then holes drilled and threaded
for the tiny fixing screws.
An old gramophone sound -box provides the necessary
parts and screws. It may be necessary to bend the stylus
straighter to make it longer or bend it. more to ,
shorten its length. The size of the stylus used in
making the model was r}in. from the " crook " sryfus
end to the base of the spring connection; this is
the average length.
The stylus slot cannot be made anywhere in the
cover piece. Its true position is determined by the
outlet hole (for the flexible wire leads) in the main
ear-piece. A special universal -jointed pick-up arm
has been designed so that the leads run within it,
out of view, to two terminals in the base.
One must, to ensure that the outlet hole is in
alignment with the holder unit, screw the cover
on tightly and mark the stylus slot lines diagonal
(about 40 degrees) with the horizontal position of
the outlet. hole. This also ensures the correct
needle -holder slant, of course.
'

'

Pick-up Head Assembly
The stylus, when removed from the sound -box,
will have a tiny washer and nut. A hole is

Fig. 2. Assembly of parts, ,and sectional view.
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3.-The

Supporting

Fig.

holder unit.

tubing), it having a tightening clip at one end and a
cross slot for the socket screw. This screw, while
/6
enabling the pivot to turn freely in the socket, prevents
it from lifting out.
o
Not having a suitable piece of .tubing with which to
make the pivot, the writer reduced the diameter of }in.
tubing by slitting it down one side and cutting out a
channel Bin. or so wide. The gap was easily: closed in a
vice and the tubing filed true ; true shaping, on a suitable
o
iron core, with a hammer -is possible.
The Socket and Base
Fig. 4. Details of arm piece, pivot and socket.
À four -legged socket for the pivot is made from a
sin. length of zin. tubing.
Two central, right-angle
T
cuts down one end provide
the legs. The metal is bent
outwards with the fingers
and the strips flattened on
an anvil. Do not bend the
legs at right -angles with
pliers, as the jaws of these
snake a sharp bend which,
owing to the curvature in the
metal, might cause a break.
Gradual flattening with a
hammer is the safest course.
Valve Holder Base
Recesses Filed for
Terminal Screws
A hole is drilled and
threaded at one side of the
socket to engage with the
slot -in the pivot. Before
r;11
l,l g
drilling holes at the ends of
legs, obtain an old
the
bakelite, batten -type 4 -pin
välveholder.
The base of
Gramophone Turntable
hfetalfap this serves as a base for the
socket. The diameter is
about afin.
A view of the base, stripped
of all its fittings, is shown at
Fig. 5. The legs of the
'socket are cut and drilled to
engage with four . recesses
and screw holes in the base,
as shown by the bottom view.
(Continued on pagc.15r)
Fig. 5.-Side eiebation of the pick-up, with details of socket base.
-
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I a13í in the position to give that to you
free
We teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all
parts of the world.
;::1 :?3i`:'i
The most progressive and most
succeâsful Correspondence College
in the world.
If you know what you want to
x'.f
i[
?
study, write for prospectus. If
you are undecided, write for my
fatherly advice. It is free.
Distance makes no difference.
-

:
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BATTERIES

EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Accountancy
ExaminaMetallurgy
I ions
Mining. All subjects
Advertising and Sales
Mining. Electrical EnginMnnagement
eering
Agriculture
Motor Engineering
A.M.I. Fire E. ExaminaMotor Trade
lions
Municipal and County
Applied Mechanics
Engineers
Arnw Certificates
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate
Novel Writing
Pattern Making
Agents
Play Writing
Aviation Engineering
Aviation Wireless
Police. Special Course.
Banking
Preceptors, College of
Blue Prints
Press Tool Work
Boilers
Production Engineering
Book-keeping,
Pumps
and
AccountPumping
ancy and Modern BlasiMachinery
mess Methods
Radio Communication
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and
R.A.F. Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road Making and Main Builders' Quantities
tenance
Cambridge Senior School
Salesmanship, LS.M.A.
Certificate
,.
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
School Attendance Officer
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural
Short-story Writing
Engineering
Short-wave Radio
Draughtsmanship.
All
Speaking in Public
Branches
Structural Engineering
Engineering. All branches,
Surveying
subjects and examinaTeachers of Handicrafts
tions
Telephony and Telegraphy
General Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport Inst. Exams.
heating and Ventilating
Viewers, Gaugers, InspeeIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Institute of Housing
Weights and Measures
Insurance
Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Languages
Wireless Telegraphy and
Mathematics
Telephony
Matriculation
Works Managers
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do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
any subicet. Full particulars' free.
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AND OWNER
for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
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International Buildings,
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Cut the flexible wire and bare the ends for connection
to the terminal screws. It is advisable to put- a twist
or curl in the wire to facilitate easy swivel movement.
Complete the assembly by fitting a metal cap to the
end of the arm piece. The top part of an old scent
spray was used by the writer, but the metal ferrule
on old screwdrivers, etc., could doubtless be used. An
alternative is to plug the arm end with cork or fit on a
suitable toothpaste tube cap.
The side elevation at Fig. 5 shows the general -arrangement of the pick-up mounted on the motor -board of a
gramophone cabinet. It will be seen that in order to
insert fresh playing needles the pick-up head can be
turned over to rest on the supporting arm. The small
supporting tab on the holder unit prevents the needle
from coming in contact with the motor -board surface
when the pick-up is lifted from records and swung to
One side. Oil all movable parts.

Twò extra recesses are needed for the wire terminals,

so these are duly filed where indicated. The remaining
holes are for a couple of fixing screws,

Assembling the Parts
Having made all the necessary parts, connect a rain.
length of good quality twin flex to the earphone coil
terminals. Bring the ends through the holder unit and
attach the latter to the earphone pick-up head. The
. wire is then threaded through the arm piece which, at
this juncture, is bolted freely to the holder unit.
Having brought the wire ends through the 3/16in. hole
`at the opposite end of the arm, push them through the
pivot (the clips on this may require to be opened somewhat) and force the pivot clips on the arm, directly
beneath the flex hole, then tighten the clips with a small
bolt 'and nut. Insert the pivot into the socket and bolt
the socket legs to their base.

Principles and Practice of Hot Cathode
Mercury Vapour -Rectifiers
By

G. BULLEY
who also will advise on the best possible method of
installation. Nevertheless, all hot cathode mercury
vapour rectifiers should be subjected to the following
condition for safety and satisfactory service.
It is essential that the H.T. supply be delayed by
means of a suitable delay switch, to enable the cathode
to reach its specified operating temperature ; this
delay time varies being dependent upon the size of the
rectifier and this can be seen clearly by referring to the
data of the Osram rectifiers mentioned in this article.
Failure to respect the delay times laid down by the valve

E.

RECTIFIERS of this type depend upon the presence
of mercury vapour and because of its introduction
inside the valve, the electrons emitted from the
cathode' collide with this vapour and produce what is
known as ionisation. This characteristic is typical
of any mercury vapour rectifier and is easily recognised
by a blue glow inside the valve. Ionisation in hot
cathode mercury vapour rectifiers has- the property of
neutralising the space charge which keeps the voltage
drop constant and the internal resistance of the valve
very low. It is these properties that enable this type of
rectifier to handle large currents, whereas in the case of
high vacuum rectifiers the voltage drop actually depends
upon the gradual increase of the current with an increasing load!
Hot cathode mercury vapour rectifiers to-day are
preferred id high voltage equipment for rectification.
This is because the 'constant voltage drop and lowinternal
resistance result in '-good regulation.
The application of this type of. rectifier should be
considered carefully before actual steps are taken to
design high voltage equipment incorporating them for
rectification. It is good practice to obtain advice
and data of the valves one proposes to use ; this information is willingly furnished by the valve manufacturer

manufacturer will result in the total destruction -of the
emitting surface of the cathode ; this usually is defined
as " sputtering " and can be described as the destruction
of the coating material caused by the application of
the anode -voltage before the correct cathode operating
temperature has been reached, resulting in the coating

*`
flaking off.
The operation of these rectifiers should always be in a
well ventilated position whether they be of the small
type, such as the Osram GU5o,+ or the Osram GU7.
Most larger types of hot cathode mercury vapour rectifiers are subjected to forced air cooling, whereas in the
case of the smaller designs the ordinary air cooling
is sufficient. Failure to operate any hot cathode mercury

CIRCUIT
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Fig. I. Application
of the Osram GU5o
hot cathode mercury
vapour rectifier.
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vapour rectifier within its circumambient temperature,
laid down by the manufacturer, will result in the conduction of electrons in the reverse direction to normalthis phenomenon can also result from the maximum
inverse voltage being exceeded ; it is of importance
to remember these factors.
The application of a small hot cathode mercury vapour
rectifier, namely the Osram GU5o, can be seen in Fig. r.
An important point to remember is that it is very good
practice to mount this type of rectifier in an upright
position. These rectifiers should be used in a choke
input filter circuit ; this not only applies to the smaller
types, but it is good practice to install the larger ones
in a similar circuit wherever possible. The reason for
this, is the local interference they can cause. Nevertheless, great care also should be taken when selecting
the transformers and chokes ; these components should
have a very low resistance.
Fig. r is à typical circuit and is very useful for the
power supply of an amplifier. It is appropriate at this
stage to give the values of the components Incorporated
in the circuit.

RI -126

50,000 ohm resistances only required if series
connected electrolytic condensers are used as

Fig. 2. Dimensions
of the various
G.E.C. hot cathode

vapour

FILAMENT

rectifiers.

20

Fil, volts 4-I-.4.
Fil. current, 3 amps. (approx.).
Peak inverse anode volts, 5,20o max.
Peak anode current, r amp. (approx.).
Average anode current, .25 amp.
Forward voltage drop, 12 approx.,
Delay time, 3o secs.
It is essential to remember, however, that when first
installing a hot cathode mercury vapour rectifier, the
H.T. should be delayed for a period between r5 and
3o minutes, to ensure that the cathode reaches the
correct temperature and distributes the mercury inside
the valve.
Comparison of the physical dimensions and shape of
various hot cathode mercury vapour rectifiers manufactured by the G.E.C. can be seen by referring to Fig. 2.
The already disccßsed GU5o, the GU2o and 21 and the
much larger tyfe, namely the GU7 and GU8 ; the
GUzo and GU2r are identical in their external physical
dimensions and basing, but differ in operating characteristics. This can be seen later in the article and will
be of use to radio engineers planning to design equip-

shown. (A paper 4 mfd. may be used in
place of each group of three electrolytics.)
Li-La Should not be lees than nine henries at
500 mA. D.C. Resistance not greater than
ion ohms.
For reasonable good regulation the primary
Tz
winding should be designed for .55 KVA,
and the secondary for .8 KVA ; 1,3oo+1,300
volts for D.C. output, 465 mA. at r,000 volts.
T2
Filament transformer, secondary winding
4 volts at 6 amps.
T3
Delay switch for H.T. supply.
So much for the values of the components, the next ment incorporating the hot cathode mercury vapour
consideration is the operating characteristics of the rectifier. This also applies to the GU7 and GU8, both
identical in shape, etc., but differing in operating
valve, i.e., GU5o.

characteristics.

31itirs
,
XX=

OUTPUT

Fig. 3.-One application of the mercury
vapour rectifier-biphase half -wave rectification.

GUzo

Fil. volts

Fil. current (approx.)..
..
Permitted range of condensa-

tion'temps.

(Temps. of that part of bulb
on which mercury is collecting.)
Max. permitted ambient temp.
in still air ..
..

Peak current

..

..

4

GU2z
4

ix amps. II amps.
20°-6o°C.

20°-6o°C.

35°C.
4 amps.

35°C.

4.7 amps..
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the. smoothing circuit does not resonate to supply
frequency.
Valves for " L " are given in a tabulated form below
and for convenience both the GU2o and the GU2r are
shown in "the same table.
Summarising, it is easy to see the principles of the
hot cathode mercury vapour rectifier and its various
methods of application.
To-day this type of rectifier is finding its way into
modern equipment such as R.F. heating, transmitting
and speèialised apparatus, because of the good regulation
offered as well as the ability to handle large currents.

Ffg. 4.-Single-phase full-wave rectification.
GU2r
GU2o
11,600
Peak reverse voltage ..
.. 8,75o
Delay time after 15 mins.
8 mins.
8 mins.
..
shutdown
Delay time less than 15 mies.
z min.
shutdown ..
.. I min.
..
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GU8
GU7
Fil. volts
..
.. 2.35 2.35
Fil. current
40+5 40+5
13,500 22,000
Peak reverse voltage
Max. ambient temps.
38° C. 34° C.
Min. ambient temps.
10 C. 12° C.
Max. condensation temps.
C. 54° C.
Min. condensation temps. 3o° C. 32° C.
5o_
Frequency (C.P.S.)
5o
We have reviewed the characteristics
of

five hot

cathode

mercury

vapour

rectifiers selected from the Osram range,
and it is interesting to study the various
circuits in which the GU2o and 21 can be
incorporated. Figs. 3 .to 6 inclusive show
the various applications to which these
valves can be put for rectification of raw
AC.

Mr

MtlM/dtr

:-

ga.. OUTPUT
They can be classified as
Fig. 6.-Three-phase full-wave rectification.
Fig. 3.-Biphase half wave.
Fig. 4,-Single-phase full wave.
Fig. 5.-Three-phase half wave.
Min. Min.
Ripple at 'XX'
Max. D.C.
Fig. 6.-Three-phase full wave.
Value Value En
Output
of
of
RMS AmpliCircuit Type
These circuits supply rectified current up to specified
" L " " C " voka tude Frequency
values at certain voltages depending entirely upon the
E.d.e.
E.d.c.
Ld.c. Hen= mfd.
ries
circuit selected. On no account, however, should the
matter
maximum peak reverse voltage be exceeded, no
100 C.P.B.
4
2,750 8%
Fig. 3
6
6020 2,500 2
100 C.P.B.
what cire iit is preferred. It is advisable, also, to note
4
3,630 83ó
Fig. 3
2.3
6
G1721 -.3,300
100 C.P.S.
2
5,300 8%
FL. 4
4,750
2
12
GU20
that if the operation of a rectifier is to be at a higher
100 C.P.B.
2
Fig. 4
6,600 2.3
12
7,260 6%
GÚ21
frequency than that laid own by the manufacturer,
150 C.P.S.
4
Fig. 5
6
3,000 1qó
G020
3,500
3
150 C.P.S.
4,270 1%
Fig. 5
6
GU21
5,000 3.5
4
the maximum figure for Vliage must be reduced.
1
3,000
.2% 300 C.P.B.
Fig. 6
9
GÚ20
7,000, 3
The minimum valves for " L " shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5
9
1
4,270 .2% 300 C.P.B.
Fis. 6
GU21 10,000 3.6
and .6 are important and are so arranged to ensure that
no heavy peak current flows through the valve and, that
.

-
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Fig. 5.-Three-phase half-wave rectification.
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A Small Lc
A Practical Instrument
centre of the diaphragm serves as a sound post. By
connecting the end of the latter to a paper cone; the
result is a new form of moving -iron type of speaker.
The application of these principles to the early
reproduction units probably led to the invention of the
Moving-iron cone type as we came to know them. Such
loudspeakers have now become obsolete, but are still
in use in many receivers. They are not so sensitive as
the modern moving -coil speakers. Results obtained
on the home-made model are, consequently, of a similar
nature as the moving-iron type, and when you remember
that the reproducer unit is that of an ordinary lowresistance earphone, and the other components merely
odds and ends, it gives one a great feeling of satisfaction,.
if not achievement, to hear the speaker working.

etee
e Short Leads', (1116
to Heads of

â Wide by
é Channe/
For Leads

Termina/
Screlbs

For Extension Use
The writer has designed the earphone speaker primarily
for extension use. It is possible, if desired, to incorporate
w
a similar speaker into a valve set, 'in which case a front
piece only is wanted, or one could make use of the front
Fig. 2 -A back elevation, showing earphone pece in
of the wireless cabinet.
position and groove to be cut for flex wires.
To make an independent speaker, prepare a front
IS it possible to convert an earphone piece into a piece to the size and shape shown at Fig. r, using in.
thick
wood. Cut the cone flange from (preferably)
loudspeaker unit ? If you have ever wondered, this
article shows that the conversion is feasible and gin. thick plywood. Only half of both parts are shown,
practical. An earphone pied is, after all, very similar so cut out complete.
The base and two end brackets are cut from tin. wood,
in working principle to the reproducer in early horn -type
the
latter
being
plotted
in
tin. squares. In making
loudspeakers.
The horn, of course, served mainly as an amplifier.. his experimental model, the writer used polished oak
Instead, however, of Using a horn for amplification, one from an old wireless cabinet ; thus the wood was
can obtain louder and better reproduction by fitting virtually finished, the edges only requiring to be touched
up with polish.
a sheet iron diaphragm of heavy gauge over the poles
The six sin. diameter holes in the front are bored
of the twin coils ; a stiff, steel wire, soldered to the
with a centre bit, doing so from both sides to prevent
splintering. The tin. diameter central hole is cut with
a fretsaw to take the earphone casing tightly and neatly.
Having cut a groove in the back of the front piece
for the short wire connections leading from the earphone
terminals (see Fig. 2), glue the front to the base and screw
the end brackets in position. Add the tin. diameter
wooden toes (cut from 3/16in. plywood) to the bottom
corners of the base and fit a couple of wireless terminals.
The Wire Connections
Unscrew the cap (cover) from the earphone piece and
fit a 6in. lçngth of twin flex to the coil terminals. Force
the 'phone casing into the stand front and bring the
wires through the base hole and connect the ends

!

i8

I

l4~I8

I

Ha/f Shapes

Ho/es
-o Termina/

I`14I
Flex Hole
Fig.

r.-Size

to the

base terminal bolt heads; as can be gathered from the
hack elevation.
' The wires leading from the 'phone unit are bedded
in the channel, or groove, so the done flange, when
attached, will rest flat. Six rein. diameter discs of
fancy silk material are glued over the sound holes, as
indicated. Apply the glue to the wood and press the
discs on.

(

-e
1- J

and shape of base, bracket, front and cone
flange.

Diaphragm and Sound Post
The thin, soft iron diaphragms in earphone pieces are
unsuitable for indirect reproduction of sound impulses
set up in the twin electro-magnets. A heavier gauge of
sheet iron is wanted. The writer used a piece of metal
cut from an old wireless chassis, the thickness being
about, 3/32in.
The diaphragm is cut to a special shape, as detailed
at Fig. 3. First scribe the diameter, then an inner
diameter which is divided into six. Bore tin. holes at
these points, cut the metal to the circumference line,
then remove the waste portions (see dottiid lira_-),

L11111.1).1111,1W1AM>oNi11i.o11'tle.l).1MIIi1t1.1110.11r1).1111Y11=1111111rtlilel
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From

an

Iron
Diaphragm
Ï

Earphone

Drill a hole in the centre of the diaphragm to take,
somewhat tightly, a zin. length 'of bicycle wheel spoke.
This serves as a sound post and should be soldered
perfectly vertical with the diaphragm. It is imperative,
by the way, that the surface of the diaphragm is quite
flat. Any slight irregularities should be filed out.
Moreover, you should obtain a new bicycle wheel
spoke and a nipple which screws on fairly tightly. A
slack nipple (which is used for connection to the sound
post and allows adjustment)' will create faulty reproduction, because it is the nipple which is a fixture in the
apex of the cone. It serves a dual purpose by connecting
the cone to the sound post and allowing the cone to be
'tightened or slackened in order to obtain best results.
Making the Cone
The cone is made from thin parchnient paper or stiff
cartridge paper. The blue -coloured paper which covers
drawing books is ideal stuff to use.
A piece 8zin. square is needed. Divide it into four and
into eight, as shown by the dotten lines at Fig. 4. Scribe

./.

i `./

I

i
i
k
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4

Folds

\`.'

,:,\

1

\

1

>

1

i/

Dia.

Bicycle Spoke

-Nipple
Cap

Washer

12" Screw
Thread

i

Fig. 3.-Sectional side view, with details of sheet iron
diaphragm.

44-

washer over the nipple projection to prevent the stsm
pulling. through. Apart from the washer, an adjusting
knob (the screw-off cap from a toothpaste tube) is fitted
on tightly, as shown by the sectional side view.

\\

,'Corner

Cuts

Joining Tab
Optional

Diaphragm

Completing the Speaker
To complete the speaker, set the diaphragm over the
'phone unit and screw on the cover.- Place the cone
over the sound post and turn the nipple until the cone
rests flat on the stand back. Set the flange ring over the
(Continued osi page 157.)

i

v

-Er,'"

Fig.

4.-Layout of paper pattern

1

which forms the cone.

tin. radii line, then a tin. radii line. Rule straight
lines from point to point to form edge folds and make
six tin. cuts at the corners, i.e., when the pattern has
been cut to the outlines.
i
a

Fold the paper at the dotted lines and draw the paper
a cone and glue together with the joining tab.
If
rather thin paper is used, the cone needs to be stiffened
-with strips of gummed paper tape.
These strips are folded --or, rather, creased-prior to
shaping the ends, as detailed at Fig. 5. The top plan

Stiffening
Strips

of the cone shows how the

strips fit together at the apex.
To ensure firmness at the apex, a- six -pointed " star "
is cut from strong paper to the size and shape shown
bud glued on the apex. Before Going so, however, the

Iinto
apex point of the cone should be flattened

by rubbing

glasspaper across it. When the " star " is attached and
the glue allowed to set, a hole is made for the bicycle
spoke nipple.
Insert a sin. diameter stiff paper washer over the stem
of the nipple. Push the end of the nipple through the
cone apex (from the inside) and force a small metal

Fig. 5.-Top plan o;E cone, with side view, showing how
stiffening strips are attached, with sizes of strips and
apex star.
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Aids to Hearin

with this Rather Complex
An Introductory Article Covering Some of the Vital Problems Associated
Staff
Technical
By a Member of the
Subject.
Service was in channel (B). The membrane separates the outer and
the
Query
when
the
days
DURING
the full
full operation, many requests used to be received middle ears, and it is normally aperiodic overear. On
by the human
from readers for constructional details of some frequency spectrum embraced (B),
the membrane or ear
form of hearing -aid. In spite of the temporary ban on sound waves reaching (A)of and
and it is necessary
readers' queries, such requests are still received, and drum is set into a state be vibration,
carried to the inner ear if
this may be due to (a) more people suffering from for such vibrations totake place.
is
to
deafness ; (b) the price of commercially produced normal hearing
The middle ear consists of an air filled chamber,
equipment being beyond their means ; or (ç) the thought
lines X and Y, and to
that the defective hearing can be remedied by some approximately that between
allow the atmospheric pressure to be equalised on both
device which will make all sounds louder.
tube, known as the
small
a
Ample proof has been given in the past (when the sides of the ear drum between the
chamber and the
component supply problem did not exist) that the eustachian tube, existsindicated
by (I). On the inner
Editor is always willing,to satisfy feasible requests made pharynx, and thisearis are two more
separatmembranes
by readers of " P.W., by publishing new designs, etc. side of the middle
inner ears, and one of these
With electronic hearing -aids, however, the technician ing the middle and the
or oval window) is linked by
alone is not in the position to provide the solutions to membranes (Fenestra ovalis
or ossicles to the ear drum,
the many problems which can be involved in defective means of three small boneswhich
form a mechanical
hearing and satisfactory
Y
X
for the transference of
system
counter measures. While he
the vibrations of the ear drum
can, for his part, see to and
to the inner ear. The ossicles
produce sound amplifying
are shown by (D), (E) and
apparatus to satisfy certain
BI
(F), the parts being known
specie requirements, it must
as the hammer, anvil and
be left to the pathologist to
stirrup bone respectively.
diagnose the cause of the
The inner membrane is (G),
EI
deafness and to advise
while (H) denotes the second
whether or not deaf -aids can
one (Fenestra rotunda) (round
be used and, if so, what form
window).
they can take.
Coming now to the inner
Although constructional deear, things become a little
tails of hearing -aids will be
more difficult to understand
given in this article, it cannot
in, shall we say, a mechanical
be over -emphasised that such
J
sense, and as it is well outside.
designs are solely put forward
the scope of this article, a
with the hope that they may
brief description of the main
be of some use to those who
F or
parts must suffice.
hay already had proper
example, there is a bony
who wish
metal advice, andown
labyrinth and a membranous
equipto construct their
labyrinth, There are the
ment, though the- present is
semicircular canals, etc. ;
hardly the best time to
fluid in the labychoose for such work; owing The mechanism of the human ear, showing how the there isinafact,
one' can think
to the midget component vibrations are transmitted from the ear drum C in the rinths, inner ear
being tilled
the
supply problem. On no ac- outer ear to the membrane G between the middle and of
there is the
fluid
;
with
count is a reader advised to
inner ears.
which
resembles
'(J)
cochlea
make his own hearing -aid and
snail's shell, from which, 'incidentally, it
use it without having had a thorough medical examina- in shapeitsa name.
in the cochlea that exists the
tion, otherwise serious,harm may result, and the absence obtainswonderful partItofisthe
ear, a part which is known
of medical diagnosis during the early stages of the 'most
of
Corti
or basilar membrane, which
organ
as
the
progress
trouble might well allow the root cause to
task of analysing the vibrations'
beyond the stage of successful treatment. To avoid any carries out the amazing
nerves transmit them to the brain
misunderstanding, the writer feels it is advisable to state before the auditory
interprets
them into what we know
in turn,
that such, information as is contained in this article, which,
The semicircular canals, etc., are the
apart, of course, from that dealing with theelectronic as sound.
side, is solely the. result of interest he has taken in organs of orientation, and these enable us to appreciate
the matter owing to the fact that he himself experiences movement, direction and balance.
annoying periods of deafness.
Forms of Deafness
It may seem wrong to speak of forms of deafness,
The Ear
when a deaf person is simply' deaf ; there are, however,
of
the
side
elegtro-acoustic
Before dealing with the
of deafness, and the loss of, or impaired,
problem, it will be well to consider, in a non-medical different causes
same form ; therefore,
way, the mechanism of the human ear, which is shown hearing does not always take the highly
suitable for one
of aid might be
one
type
while
this
Page.
diagram on
1 a very elementary form by, the
or even useless
The ear is best thought of as consisting of' three sections, form, it could he far from satisfactory,
case
these being known as the outer, middle and inner ear, and harmful, to another. For example, as in the
cannot
be helped
which
there
is
deafness
the respective areas being indicated on the 'diagram by of the writer,
scale
of
the
other
at
the
end
while
hearing-aids,
pinna
(A),
by
is
ear
the
the vertical broken lines. The outer
which can be practically
and this has a shell-like formation and serves as the there is just loss of sensitivity
amplification.
collector and director of sound waves on to the.tyinpanic eliminated by a very moderate degree of
seems to be that
form
of
deafness
most
The
common
membrane or ear drum (C), through 'the auditory
.

I

.

'

Ï
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directly connected with defects in the outer and middle or intensity
of
sound
is
considered,
it
will be -found that
ears of such a nature as to restrict or prevent the full the
sensitivity of the ear falls within certain defined
operation of those parts concerned with transmitting limits,
the sound vibrations to the inner ear. For example, hold ofthe extremes of which are known as the " thres_audibility " and the " threshold of pain or
the auditory channel (B)., might be obstructed ; the ear
Use is made of these two characteristics for
drum may become thickened ; the movement of the feeling."
the form of deafness, the apparatus used
membrane (G) of the inner ear might be restricted, or diagnosing,
being
a
form of audiometer. This, in -its commonest
the joints of the ossicles may become stiff. Blocking, of form,
can
be
thought of as a well -designed L.F. oscillator
the eustachian tube would create unequal pressure on
the ear drum, while any inflammation of the delicate producing a wide range of pure tones, the pitch and
of which' can be controlled by the operator.
parts would directly affect their efficiency. All these intensity
possible causes are chiefly concerned with the, outer and The patient is provided with an earpiece (a single
headphone)
which is connected to the output of the
middle ears, and while they would directly affect the
and the operator proceeds to carry out tests
normal operation of the inner ear by its usual mechanism, oscillator,
It is usually possible still to make use of the inner ear by for audibility over the normal frequency range, and
to the settings of the controls, which are
conveying the sound vibrations to it via the skull bones. according
calibrated in frequency and decibels, he is able
Another source of deafness can exist when the outer usually
to
a very accurate frequency response/audibility
prepare
and middle ears are to all intents and purposes perfect,
of the patient's ears. If necessary, a further
but when some defect exists in the delicate and somewhat curve
series
of
tests are also applied with the patient using a
complicated parts forming the inner ear, and if the root -bone
conductor reproducer in place of the headphone.
of the trouble is connected with the basilar
membrance,
From
the
graphs obtained the specialist is able to get
a form of deafness is produced which
well be a pretty accurate idea of the form or source
of the
\ extremely difficult to, alleviate by anÿfonnmay
of hear -aid. deafness, and, if a hearing-aid is found
necessary to help
Finally, elderly people sometimes experience difficulty to
overcome
the
trouble,
he
is
also able to specify the
in follow normal conversation, although tests may
reveal the ears to be normal, and this form of " apparent " frequency characteristic of the equipment to be used.
The average frequency band covered by the speaking
deafness provides another problem for the designer of voice
is approximately 220 to ro,000 cycles per second,
hearing-aids, as these are likely to be of little use unless but the
actual width of this .band can be cut quite
one of the other forms is also present.
without seriously Meeting intelligibility,
From the above it will be obvious that the diagnosing of drastically
the source of the trouble must be left to the medical but this does not mean that any one restricted section.
of
the
whole
band would be satisfactory for all forms of
profession, and, in view of the complexity of the complete deafness.
The ear has peculiar properties so far as
mechanism of the ear, preferably an ear specialist.
making good missing fundamental tones, and
The sensitivity of ?he ear is closely connected with apparently
this applies in particular to the lower register when
the frequency. of the tones heard, and the
pure
actual
width
higher
harmonics
are being received. This characteristic
of the frequency band audible varies with
individuals,
allows
the
response
of
a
hearing
-aid
to have .a comparticularly if any form of deafness is present. A paratively high
low-note cut-off, which, at the same
healthy person can often hear tones ranging from 25 to time, is
useful in keeping down low frequency -background
20,000 cycles per second, but one with impaired hearing
noises, and enabling the designer of the aid to make the
would have an uneven and restricted frequency
apparatus more compact.
curve, according to form of deafness present. Ifresponse
volume
(To be continued.)
.
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TELEVISION FOR EVERYMAN. By F. W. Kellaway,
B.Sc. (Hons.).
Published by John Crowther, Ltd.
56 pages. Price 2s. 6d. net.
THIS handy book, written in non -technical language,
provides a background of knowledge that will
enable all interested in television to follow the post-war
"

developments in .the science with added interest. The
contents of this book will enable the intelligent amateur
to understand the progress made, and how much more
we can yet expect. The volume is illustrated by several
line drawings and photographs.
RADIO WAVES AND THE IONOSPHERE. By T. W.
Bennington. Published by Iliffe and Sons, Ltd.
82 pages. Price 6s. net.
IN this book the author aims to explain the phenomena
of the ionosphere and its importance in connection
with long-distance short-wave communication.
book contains no mathematics, and anyone capableThe
of
reading a simple technical article should be able to read
and understand this book, thus considerably improving
his knowledge of short-wave problems. The text is

illustrated by numerous diagrams.
PHYSICS AND RADIO.

By M. Nelkon, B.Sc.
Published by Edward Arnold and Co. 388 (Load.).
pages.
Price 8s. 6d. net.
THIS book, which is intended for radio mechanics,
wireless operators and students, is virtually an
elementary text book of these principles of Physics
which concern Basic Radio, and therefore contains some
of the essentials of Sound and Light. The text is divided
'

into 25 chapters Covering, amongst other subjects,
The Electrical Structure of Matter ; ,Direct Current
Theory ; Electrolysis ; Electromagnetic Induction ;
Alternating Current Circuit Theòry ; Basic Principles
Qf Valves ; The Power (Olutput) Stage in a
Receiver ;
The Principles of Sound ; and the Cathode-ray
Oscilloscope.
. The book is profusely illustrated
with diagrams.

A SMALL LOUDSPEAKER (Coned. from page 155.)
cone and drive in six âin. by 6 roundhead iron screws.

Connect wires from the speaker terminals
the
output terminals of a receiver and switch on the tolatter.
If you hear much rattling, the tension of the cone is
too loose. Turn the adjusting knob to rectify matters.
Should reproduction be rather weak, make sure the
set is properly tuned up to full strength. If
reproduction
is still muffled and somewhat faint, the diaphragm
is
-either too close to or too far away from the tops of the
iron coil cores. Remedy matters by fitting tin. rings
of blotting -paper either below or above the diaphragm,
as the case might be.
If the cone appears to be too stiff, so that reproduction
is partly " killed " by the stiffness,
remove
six
flange screws and place a small cardboard orthemetal
washer over the cone edging tabs, right over the screw
holes, replace the flange ring carefully and drive home
the screws. The six washers, of course, keep the flange
away from the edging tabs of the cone and thereby
allow more " play " or movement.
Under test, on a two -valve set, the earphone loudspeaker gave excellent results and
be heard
plainly all over the house (with all doorscould
open, of course).
If, therefore, your model is disappointing,
it
be
largely the fault of materials used, rather thanwill
these
instructions, which faithfully follow the construction,
of
the actual working model.

1
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Television Practice. 3

Saw -tooth Waveforms-Synchronisation-Definition
; with electrosaw-toothed voltage wave is requiredcurrent
wave is
a saw-toothed
Saw -tooth Waveforms
deflection
magnetic
is customary to use electrostatic deflection
it
THE production of saw-tooth waveforms, particularly
nkessary.
other
and
and magnetic deflection for frame
in their application to oscilloscopesdiscussed
in for line scanning
essential.
small -tube test apparatus has been
scanning, though this is not absolutely
is
the
employed
principle
the
waves are easier to produce for
saw-toothed
previous issues. Basically
Voltage
given later.
charge and discharge of a condenser, thethecomparatively
plates being reasons which will be
a
may be produced by such is
slow exponential rise of voltage across the fluorescent
wave
voltage
simple
A
The valve V
utilised to draw the light spot across
as that illustrated in Fig. 12. B,
means
to
spot
the
allowing
remains
discharge
and
screen, with the sudden
biased beyond cut-off by the battery
return to its initial position in readiness for the following cut off until a large positive pulse, greater in magnitude
across the
applied
is
B,
by
sweep.
concerned only than the voltage presented
the valve is
In oscilloscope design we are generally
resistance R. Starting at the point where
spot
the
called,
is
it
as
up from
line
ÿNe-base
to
charge
C begins
with a single
screen with not conducting the condenser
resistance Rr, this rise being
sweeping across the Same portion of the
the
Br
through
a
battery
of
the
impression
great rapidity giving to the eye the
This build up goes on until the
television, while the .exponential in form. pulse
appears across R, when the
straight line without breaks. In
such positive synchronising
employed
be
must
system
a
apply,
discharges the condenser.
and
same principles
conducts
suddenly
valve
every
for
disappears
that the spot does not move along its own track
As soon as the positive synchronising pulse
the cycle
the valve again becomes non -conducting and
of events repeats.
will
produced
wave
The frequency of the saw-toothed
of the -synchrondepend upon_the frequency of recur, nce
by this means. In a
ising pulse, and is controllable the
synchronising pulse
circuit,
a
across
produced
self-contained
waves
complete,
Fig. it:-Saw-tooth scanning
from a form of blocking
'come
to
build-up.
arranged
exponential
may
be
the
showing
condenser,
condenser
oscillator or a phase reverser controlled by the
each line by an build-up itself. Various forms of saw -tooth generators
sweep, but moves downwards between In
this way the were discussed in earlier articles on ospilloscopic design,
amount equal to its own isdiameter.
spot, giving including the blocking oscillator, multi -vibrator and
by
the
covered
screen
the
of
-area
complete
of a line to the eye. Puckles type circuit. The rise of voltage across the
a continuous patch of light instead
-base systems, condenser may be made substantially linear by utilising
This implies that we must employ two time
other to move
the
and
horizontally
spot
the
move
one to
it vertically.
for both
waveforms
-tooth
The manner in which saw
receivers is
these time -bases are produced in television
saw-tooth
essentially the same as that employed Aforcondenser is
production in an ordinary oscilloscope.
some
from
resistance
a
allowed to charge through
a certain point
source of D.C. potential, and -on reaching
a saturated
is abruptly discharged, generally through
-tooth scanning waves
valve. An essential of the saw
the
representing
portion
the
produced (Fig. II) is that linear, otherwise a host of
charge must be substantially
or
period,
troubles will appear. During theisreturn
not particularly
discharge time, the exact shape time
to return time
important, but the ratio of forward
should be as small as possible.
a
triggered by
Fig. 12.-4 simple saw-tooth generator
With tubes employing electrostatic deflection
positive synchronising pulses.
-

.

.
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o

c

must be applied to (a)
r3.-Voltage waves which only,
(c) resistance and
resistance only, (b) inductance a pure saw-tooth current
inductance in order to produce
wave.

charge cycle or by employing
only the initial part of the in
place of the plain charging
a constant current device
discussed
resistor. These things have also, been fully
before.
waveform
the
of
For line scanning where the frequency per frame times
has to be fairly high (number of lines
saw -tooth generators
number of frames per second), to
gas -filled types, the
employ hard valves in preferencedistortion
unless special
time lag of the latter introducing
precautions are made.
it 'is necessary to
For electromagnetic scanning of
current, for the
produce a saw -tooth waveform
passing along a cathode
deflection of the electron beam
magnitude of the current
ray tube depends upon the
would be no
flowing in the deflector coils. ifThere
deflector cois
complications about this matter the the
application of a
possessed resistance only, for
them would result in
saw-toothed voltage waveform across
them.. But the
a saw-toothed current flowing through
as resistance, so that
coils possess inductance as well
to
when a saw-toothed voltage waveform is applied
-

-
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circuit suitable for producing a voltage

wave of the shape shown in Fig. 13 (c).

theme

resulting current suffers a distortion which
destroys the saw -tooth effect. In order to overcome this
difficulty if is necessary to so produce a waveform that
when it is applied to the deflector coils the desired
saw -tooth automatically results. Knowing the inductance
and resistance of a particular pair of deflector coils it is
a fairly simple matter to calculate the waveform of
voltage that must be applied in order to achieve this.
As we have remarked, for. coils possessing resistance a
saw-toothed waveform only is required (Fig. r3a).
For coils having no resistance, only inductance; we
should hee to apply a series of square pulses having
a duration equal to the fly -back time; the resisting
current would then be of saw -tooth form, for the build-up
of current through a pure inductance follows the same
law as the voltage charge of a condenser (Fig. r3b).
In -actual practice, where resistance and inductance are
both present in the aoils we must combine the waveforms
of (a) and (b) in proportions depending upon the relative
magnitudes of the resistive and inductive components
present.; the resulting current will then be of the
desired shape (Fig. r3e).
The manner of producing a voltage wave shaped as
in Fig. 13c is actually not so difficult as might first
appear, a circuit suitable for the purpose being given in
Fig. 14. This is very similar to Fig. 12 except that a
resistance R2 is connected in series .with the charging
condenser C. The operation of the system with regard
to the synchronising pulses across

R

and the

builup

of voltage across C is exactly the same as for the previous
case, and is employed to overcome the resistance drop
of the deflector coils. The- voltage across Rs, however,
can be shown to follow the form of a pulse such as is
shown in Fig. 13h, provided that its ohmic resistance is
very much smaller than that of the charging resistance

Ri. The reason for this is that there is a sudden rush
of current through R2 as the condenser C discharges,
compared with the small and practically constant
current flowing during the period of charge.
The manner of causing a spot to scan the fluorescent
screen by a combination of horizontal and vertical
time -base systems should now be apparent. Starting
with the spot in the top right-hand corner of the tube
(Fig, 15), a saw-toothed waveform is applied to the
horizontal deflector plates having a frequency equal to
the number of lines required per frame multiplied by
the number of frames required per second, and a saw Synch. Pulses

Only

Syneb. P/us

eperasor

Signal Pulses

To

Calls

Fig. r6. Block diagram of the synch. signal, line and

frame separator systems.
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toothed current waveform is passed through the
deflecting coils having a frequency equal to the vertical
number
of frames required'per second. Suppose a zoo -line picture
is required at 3o frames per second ; then the horizontal
time -base frequency will be zoo X 30= 6,000 cycles per
second. So the spot will be moved across the screen
Zoo times in r/3oth second, all the time being moved
down by an amount which determines the height of
the picture and which should be 200 times the line
width if overlap or spacing is not to occur. At the end
of the r/3oth second one frame has been completed, the
spot' is returned very quickly to its starting
point, and
the cycle of events is caused to repeat indefinitely.
The lined area of the screen is referred to as a " raster."
The manner in which each time -base is triggered off
in complete synchronism with the similar
scanning
process at the transmitter will be discussed in the next
section.
Synchronisation
The received image is locked to the
by
a series of line and frame synchronisingtransmitter
pulses, these
pulses being produced by the scanning system of the
television camera and transmitted along with the
television signal to the receiving station. Received
there they are used to control the scanning devices of
the latter so that the position of the cathode-ray spot.,
on the frame of the reproduced image is in the same
relative position as the picture element being scanned
at -the transmitter. There are several methods of
generating synchronising pulses, the most common
being a form of controlled multi -vibrator locked to the
scanning system of the television camera.
The object, in any case,
is to mark with a distinctive pulse the end of each
line and the end of each
frame. .To distinguish between them, the frame
pulse is made of longer
duration than the line
pulse, the receiver separating them by this duration
difference. The pulses are
transmitted with the vision
signal and to avoid interference with the latter are
made to correspond to the Fig. 15.-Exaggerated dia polarity of black, their gram depicting a spot
amplitude being very much tracing out an area by a
greater than the greatest
series of lines.
signal amplitude for a black
section of the image. Overloading of the transmitter is
prevented by a form of limiting amplifier which maintains
and limits the peak amplitude to about 5o per cent.
more than black.'
The first job of the receiver on picking up the combined
signal and synchronising pulses is to separate one from
the other, this being easily achieved by taking advantage
of their difference in amplitude. A valve is biased
sufficiently beyond cut-off to ensure that the maximum
possible signal currents fail to open it ; only the
synchronising pulses which are of much greater
amplitude than the signal currents lift the bias sufficiently
for the valve to conduct and so appear in the
anode
circuit free of signal variations. These pulses are then
applied to a network which separates the line and frame
pulses themselves by discriminating between their
frequency and duration. A block diagram of this part
of a television receiver is given in Fig. 16.
-An advantage is gained by transmitting the synchronising pulses with a polarity corresponding to black in
the reproduced image, for if the duration of them is
made equal to the fly -back time of the spot, both at the
end of each line and at .the end of each frame, -the
cathode-ray. spot is cut off during these periods and
no return lines appear to interfere with the picture:
(To be continued.)
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Negative Resistance Oscillators
The

Dynatron and Transitron Circuits and Measurements with Negative Resistance Oscillator
By

FREEMAN,

P.

the days when screen grid or tetrode valves were
commonly used as R.F. amplifiers in broadcast sets,
many. experimenters must have noticed the peculiar
slope of the anode voltage -anode current characteristic
curve for this type of valve. It will be seen that as the
anode voltage is raised from zero to maximum the
anode current, for a constant screen voltage, does not
increase continuously but, over a short range of anode

IN

vltage, actually decreases, giving rise to the expression
An exaggerated diagram of this
}strode 'sink."
portion of the curve is shown in Fig. r. The " kink "
is due to secondary emission of electrons from the anode
to the screen grid. Bombardment of the anode by

electrons shot off from the cathode causes the release of
a certain number of new electrons from the metallic
coating of the anode. When the screen voltage is
sufficiently high many of these " anode electrons " find
their way to the screen grid and cause a current in the
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becomes infinity and the circuit commences to oscillate.
By connecting a negative resistance in series with the
tuned circuit the losses may be neutralised and the
conditions of oscillation fulfilldd. The amount of
negative resistance which has to be introduced is a
measure of the losses in the circuit. Both dynatron
and transitron circuits may be used for this purpose
and by calibrating the grid bias control the amount of
negative resistance introduced can be easily determined.
A negative resistance generator is thus a valuable
instrument for the practical analysis of radio circuits.
Losses in coils, chokes, tuning condensers, valve -holders,
etc., may be compared and measured and inefficient
components replaced by better' ones.
A description is given below of circuits of several
Any of
well -tested negative resistance generators.
these may be used to provide the basis of a permanent
apparatus for the radio workshop. It is recommended
that the battery circuits should be tried first as the
conditions of operation are less rigid than is the case
with the mains -driven circuit.
-

The Dynatron Circuit
Fig. 2 shows the circuit of a battery -driven dynatron.
The most suitable valves to use are the Mazda ACS2 or
the American type 24, but most indirectly heated tetrodes
can be made to work satisfactorily. A o -lo milliammeter
1.8 in' series with the screen circuit gives a reliable
indication of when the external tuned circuit connected
between A and B has been put into oscillation. All
tetrodes of the same type do not, unfortunately, show
the same dynatron characteristics, as their power to
develop secondary emission depends on the construction
and metallic composition of the anode. New valves
in general exhibit more pronounced secondary emission
than ones which have been in use for some erne. This
disadvantage, coupled with the difficulty of obtaining
tetrode valves, may necessitate trying the transitron
circuit described below. The grid bias must never be
reduced to zero or near zero in a dynatron circuit or the
screen current will rise rapidly and the dynatron

Fig. i. Dynatron characteristic.
to the normal cathode -anode current.
direction
reverse
At certain potentials (i.e., when the screen. grid voltage
is greater than the anode voltage) the secondary
emission of anode electrons exceeds the emission of
cathode electrons and the net effect is a decrease in
anode current for a rise in anode voltage.
and irreparably
Now the internal resistance of a valve is measured properties of the valve seriously
by the slope of its anode current-anode voltage character- impaired.
istic, that is by drawing a tangent at any required point The Transitron Circuit.
on the curve. If the tangent makes a positive angle
transitron generator possesses all the advantages
with the axis of anode voltage as at P1, then the internal of The
the dynatron and none of its disadvantages. It
resistance is positive. This is the case, of course, with functions
of secondary emission and its
valves used under normal conditions. When, however, efficiency independently
negative resistance generator does not
the tangent makes a negative angle, as at Q, the internal depend on asthea age
the valve. Almost any type of
resistance is negative. By suitable variation of the R.F. pentode can beofused
the suppressor grid
electrode potentials the slope of the characteristic curve is brought out to a separate provided
pin on the base. The method
may be altered and hence the amount of negative of operation of the transitron
:
The
is
resistance changed. A tetrode operating under these suppressor grid voltage is chosen soasas follows
to make the
conditions is known as a " dynatron." A pentode may
also be used to generate negative resistance and is
known as a " transitron." Its method of operation is
described later.
The Dynatron or Transitron
To understand how the dynatron or transitron can
be used for practical purposes it is necessary to visualise
it in a circuit as a negative resistance. That is to say, it
will act in opposition to any positive resistance in the
circuit. A coil and condenser connected together to
form a tuned circuit are equivalent to a high positive

resistance (dynamic resistance) at the frequency to which
they are tuned. The lower the inherent losses of the
components the higher will be this dynamic resistance.
An efficient tuned circuit might have a dynamic resistance
of several megohms, while inferior components would
reduce this to only a few thousand ohms. When the
losses are reduced to zero, the dynamic resistance

9v

-

Fig. 2.-Battery-driven dynatran.
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condenser C should be non-inductive and have good
insulation.
The. battery Bï consists of two 9 v. grid bias batteries
in series and is used to provide both suppressor and
control grid voltages. The suppressor voltage is fairly
critical, usually between -8 v. and -15 v., and depends
on the H.T. voltages used. A 12o v. battery B2 supplies
the high tension, the tun rzo v. being used on the screen
grid and from zo to 4o volts on the anode. An indicating
milliamrheter IA is placed in the anode lead.
A mains driven circuit is shown in Fig. 5, .component
values again, being suitable for a 6K7G. The H.T. is
obtained from an eliminator or power pack capable of
supplying about 15o volts at 3o rtia D.C. It is essential
fór the valve electrodes to be fed from a low resistance
network, otherwise it will be found impossible to keep
the oscillator at its optimum working point. All the
bypass condensers should be non -inductive and mounted
as close to the valve base as possible.

Fig. 3.-Transitron characteristic.

Operation of Negative Resistance Generators
The operation of both dynatrons and transitrons is
suppressor grid negative with respect to the cathode. similar.
A tuned circuit consisting of coil and condenser
Electrons from the cathode that have passed through is connected
the terminals A and B and the
the screen grid are repelled by the suppressor grid and bias voltage between
as indicated by the voltmeter VG is set
rgturn to the screen because of its high positive voltage.
OI
Hence the suppressor grid with its retarding negative
potential acts as a virtual cathode: A small negative
increment of voltage across the tuned circuit AB is
transmitted to both the screen and suppressor grids,
via the condenser C (see Fig. 4), causing the suppressor
I
grid to repel more electrons and the current to the
screen grid to increase. Hence the mutual conchictance
between the screen and suppressor grids is negative.
The characteristic screen current-screen voltage curve
is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen to be similar in shape
to the dynatron characteristic shown in Fig. r. This
negative mutual conductance is equivalent to a negative
f/50v
resistance introduced into a circuit connected across
A and B. The optimum operating point is at Q, midway
D.0
between the paints on the curve between which the
mutual conductance is negative. When a small negative
bias is applied to the control gridthe total current
Fig. 5.-Mains-driven
flowing to the screen grid may be controlled' and the
transitron.
slope of the current -voltage characteristic varied.
Hence a flexible means is available for varying the
amplitude of the oscillation and the magnitude of the
negative resistance. In a" well-designed oscillator the
frequency stability is extremely good provided the to a maximum by means of the 5,000 ohm potentiometer.
amplitude of the oscillation is kept small. The wave The H.T. supply is switched on and the reading of the
form is also exceptionally pure and free from harmonics. indicating meter Is or IA noted ; this should be in the
Practical circuits of transitrons are shown in Figs. -region of a few' milliamps. The grid bias is gradually
reduced until the meter kicks slightly downwards,
4 and 5. These have been designed for a 6K7G valve.
Other valves which work well are 6J7G, EF6 and VMP4G, indicating that oscillations in the -tuned circuit have
although the ciptimum electrode voltages may be commenced. Touching terminal A lightly with the finger
.slightly different. As in the case of the dynatron, the will now cause a rise in current. The critical setting is
valve used must be indirectly heated. A cheap and to adjust the grid bias to the threshold of oscillation.
convenient way to heat the cathode is to use a bell This point is most accurately found by listening to the
transformer (tapped at 3, 5 and 8 volts), with a suitable signal on a broadcast receiver and varying the grid
series resistance. The battery -driven oscillator shown bias until the signal is just audible. Readjustment of
in Fig. 4 presents no constructional difficulty. The anode and suppressor voltages should be carried out
until oscillations can easily be generated in circuits of.
very low dynamic resistance, such as a coil and condenser
shunted by t0000 .or 20,000 ohm resistance. To
neutralise" such large losses the negative bias' must be
reduced tc. a low value, since reduction of bias causes
an increased quantity of negative resistance to be
generated.
"

.

I 4/20v
Fig. 4-Battery-driven
transitron.

Measurements with Negative Resistance Oscillators
A negative resistance oscillator may be used -to generate
oscillations in any two terminal circuit, even though it
is screened and inaccessible. An example of this is the
production of oscillations in coils or I.F. transformers
in a radio set by simply connecting test leads from the
coil tags to the terminals A and B. The amount of
negative resistance necessàry to start oscillations is a
measure of the efficiency of the component being tested.
A transitrori or dynatron circuit provides a stable
source of oscillations from 5o cycles up to 5o megacycles
per second by simply changing the constants of the tuned
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Frequency Kc/s
Fig. 6.-Condenser calibration.

circuit across AB. Thus a frequency of 400 cycles per
second is produced when the tuned circuit consists of
a o. r mfd. condenser in parallel with an inductance of
1.5 H ; the medium wave broadcast band is covered
by a .0005 mfd. variable condenser in parallel with a
coil of 200 µH inductance. A modulated R.F. signal
can be readily obtained by connecting an A.F. tuned
circuit in series with an R.F. tuned circuit and putting
both across' the terminals A and B. As a stable R.F.
signal generator it may be used to match coils and
condensers in ganged circuits to a high degree of accuracy.
As an A.F. generator of very pure wave form it may
be used to test the frequency response of audio amplifiers
and is particularly valuable for obtaining frequency
characteristics for oscillographic reproduction. The most
valuable asset of the negative resistance oscillator in
the radio workship is to compare the dynamic resistances
of tuned circuits, measure the R.F. resistances of various
components, test R.F. chokes for impedance and
absorption over their certified band of working frequencies, measure aerial .characteristics and test R.F.
losses in insulating materials. The method of using the
oscillator to measure R.F. resistance is described below.

in turn giving the lines X3 Y3, X4 Y4, etc., in Fig. 7.
From the graph of Fig. -7 the grid bias voltage necessary
to generate a negative resistance of any magnitude
between 1o,000 ohms and 2 megohms at any frequency
inl/the medium wave band can be directly estimated.
If the negative resistance is only required at one particular frequency (say r,000 Kc/s) the process of call-'
bration is considerably shortened, as only the resistance
points corresponding to this frequency need to be
determined. Having obtained a calibration curve
similar to Fig. 7, the apparatus is ready for use. Suppose
it is necessary to find out what resistance an R.F. choke
presents at a frequency of r,000 Kc/s. The choke is
shunted across the tuned test circuit and the condenser
adjusted to produce oscillations at r,000 K/cs. The
grid bias is set to the threshold of oscillation and the grid
voltage read off: Examination of the grid bias calibration
curve will show the R.F. resistance of the choke at the'
required frequency. Again suppose it is decided to
measure the damping introduced by screening a coil in
The coil is shunted
a receiver under construction.
across the oscillating circuit and the R.F. resistance
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The optimum voltages for anode, screen and suppressor
Fig. 7.-Grid bias calibration.
grids must be determined and made permanent, the
only variable control is the grid bias potentiometer.
Suppose that the R.F. resistances and losses of com- determined ; the experiment is repeated with the coil
ponents in a receiver require to be measured at various screened and the new R.F. resistance calculated. The
frequencies in the medium wave hand. A tuned circuit difference in values being a measure of the clamping
comprising a .0005 mfd. variable condenser with a introduced by the screen. The R.F. insulation resistance
calibrated dial and a 200 µH coil (an old type 6o turn to earth of various components such as valve sockets,
plug-in coil) is connected across A and B. Both these coil holders, wave change switches, can be readily
components should be selected to have the lowest measured with a pair of short test leads at various
possible losses (e.g. a ceramic insulated air spaced tuning frequencies. It is very instructive to analyse the. circuits
condenser and a Litz wire coil on a high insulation of a .home-built receiver in this manner, by connecting
former). The condenser is set at minimum and the or removing each- item in turn from the aerial input
grid bias altered until the circuit is just oscillating. to the detector valve, and finding out which components
The signal is tuned in on the medium wave band of a introduce the most damping and could with more
broadcast set and the wavelength or frequency noted. careful design be made more efficient.
Once the fundamental principles of the negative
The process is repeated for about ro condenser settings
right up to the maximum capacity of the condenser. resistance oscillator are understood, many other applications
will suggest themselves to the experimenter or
A calibration curve showing frequency in kilocycles for
condenser dial reading is next drawn (Fig. 6). The grid service engineer.
bias control is text calibrated ; for this the following
resistances are required : 2, 5, 0.5, 0.25, .1 megohm,
50,000, 25,000 and ro,000 ohms. These should be of
the composition type and non-inductive. The tuned
circuit is set for 600 Kc/s, the 2 megohm resistance
shunted across ' and the grid bias reduced until the
circuit just oscillates (listen to the signal on a broadcast
receiver or watch the indicating milliammeter), note
By F. J. CAMM.
down the grid bias voltage as recorded by the meter Ve.
8/6 by post 9/ This test is carried out at frequencies of 700, aoo, 900,
1,000, r,roo, 1,20o, 1,30o, 1,400, and 1,500 K/cs and
the 2 megohm line Xi Y1 drawn on a graph representing
grid bias voltage and frequency (Fig. 7). The 2 meghom
5/- by post 5/6
resistance is next replaced by a 'r megohm resistance
and the ,whole series of readings repeated from 600 to
From: GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
1,500 Kcls. This gives points for the t megohm line
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
X2 Y2. Sets of readings are obtained for each resistance
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Bloomsbury there is a dear old lady who will by entirely
BEVIN in a recent speech stated that he tried convinced by Dr. Joad's intellectual contortions.
" In 1933 a body of young men decided by vote that
to get people to make and operate radar from
the radio Industry, but personnel had been they would fight for King and Country' ' in no circumreduced, and those remaining had become almost stances.' Who procured this decision ? Dr. Joad. Iri
automatons due to mass -production methods, and he 1940, despite their decision, they fight for King and
failed completely. Then he made an appeal on the radio, Country and some of them get killed. What is Dr. Joad's
and had more than 200,000 applications from which attitude ? Apparently he is busy beating the recruiting
ryo,000 to 8o,000 radio mechanics were quickly trained, sergeant's drum and blaring the bugle of patriotism.
' Now, if Dr. Joad had said, ' Boys, I'll come clean. I
teals proving that there was a vast reservoir of ability
in this country which had made great contribution to made a big mistake. I now believe the contradictory of
our success In the war.
what I said in 1933,' the apology, if somewhat belated,
Many hundreds of our readers responded to this might at least have been thought manly and even a
appeal and are now in The Services. Members of our little disarming, although it would still have been the
staff in the early days of the war joined up to help young men, and not Dr. Joad, who had to pay for his
in the training. The readers of this journal have thus trifling error.
" But such, it seems, is not Dr. Joad's attitude. He
put their knowledge to the best possible use-the service
of their country-and many of them graciously admit `invites my attention 'to a list of propositions' which,
the debt they owe to this journal. I often feel that the if a little confusing and even a trifle irrelevant, are
Government is not sufficiently appreciative of the work clearly designed to show, that Dr. Joad was right all
4, which technical journals perform, nor of the help they
along and that the young men ought to. continue to
render to the country, both in print and behind the value 'his advice.
" This is altogether too large a bolus to administer to
scenes. Someone should tell the story over the air one
of these days. Individuals are permitted to tell their one -who, like Dr. Joad, has studied logic and is familiar
stories, and by reflection to take credit; for their work. with the law of contradiction.
The Press has done a remarkable job and is proud of its
" I rather fancy that Dr. Joad himself is more uneasy
achievement.
about the matter than he cares to pretend. Otherwise
I cannot conceive why he should trot out the usual
The B.B.C. Charter
of the reds in the shape of the League, Abyssinia
the end of next year the B.B.C. Charter expires. herring
and
Wicked Tories. I explained to him as long
AT Technical developments, wartime changes, and ago asthe1933
(if he had -cared to listen) that no Governsocial needs make a vast reorganisation of .British
ment of whatever complexion could preserve the peace
radio inevitable. A political organisation asks how is by
collective security or the League unless young men in
the B.B.C. to develop and puts forward some suggestions Britain
were prepared to fight for King and Country
and examines the argument for commercial radio. It which provided
the real nucleus of this arrangement.
shows unfavourable comparison with American radio
that Dr. Joad has made a certain study
is unfounded, for British listeners have only heard the of " I understand
the life of Socrates. But it 'is to the Socrates of
top line shows selected by the American Government Aristophanes's
Clouds,'
and not to the Socrates of
for the men over here, and presented without an history
fought for his. country at Deliuin), that
advertising blurb, and not the average output of one has (who
to turn in order to parallel the logic of
commercial stations.
Then we come to the gravamen of this political party's ' Britain's foremost philosopher'."
clamour. It says that commercial broadcasting does not
THE SONG HITS OF TIN PAN ALLEY
make for greater freedom of speech, and it, quotes a
Overheard in Music Shop
number of American sources to prove it, and to show
CUSTOMER : " But surely you know the number I -mean.?
the dulling effect of advertisers' attempts to condition It goes like this : ' Di -de -doh, boo -boo -boh, umplemdidi,
diddly
people to be good customers on the critical faculties of ho.' "
" Sorry, miss, but I don't seem to remember it.
SALESMAN
their audience. This party's main proposals are conare the words ? "
stitutional changes to turn the B.B.C. from a royal What
CUSTOMER : " Those are the words."
monopoly into a public service under full Parliamentary
The earliest men who lived in trees
ontrol, and to ensure that its administration is no
Conversed by grunt and growl and sneeze.
longer carried on in secrecy.
The horrid sounds they made revealing
The crude emotions they were feeling.
" It All Depends "
Some umpteen thousand years have passed
enjoyed Nat Gubbins's debunking of
Now modern man seems travelling fast
ITHOROUGHLY
the Brains Trust in a recent issue of a Sunday
To where he sprang from long ago.
Surely his, song -hits " prove this so ?
paper. I also plucked the following literary gem '(by
Sheer gibberish gurgled in his throat
Quentin Hogg, M.P.) from the " Daily Telegraph,"
To tunes without melodious note,
and pass it along for the approval or otherwise of niy
Which Dance Band
Our Readers On Service
MR.

-

.

,

-

:

-readers.
"

Sir,-I like

Cur

to think that somewhere in the recesses of

1Rott of

Merit

Readers on Active Service-Fifty-first List
W. Woodland (Cpl., R.A.F.).
K. Faulconbridge (Pte., S.E.A.C.).
F. Smith (Capt.,B.A.).
D. Profit (L/Bdr., Signals) .
S. Knight (S/Sgt., R.E.M.E.)

F. Herod (Sgt., R.A.F.).

Leaders hail with glee
And plug them pia B.B.C.
We ask " Quo Vadis " whither going ?
And Echo answers "There's no knowing."
The wheel turns round, full circle reaches,
We're drifting back to howls and screeches.
We'll yet climb back into the trees
To croon song -hits and hunt for fleas.
A frightful prospect, far from grand,
Should B.B.C. lend helpful hand
Or monkey talk in future ban
And stick to human words for man?
Nor offering Tin Pan Alley help
By plugging all it cares to yelp ?

" Toacn."
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Direct Disc Recording -5
(Continued from page 102, February issue)

the previous article we saw how necessary it is to
of cutting stylus, and how
important it is to make sure that the cutting edge
is perfect before attempting to cut a disc.
We now have to consider another very important
point, the correct angle tó use for the cutter and head,
which makes all the difference as to whether good or
bad results are obtained, even if using a perfect cutter.

IN use the best type

C`

,\
A

A

The Correct Angle
Reference to Fig. ra and lb will show the " leading "
and " lagging " angles which can safely be used and
depending upon the particular type of stylii in use.
Line AA is vertical in each case ; BB is ` lagging,"
whilst CC is " leading." In each case the angle is
measured between the surface of the disc and the cutter
face, which is the part which meets the disc as it revolves.
When using a modern type of cutting head, in which
the head is adjustable, the head and the cutting stylus
will be in line as in Fig. za ; older types permanently
attached to the tracking, arm at an angle had to use
a bent cutter to obtain the correct angle as shown in
Fig. zb. This should be avoided if at all possible. The

Cutter

t

(a)

having a longer playing life, we can afford to discard
our old ideas and pet theories-and, incidentally, all
the " stunt " types of cutters-and state quite definitely
that angles between 5 deg. " leading " to 5 deg. " lagging " will cover all cutter requirements whether they
be steel, alloys, or sapphires.
The modern steel cutter and the shank of the sapphire
cutter is usually found to be tin. in length, with a
diameter of o.o6in. Some cutter heads require a slightly
shorter shank of the order of §in. Too long a shank
should be avoided, as also should a bulky one such' as
is often found in sapphire cutters where the shank ends
in a larger portion into which the sapphire is fixed.

C

Cutter

,t`Hee/"

(b)
te

Fig. r. Measuring the heel angle.

Although a number of articles on djsc recording have

been published from time to time in the various radio
and kindred publications, very little has been said
regarding the actual cutting of the disc and the correct

rb
In uiu unnlnlnnnNlninMnln.

2.a,

Head and cutter in line ; b, bent cutter.
Fig.
angle, in the vertical plane, of the cutter and head in
relation to the disc. Where mention has been made
of this point it has usually been assumed that steel cutters
with V-shaped cutting edges, would be used, and as
the older types of disc did not allow such ease of cutting
as the present-day types the tendency was to advise
a " lagging " angle of anything up to ro deg. As many
cutting heads were converted pick-ups, or little better,
and as many were made for use on pick-up tracking
arms, the user was offered various types of cutting
stylii of unusual shapes, designed to compensate for the
unusual mounting positions found when using these
makeshift types of cutting heads.
With the great improvement found in modern steel
cutters, and also in the coating materials used on the
discs, which allow more easy cutting, at the same time

Fig. 3.-Older type of long arm with counterpoise.

cutter head should be so mounted as to allow of accurate
adjustment in all directions, and once the correct angle
has been obtained it should not be altered unless a
different type of stylus is to be used, when readjustment
may be necessary. Very slight alterations of angle and
weight can make a considerable difference in the cut
obtainable and the resulting surface noise, etc. When
once correct for particular type of stylus it is usually
unnecessary to make alterations as styli are replaced,
although slight differences in each stylii in any batch are
almost unavoidable. Ín any case it is desirable to make
a trial cut with each new stylus, a very slight alteration
in weight is sometimes required. Differences in discs
and the temperature of the recording room may also
require slight alterations in weight from time to time.
(Continued on page i67.)
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BCM/SALES, LONDON,W.C.1
RESISTORS.-5 w., 4d. 1 w., 641 w., 9d.
501, and 1 w. asstd. popular
values, I151-; 100 5.
and 1 w. asstd.
popular values, 27;6.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS. -.0001 to
.0005, 9d.: 0.01 to 0.05, 1;0.1, 9d.
50 asstd., £1
100 asstd.. 37/6.
VALVEHOLDEI:S.-Octals, 7 and 9
pin, 94. 4 and 5 pin, Brit. and Amer.,

RADIO
ENGINEER

:

:

;

;

:

1

;

;

We are specialists in Home Study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare-time work.

;

Condensers, 12mfd. 50v. 2!- ; 50 mid.
..
..
...
Tubular and Silver Mica, all sizes.
Valve -holders, Eng.& Amer.. ld.per pin
Vol. Controls with sw., 5;-, less sw. 3,9
Smoothing Iron Elements. 450w. 2f3
Smoothing Iron Connectors
21Fire Spirals, 750 w.. 2/- 1,000 w. 2;6
Stanelco Soldering Irons, 230v. 17 6
Speaker Field Coils, 2,000 ohms 9 6
Smoothing Chokes, 25 Hy. 200 mA.
200 ohms
...
...
...
..
21'6
Tuning Condensers, 11605 with trimmers, 2 gang, 1116 3 gang .. 13)6
Tuning Coils. M. & L. wave with
reaction circuit
...
.. Pair 12/6
Milliammeters, 41in., B.S.. 1st grade,
0-i mA. ...
...
... 70'Condensers, 4 mfd. i,WOv, D.C.... 12'6

RADIO SALES

can become
a first-class

NEW GOODS ONLY
Orders over 5!- post and packing free.
Tungsram and B.V.A. Valves. All
types at present manufactured. List
prices.
Mains Transis., 350v. -0-350v. 100 MA.,
4v. 6a.. 4v. 24a., or 6.3v. 3a.. 5v. 2a., 28'6.
Transi. Bobbins, as above ... 1516
P.M. Speakers, less transi., 5in., 21/6
61in. 22;6 ; 8fn. 25!- -10in. 35'-. With
pen. trans., 8in. 301loin. ... 45'8ín. M.E. 2,000 ohm field pen. trsf. 32,6
Power -Pen. Output Transfs.40mA.8,6
Rola Push Pull Universal
...
Parafeed L.F. Transis. 4 : 1 ... 15,6
616
Push Pull Quality L.F. Trans. 22,6
Shaft Couplers. 6d.; lin. knobs 94.
Mains Dropper Resistors, 800 ohms.
2 adj. taps. 3 amp. With fixing feet 5;6
Push-back Wire, 50ft.. 311- ; 100ft. 5,6
Carbon Resistors, i w.r 6d. 1 w..
9d. Standard valves 5013 to 5 meg.
Resin Cored Solder ..
.. 4 - lb.
Tinned Copper Wire, s lb.
2/3Sleeving, 2mm.
..
... 3d. yd.
12v.
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.

6d.

:

Line Cord,

6. 7

and

9

pin, Amer., 9d.

-

5/6; .2 amp. 950 ohms, 416.
SPEAKERS. -Bin. P.M., Celestion or
Plessy, less trans., 21/31fn. P.M.,
' less trans., 30/-.
TRANSFORMERS.-3 watt 0/P., 7/6 :
;

.

:

:

VOLUME CONTROLS. Various
values. 5 k.-1 m., 5/6 with sw, ; 4/6
without sw.
BIAS ELECTROLYTICS.-50 mid.
12 v., and 25 mid. 12 v., all at 2/6.
MAINS DROPPERS. -On porcelain
with sliders and feet, .3 amp. 750 ohms,

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
2, THE MALL, EALING, W.5

r (Post
I
I

amp. 60 ohm per ft..
2 -way 4!- yd., 3 -way 4/6 yd.
Stamped, addressed envelope for list.
.3

in unsealed envelope, 1d. stamp.)

Please send me free details of your
Home-Study Mathematics and Radio
Courses.
NAME

ADDRESS

NEW LONGTON, Nr. Preston
t

P.

59

1
1

1

Midget 40 ma., 6!- : all pentode Midget
with C.T., 6/6.
MIDC'T L.F. CHOKES. -15 henry
60 ma., 7/6.
REACTION CONDENSERS. -.0001,
solid type, 2/6.
Speakers. mikes, morse keys, linecord,
wire, solder, knobs, crystals, etc., see
list for ld. stamp.
Enquiries welcomed, but please send
S.A.E. for reply.
Can we advise or help YOU ?

t
Sire design and build solderin;
irons, machines, melting pots,
and special furnaces for all
soldering needs to suit any
voltage from 24v: up.
Illustrated are four
uni ts,
interchangeable
There are
many others.
;I
_

?'5

-rite for leaflet to
bole Agent:

\

.(1,-

ELCORDIA LTD.,
2, Caxton Street. London, S.W.t.
Tel: ABBee

CELESTI ON

acs

E1..-,

s

4266.

ee v

Arley

LOUDSPEAKERSVALVEHOLDERS

TRANSFORMERS
AND CHOKES
FOR RELIABILITY
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

OLIVER PELL CONTROL

CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD, WOOLF/IC;y.

LONDON-.S.E

Celestion Limited
Kingston -u pon-Thames
Telephone; KINgston 5656-7-8

VALVES
any type.

"Fluxite Quins" at Work.

" Our

FLUXITE, that's

Wireless needs
clear,

Those noises it makes are darn queer.
Just hark at it now,

That's bad language, I vow."
right," exclaimed 00, " Look
what's here."

You're

See

that FLUXITE

is

always

-in the house -garage
workshop
wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all

-

-

by you

ironmongers -in tins,
8d.,

and

114

218.

S
to sée the FLUXITE
SMALL - SPACE SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial -complete with full
instructions, 716.
Aslc

RADIO LIMITED

BATTERY,

See

A.C.

For

and

CONSTRUCTORS' KITS
see last month's issue

UNIVERSAL

our full list in
The

auSTERIty

BRITISH,
AMERICAN,

We can supply
the exact valve
or a suitable refor
placement

"
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advertisethe
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PRICES STRICTLY

I
,I_II='%
B.O.T. RETAIL.
Note the following additions :
APV4, APP4B, APP4C, AZ11, Cl. C1C,
DC/P, DD41, EL3, ELli. EZ3, GT1C,
GU50, HP1018, MI11118, KT61, KTW61,
KTZ41, KTZ63, MIA, TRXG, 6B7, 6,18,
6F8, 15, 84, 6Z4, 954, 956.
Orders under 10/- c.w.o.,. otherwise
C.O.D. Stamp with enquiries, please.
B.O.T. retail prices.
COMPONENTS
Well-known makers' products and 100
per cent. guaranteed by us.
RME
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
200/230 volts 300-0-300, 4 v. 4 amps.,
4 v. 2 amps., 37/6.
ACCUMULATORS -Multi -plate. 2 v.
21 amps., 17/6.
SPEAKER .TRANSFORMERS -Universal output (Pentode and Power),
6/9. Universal Midget model. 6/9.
VALVE HOLDERS -Most bases in
stock, 1/- ; Side Contact. 1/6.
VOLUME CONTROLS -Most values
in 'stock, with switch 6/9, less switch
419.
Wire wound.
POTENTIOMETER
variable, 0-10 ohms, complete with
knob, 3/9.
TRIMMER SCRER'DRIVERS-Noncapacity ebonite. 1/9 each.
RESISTORS watt card of 36 assorted
values, 27/6: 5 and 10 watts, 12 values
assorted, 21i-.
DROPPERS-Ready to fit. 1/2 doz.
assorted
Cossor, Ferranti, Decca,
Maestro. Ferguson, Ekco,. instead of
£213;4. 37/6.
VARIABLE MAENS DROPPER RESISTORS-.2 or .3 amps., 6/9. Resistors
in cages to permit fixing outside set.
.3 amps. 740 ohms, 11/9.
TRF COILS-Set of medium wave
coils (Aerial and HF). complete with
diagram, 9/6 ditto,- ditto, popular
type, 8/-.
LINE CORD -2 -core .2. 3/11 per yard
3 -core .3. 4/9 per yard (60 ohms -per ft.).
MIKE CABLE, Twin, rubber sheathed,
screened, 119 per yd.
SPEAKERS-bin. Rola, less transformer, 231- ' Sin. Celestion. with
transformer, 32/6 ' 10in. Celestion.
less transformer, 54/-.
VIBRATORS -Brand new American,
" MALLORY " 6 volt 4 pin, fully guaranteed, 13,6.
MODERN AIDS
" TESTOSCOPE," the vest pocket
instrument for tracing faults. Enables
20 tests AC/DC, complete with leads,
37/6.
ELCO " Electrical Light Weight
Soldering Iron (state voltage), 13/6.
FLIK-O-DISK," a novel calculator
of Ohms Law problems, 6/6.
.MORSE:Complete practice unit
Key,. Buzzer and Battery, on mahogany
base, nickel plated, 29/6.
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS
Cellulose Cement, per tin, 51-.
Scratch -removing Polish Walnut.
Mahogany or Oak, per bottle, 3/-.
Solder -Per pound reel, 13 or 16 gauge,

-

-

-I

:

:

Your wheels will NOT
CYCLISTS :
keep round and true unless the spokes
To

are tied with fine wire at the crossings
and SOLDERED.
This makes a much
wheel.
It's
stronger
simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN

puts FLUXITE
where you want it
by a simple pres-

sure.

Price

filled,

216.

116,

or

ALL MECHANICS WILL

:

-

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT,"
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on "WIPED
Price Id. each.
JOINTS."

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

5/6.

RADIO LITERATURE
Equivalent Charts, our unique booklet
-including BULLetin. 1/7.
Handbook on American Midget Sets,
217.
Manual of Radio Circuits, 2/-.
Manual of British and American
Valves. with characteristics and data,
3/6.

_J.

BULL
& SONS
(Dent. P.W.),

246, HIGH ST., HARLESDEN, N.W.10

See our ClassifiedAdvertisement on page175)

Cia

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primary, 10-0-200-220-240 ; screened primary.
H.T. 375-0.376 at 175 ma. ; LT1, 5 v. 2 a. ; LT2,
6.3 v. 4 a.; LT3, 6.3 v. 4 a. Price 52/6 each
post 1/1.
350-0-350 : 150 ma. L.T.a, 6.3 v..5 4. ; 4 v. 4a.:
Rec. 6 v. 2 a. ; 4 v. 21 h, ; can he used with international or English valves. Colour coded. Mains
Input tapped 200/220/240 A.C. 50/-, post 1/i.
400.0-400 ; 120 ma. ; L.T.e: -4 v. 21 a. ; 4 v. 4 a.

4 v. '2 a. ; 4 v. 2 a. ; long Colour Coded Leads,
with high insulation. (200/220/240) Mains Input
Tappings. 45/-, post 1/-.
350-0-350 ; 80 ma. ; 4 v. 4 a. ; 4 v. 2 a. ; A/C
Mains Input 230, 30/-, post 8d.

300-0.300 ; 80 nm. ; 4-v. 4 a. ; 4 V. 2 a. ; A/C
Mains Input 230 30/-, post 8d.
350-0-350. Chassie Mounting, Shrouded, 4v.4ä;
4 v. 2 a. ; Input 200/220/240. 35/-, post 9d.
300-0-300. 75 ma., Chassis Mounting, Shrouded
4 v: 4 a.; 4 v. 2 a. ; input 200/230/250. 37/6.
Maine Transfom,ers, wound to specification.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Midget, 3 : 1,-4 ;1, 5 : 1
ratios. Si- each.
L.F. CHOKES, 11 Hy., 80 ma., 1,000 ohms, tapped at 360 and 640. Price 12/6 each. 30 Hy.,
80 ma., 1,000 ohms. Price 17/6. Small 10 Hy.,
50 m.a, 380 clues, 8/6.
PUSH-PULL Input Transformers, heavy duty.
Split
windings ratio 4 : l6/-. 16/6.

Small forrPa
Parallel Reed

Standarddary

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Standard Pentode
midget, 3 ohms, 7/6. Pentode small, 8/6. Multiratio, standard, 12/6.

4 -VALVE, 4 -WATT

GRAMOPHONE

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS
Assembled on black Crackle -finished chassis
fitted witi separate Tone Control, Volume
Control with on/off switch, sockets for
microphone, gramophone and extension
speaker. Hum free, good quality reproduction. A.C. one. Input 200/250 v. Size
overall, 8 x 64, x 71 in. Ready to play.
Price, including valves and lei ARS.
14157

Speaker.

Theoretical and practical Blue Prints of the
above available separately, 2/6 pair.
CONDENSERS. 2 -gang, amall,2triauuera,tixing
brackets, .0005 Ceramic insulation, boxed. 14/6.
3-gang Small 0005 Ceramic insulation, fixing
brackets, boxed. 13/6.

SHORT WAVE TIMING CONDENSERS. .0001,
.00014, .00015, 3/6 each ; .00016, 4/- ; .0002,
4/6 each.
REACTION CONDENSERS. .0003,.0006, .00015;
Differential .0003, .0005, 3/-.
Trimmers. T.C.C. Straight Line Air Spaced,
5 to 35 pf. max., 1/-. Single Ceramic, postage
stamp type, 30 pf., 9d. i 30/80, 100/12, 150/250,
Twin Trimmer, Ceramic,
180/200, 1/- each.

0005, 2/6.

Silver Mies Condensers, wire ended, 40pf.,88pf
.00015, etc., 9d. each.
Resistors, standard values, } watt, 6d. ; 1 watt,
1 - each.
Mains Dropping Resistors,withvariable tappings
.2 a., 1,000 ohms, 6/- ; .3 a. 750 ohms, 7/- each.
Wire Wound Resistors, 500, 1,000, 2,000 ohms,
10 watt, 2/6 each.
Multioore Solder, 6d. box.
Volume Controls, 10,000, 50,000, 100,000,
} mee., 1 meg., 3/6, less switch.
Toggle Switches. Miniature, on -off, single pole,
2;6. D.P., D.T. 3/3.
Coils. Short Wave, 16 to 50 metres, on Pasolin
Formers, colour coded, A. & H.F. with reaction,
boxed matched pairs. 4/- with circuit. Aerial
and Oscillator Coils, Long, medium and short
(16.50 m.) on one former 12/6 pair. A. & H.F.

Medium Wave, Midget, 8/6 per pair.
Line Cord. 3 -core, .3 amp. 60 eluns per foot, 5/ per yard.
Flexible Couplers. 5` spindle, 1/- each.

307,
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LONDON w.cd.
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The average steel cutter will be found to cut best at
between 2 and 5 deg. "lagging "; the alloys at about
r deg. " lagging," or even vertical ; whilst the sapphire
types vertical, or in certain cases up to a few deg., say
3, ' leading." It eannot,be emphasised too strongly that
adjustments as small as r deg. and a few grammes can,
and do, make a considerable difference between a good
or only a medium cut. Most well -adjusted equipment
will give good results, but equipment which has been
adjusted expertly will give just that " extra bit " which
puts the results in a class by themselves. This is especially
true with the better class of blanks; indeed, the better
the blank the more accurate the cutting must be, and
the more obvious become the mistakes in adjustments.
Generally speaking, a " lagging " angle of r deg. or
more produces the least amount of trouble, especially

167

turntable and the wax are perfectly flat and accurately
made from all points of view. In direct recording even if
the base is flat, .it is seldom that we find the coating
perfectly flat, even though the variations may be very
small indeed. It is therefore necessary to allow the cutter
head some vertical movement, and as the weight of the
cutter head must also be correctly adjusted, so as to
put the correct pressure on the cutter whilst cutting, it
is convenient to pivot the cutter head and cradle at some
point and provide a means of counterbalance, preferably
adjustable so as to be able to alter the weight applied
to suit different types of styli and discs. A weight of
about 2-3 ozs., is generally sufficient, but no hard and
fast rule can be made on this point, although it is very
unusual for the weight to be greater than 3 ozs., if it
requires more than this it is fairly certain that the cutter
is blunt, or that the disc is too
hard, either of which will result
-

in poorly shaped grooves with
excessive
surface noise on
playback.

Depth Adjustment
There are three usual ways of
applying this counter-weight and
groove depth adjustment, i.e.,
counterbalance by means of
adjustable weight ; by means of
a coiled spring ; by an " advance

ball."
The older types of equipment,
.as shown in Fig. 3, usually had
a fairly long arm carrying the
cutter head, pivoted about a
point, and at the other end a
balance weight which could be
moved up and down the portion
of the arm at the back of the
pivot point, thus making it
possible to adjust the actual
weight applied at the cutter
point. This method is quite a
good one always provided that
the discs and turntable are
reasonably flat.
Fig. 4.-" Parmeko" recorder. Note motor mounted separately and driving
Trouble is likely to arise when
by flexible belt.
discs are used that are not flat,
and
which
cause
the
cutter
head to ride up and
as
it
will'
obvious
be
with sharp-pointed steel cutters,
that a " leading " angle with these types would " dig down, thus giving rise to a " see -saw effect about the
in " and not cut perfectly, producing a sort of " hill pivot point. With a long arm fairly heavily weighted
and dale " serrated effect in the bottom of the groove, at both ends this can be very bad, causing the cut to
vary between very heavy and very light, even lifting
resulting in a high-pitched squeal on playback.
On the other hand, with the sapphire types of cutter off the disc altogether with a result that the continuity
a vertical or " leading " angle will produce the quietest. of the groove is broken. Admittedly, the use of a disc
cut, as, of course, the tip is highly accurately " lapped " bad enough to cause this extreme is bad practice, but
even so quite disastrous results can come from one small
and polished.
To digress for a moment from the subject of angle eccentricity -in the disc which happens to coincide with
adjustment and weight. It should be the aim of all the natural period of the cutter head and tracking arm.
In any form of balanced arm pivoting about a point
recording enthusiasts to use a definitely shaped cutter
point rather than the old idea of a sharp V point. It is the arm and, in our case, the cutter head at the one
then possible to design, and use, a playback point with end and the counterbalance at the other has what we
a definitely shaped tip radius and thus ensure as perfect term a " natural period " of vibration in a -vertical
tracing as possible of the original cut. We shall go more plane, such vibration being transmitted from an uneven
fully into this point when discussing playback in a disc or turntable via the cutter head and stylus ; the
amplitude, or amount of vibration, depending upon how
later article.
free and easy the arm is in its fixings. It will naturally
be as free hs is consistent with no. amount of side play.
Depth of Cut
The period will be a product of the weight of the arm,
the
depth
of
cut
so
as
to
be
we
have
to
regulate
Next
reasonably constant around o.0025in. If the groove cutting head and counterbalance, and the length of the
is cut too shallow there is a danger of the pick-up not arm. When the uneven parts of the disc occur at about
tracking correctly and groove jumping will result; if it is the same time interval as this " natural period " the
too deep a danger of over cutting, or of cutting through whole arm will bounce up and down, and if too frequent
to the metal or glass base in which case the cutting point will give the arm no time in which to settle down
will be damaged, a serious point if a sapphire is being again.
Modern designs favour a heavy carriage with--a short,
used. In any case a too deep cut results in an excess
robust arm of, say, 3ins. in length, at one end is the cutter
of surface noise on playback. ,
In professional recording on wax it is usual to find head on its own swivel adjustment, whilst at the other
that the cutter head and carriage are so mounted as to end it is pivoted between needle bearings. When this
enable ä carefully adjusted counterbalance weight- to part is lowered for cutting it comes into contact, on its
-regulate and control the depth of cut; even though the underside, with an adjustable stop fixed on to a blade
-

.

.

-

-
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pot is submerged a small circular disc
attached by a bar to the counterbalance lever.
Any small vertical
vibrations of the counterbalance are
thus damped out by the action of the
oil on the circular disc which moves up
and down in the oil; this action also
helps considerably in the case of the
more violent vibrations as it has a
steadying effect, checking excessive

bounce.
Several other similar types are
available using the same principle, but
instead of oil a tight -fitting piston and
cylinder with an air leak which can be
adjusted to allow the correct cushioning
effect.
Other types use spring controlled dampers, which are not so
good owing to the tendency of the,
spring to varyin tension, and in itself
to vibrate.
The best cure of all for all these
troubles is, of course, to have a perfectly flat disc and turntable. When
s9.âz.o.
we have this no trouble at all is found,
but as it is not by any means possible to
Fig. 5. Illustrating the "girder" type of traversing carriage used in the
ensure that his happy state of affairs
M.S.S. profesional recorder.
can always be achieved some method of
assistance must be provided for the
which forms part of a similar carriage pivoted about the imperfections of disc and turntable.
We must not
same point, but projecting in a back direction and forget that we -are cutting grooves only some o.00bin.
equipped with a counterweight. The whole period of in width in a sensitive material, at the same time we
motion about the fulcrum is kept low.
Another are modulating those grooves in a lateral direction"
method of construction is that shown in Fig. 5, where and we are also trying to keep , them at a
a cutter head is mounted on a girder -like construction constant depth of only two and a half thousandths of an
in such a manner that in itself it is just correctly inch All with the object of playing them back afterbalanced for cutting angle and Weight. The front portion wards with another shaped stylus which we expect to
of the carrying arm, or girder, is then allowed to rest be driven, together with its tracking arm (sometimes qui te
on a bar, and' as it is equipped with a small wheel can heavy), acro the record by these self -same grooves.
run along the bar during tracking, thus ensuring that Only by realising this can we understand how essential
no vertical motion of the whole carrying arm occurs at it is that all adjustments, weights, and drives must he
all. This method does prove very effective, even when as accurate and as free from unwanted vibrations as
uneven discs are used.
possible. In our next article we shall deal with the
The use of any form of coiled spring to control groove crystal and the electro-magnetic types of cutter heads;
depth by weight adjustment is not to be advised. It is the need for frequency compensation volume indicators
not possible to obtain sufficient accuracy in tension over and their applications.
long periods, due to the spring becoming " tired."
(To be continued.)
Springs are also affected by changes in temperature, and
in general they will always be found to be a cause of
trouble.

.
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Advanced Ball " Method
The last-mentioned method, the " advanced ball," is
advocated by some manufacturers, but it is a very
doubtful method. It consists of a ball, either sapphire
or polished steel, mounted on a plate fixed to the cutter
head and with a vertical adjustment. It rides on the
disc surface just ahead of the cutting stylus and thus
keeps the stylus at any predetermined depth of cut. As
theball, for obvious reasons, has to be some little distance
from the stylus there is naturally some disc material
between the two -which is quite sufficient, if the disc is
uneven, to cause a pivoting motion. In any case it is
quite likely to interfere with the easy disposal of the
swarf. Where all the conditions are ideal and can be
repeated time and time again, such as in professional wax
recording, together with swarf removal by suction
methods, the advanced ball " method may possibly
have some use, but not in direct disc recording. The
whole question of cutter head mounting will be discussed
in more detail when we come to traverse mechanisms
and drives, etc., our purpose in mentioning it at this
stage is only in connection with weight control.
In an effort to damp out the smaller vertical movements of the cutter head due to slight unevenness in
the disc, several " vertical dampers " have been produced
of varying effectiveness, the liest probably being the
oil dash pot type. A small dash pot full of light oil is
mounted as a fixture at the back of the carriage (although
in some designs this is also found at the front), into this
a0
-
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QUERY SERVICE SUSPENDED
NOTWITHSTANDING the announcements frequently
made in recent issues that our query service has been
suspended owing to staff shortage, readers continue to
address queries to us. We regret that we are unable
to make any exception. Our attention must be entirely
confined to the production of this journal. We observe
from some of the queries that correspondents who are not
readers of the paper have been advised to write to us
concerning commercial receivers by the manufacturers of
those receivers, who have closed down their own service
departments because of staff shortage We cannot
undertake to perform the work of the service departments
of manufacturers. It is only reasonable to expect them
to help their customers out of difficulties.
May we reiterate that we do not and never have Undertaken to provide circuit diagrams nor to modify circuit
diagrams, nor to seléht designs to suit individual readers'
lists of components.
We issue a fully cross-reference index to every volume
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS at iod. by post and if readers
would consult these they would find that many of their
queries have been answered by information already
published.
We do not undertake, either, to answer telephonic
inquiries, or to answer questions aroused by articles
or hooks produced bÿ other publishers. Such queries
should quite properly be addressed to the journal
or to the author of the book concerned.
!
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Practical Hints
4Me,1./Mk,MIMPO_s'

the face of the magnet (due to the
A
attraction of the magnet).
narrow piece of white paper is pasted
' iLESS
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIREon to this soft-iron lamination, and
" roust have originated some little
thus the scale -divisions can be
dodge which would interest other readers. Why not pass it cm to us? We Day £1-10-0
marked.
for the best hint submitted, and for every 1
I have used this galvanometer
other item published on this page we will
half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours
for many purposes, such as testing
' pay
to account by sending it in to tit addressed
mains -transformers, inter -valve
to the Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," 1
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southtransformers, testing resistors, etc.
your
t ampton Street, Strand, W.C.E.item.Put Please
I secured a deflection with a 250,000
Iname and address on every
ä
note that every notion sent in most be
'ohms (quarter meg.) resistor, using
- or(yi.ai. Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."
only a 3 -volt battery. And, in this
connection also, I might mention
SPECIAL NOTICE
1
that by applying a voltage from a
by
the
be
accompanied
hints
most
All
c
battery through a suitable
coupon out from page iii of covet.
i H.T.
resistor in series a full-scale deflection
7,,
of a little over one milliamp was
being approximately obtained. I have even 'used this simple instrument
the correct diameter. to measure the plate current of valves by means of
suitable shunts.-J. F. O'CONNOR (Tuam).
All that is necessary for the construction of the coil is

Efficient Home-made Coils
WANTING to make some coils for
the high-fidelity receiver described in the February 1944 issue,
and not having any formers, I used
empty " Durofix " bottles, these

M 1,1111

some

.10104/M,1.11

THAT DODGE OF YOURS

strong

!

Plywood Frame

" binding " or carpet
thread. One end of
this is fixed to some
firm object, or held
in a vide, and looped

Magnet

around the top of
the bottle and over
the beginning of the
wire, pulled tight
and knotted. At the
end of the winding,
the thread is first
knotted to the wire
and then tied around
A compact coil wound on a glass the bottle in the
same
manner as
bottle.
before.
The coil is mounted on a small square of paxolin
by drilling a hole through the cork and securing it
with a 6BA bolt, a large size- washer being used under
the head of the bolt to prevent it pulling through the

Former
Wound

44 S.WG

Pointer

cork.-A.- PETTIGREW (Caine).

An Easily -Constructed Galvanometer

To -f-

Terminal

AS can be seen from the sketch a horse -shoe magnet

is mounted on a heavy timber base, the timber
being scooped out and the magnet set in, supported by
two small wooden blocks at each side. The pole -pieces
having been removed from the magnet a light plywood
frame was bolted on to the magnet. Another small
wooden block is fixed at the bottom in order to arrange
the. suspension of the moving -coil. The former for the
moving -coil is made from aluminium, and is wound
with 44 S.W.G. enamelled copper wire. It is suspended
at the top and bottom by means of the winding itself,
each end of the winding being soldered to gramophone
needles inserted in the plywood frame and bottons block
respectively. Thus, by arranging the position of the
needles the coil is made to swing very freely. The
external connections consist of two screw terminals,
each terminal having its connection soldered to the top
and bottom needle respectively. The coil is fitted with.,
a pointer (made also from aluminium), and is held on
to the former by .means of the winding itself. Matters
are so arranged that, although the pointer is well
secured, it can move a little to either side, then by this
means it is possible to arrange the pointer so that it is
in the centre position between the poles of the. magnet.
The scale is arranged by means of a single lamination
(soft -iron), which is bent into a curve, and is held across

To

-Terminal

A simple moving-coil Galvanometer.

Cleaning Wires
WHEN soldering many of the finer gauges of wire
difficulty may be experienced due to rapid
oxidation of the wire, and thus although good flux may
be used it may be found that the .wires will he burnt

away before the solder becomes attached. Chemical
cleaners should not be used to clean fine wires, and
one of the most. satisfactory plans is to rub the wire
very carefully between a sheet of very fine glass-paper
doubled.
Emery is probably too coarse and will take
away too much of the wire, whereas the finer grades of
glass-paper will only remove the enamel covering and
will be unlikely to remove any of the actual -wire. The
iron must be really hot and a drop of solder should be
supported on the iron, and the tip of the wire, after
dipping in the flux, should be plunged into the molten
drop of solder and withdrawn fairly quickly.-A. J.
(Pinner).
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
complete circuits and is generally true of all solid and
Esperanto
liquid conductors.
SIR,-I have just read J. C. D. Smith's letter about
It has been accurately checked to at least .00r per
Esperanto in the readers' pages with interest. As cent. without revealing any deviation from the value
an official instructor for the British Esperanto Associa- V/I. Thus resistance is a very valuable and trustworthy
tion I can vouch for all he says. In a test with an property of the electric circuit and because of this is used
educated person years ago I found he could understand as the basis of all practical electrical measurements.
It is interesting to note that Ohm's law cannot
about half of an Esperanto passage although he had not
previously read any of the language. This may appear normally be proved by using ordinary voltmeters and
are
substantially
some
Esperanto
words
sweeping, but
ammeters since their calibration is based upon the
the same in many languages. Others can be recognised, assumption that the law is true.
e.g., " domo "-house, " homo "-man, etc. All words
Although usually applied to circuits carrying steady
are spoken as spelled, and I myself found I had no currents only, Ohm's law can, in its extended form
difficulty in learning to speak the language without (Kirchoff's laws), be applied to any circuit. For instance,
Ohm's law for alternating current circuits is V/I = Z,
any oral tuition whatever.
The underlying idea is that better understanding where Z is termed the impedance of the circuit. Z is
peace:
only a constant when the frequency is kept constant,
between peoples shall bring about universal
Before the war, Esperanto was, being broadcast by or when there is no inductance or capacitance associated
with the circuit. When the latter conditions hold Z
4o foreign radio stations.
I believe Esperanto will grow rapidly in future, for and R are the same, so that Ohm's law in its original
will
realise
the
value
form is true of all A.C. circuits containing resistance only.
radio is so international that fans
SIMPLETON " (Plumstead).
of the language. -F. G. RAYER (Longdon).
[We do not think that Esperanto will ever become a
universal language. The name alone is unfortunate.-ED.]
An Appreciation

-"

SIR

Among those articles I like, or have liked, are
Your Service Workshop," which has proved of
great use to me, " Radio Examination Papers," and
in your January issue, I can assure Mr. L. H.
The Manufacture ancjTesting of Valves." I also enjoy
Buckley that he is lucky to have only suffered this reading the " Open 4o Discussion " page. I would
nuisance for two years ; we have had it since the outbreak like more space to be devoted to this. A series which
of war, and had it not been for the continental stations I havé found of great value recently is. the " Valve Data
I would have dismantled my receiver long ago.
Sheets." May I suggest that these data sheets be
It would be interesting to know what ill-natured published in pocket -book fonu, like the Engineer's Pocket
authority it is that deliberately jams a sacred concert, Book.
beautifully rendered and transmitted with perfect
[They are now in the press.-ED.}
clarity and tone from Berlin, as has happened several
The only thing I dislike ip your journal is Thermion's
times lately. Can there be a touch of dog -in -the -manger
" On Your Wavelength." I am afraid that he is seldom
about it ?
he always confine himself to
To change the subject, I wonder why the term on mine. Why must programmes,
lyric writers, acid
" wireless set " is still in use when it is obviously criticising the-B.B.C.'s
obsolete ? I assume that it dates back to the time of dance band leaders ?
fBecause
they
11.-En.]
invite
2L0 and 5IT, when components were bought and
asselnbled at home, but now, in these days of comAnother series which I have liked is that on
mercial receivers, it is reminiscent of cutlery and " Frequency Modulation." I, personally, would like
crockery.-C. FIELD (St. Asaph).
more of these as it seems that F.M. is going to play
an important part in post-war radio. Perhaps more
practical details of F.M. receivers would be a help.
Ohm's Law
It seems that there have been quite a few applications
C IR,-When asked " What is Ohm's law ? " the for opening up F.M. transmitters in the U.S.A. after
K.7
majority of people answer in a rather vague tone, the war and it looks as though we will be left behind
" I = V /R " or The current passing through a con- in our development of this branch of radio. The Army
ductor is directly proportional to the potential differencd have been usingF.M: principle in their " Walkie Talkie
applied to its ends and inversely proportional to its outfits. I have tried to construct a F.1í.-C. G. WILLIAMS
resistance." Both definitions are quite common in Sidcup).
elementary books on electricity.
Ih my opinion a much better answer is : The ratio
Matching the Output Stage
of the potential difference (V) across a conductor to the SIR,- As you will be aware, many of your readers
current flowing through it (I) is a constant provided
constructed the A.C./D.C. midgets that you
that the physical conditions (temperature, tension, etc.) have have
described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS of late. However,
remain unchanged "-and further : " This constant in each description an important omission has occurred
is termed the resistance of the conductor and is given ant that is the importance of correct matching of the
in ohms provided that the Potential difference and output stage.
current are measured in volts and amperes respectively."
In most cases valves of the 25/5o L6Gr have been
Ohms are thus volts per ampere.
these valves being of the beam tetrode
;
The important point to grasp is that whereas V and I stipulated
type, have low optiniumi loads in the region of 2,000 ohms
are variables and can therefore have an infinite number and even to match them to the usual voice coil of
of different values, their ratio, V/I, is a constant for any
ohms a transformer ratio of 20 : r is required.
particular conductor, i.e., is independent of the values 3-5
However, in the majority of cases no doubt readers are
of V and I, and it is because of this fact that we are able, using `the 34 -in. Goodman L.S. units with a voice coil
given any two of these quantities, to calculate the impedance of 12 ohms. This necessitates a transformer
third.
(Continued on page 172.)
Ohm's law applies equally well to both part and
Jamming

SIR,-With reference to the open letter to the B.B.C.

``.`

_
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-ELECTRADIX

GALPI NS
ELECTRICAL

MOTORS,

STORES

" FAIRVIEW,"
LONDON

RD.. WROTHAM.

KENT.

=1

SLOW-MOTION DRIVE
Epicyclic drive, single ratio type, reduction
611.
A useful component with flange for
panel mounting
...
...
...
Z19

'

10

LOUD -SPEAKERS
Permanent Magnet Celestion, with transformer, loin. heavy duty speaker for P.A.
work, etc., handles 6 watts
451 .,,

CONDENSERS
3 -gang

.0005

ceramic

insulation.

grade condenser suitable for
all -wave receivers
...
,..

Highshort- or
... 1316

£5.

POWER TRANSFORMER, 4kW, double
RECTIFIERS
wound, 400 volts and 220 volts to 110
volts, 50 cycle, single phase. Price £20.
High -freRectifier W.6.
Westinghouse
AUTO TRANSFORMER, step up or step
down 500 watts, tapped 0-110-200-220-240 quency half -wave detector. 36 volts R.M.S.
volts. £3 lOs.
WATT WIRE END RESISTANCES, new Westinghouse Rectifier H.I. Half -wave
and unused. price per doz., 5/-, our 3.5 volts R.M.S. 10 mIA. ...
21 ..,
's

assortment.
MOVING COIL AMPME-TER by famous
maker, 21n. dia., flush momsting, reading
0-10 amps., F.S.D., 29 m/A, price 27/6.
SEARCHLIGHT, by famous maker, size
22in. dia.. 18in. deep, complete with
cradle, reflecting mirror 20in. dia., for
electric bulb fitting, no bulb, adjustable
focus, glass front, price £7 10s.
AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS from 'dismantled. American 10 and 20 watt anmpliflers, all metal cases and compound
filled.
INPUT TRANSFORMERS, ratio 12 to 1,
centre, tapped, price 15/-.
P.P. OUTPUT TRANSFORMER, ratio 6.2
to 1, centre tapped, price 10/-.
POWER TRANSFORMER, pri. 05/100 v.,
sec. 2110-0-260 at SO na/A, also 5 v. at 3A,
price 12/6.
METAL RECTIFIERS, size 11x xLlin.,
outl$lit 50v., 1 amp., 351-; another 5',x
2M., output 100v.. 250 iv/A, 1716 ;another
200v., 50 m/A, 10/-,
CABINET LOUDSPEAKER, for extension
only, 5 watt output., Bin. dia. cone, high
quality, size of cabinet 16x14x8in.xtrthick. cabinet slightly marked at top,
price £3.
SMALL M.L. ROTARY CONVERTER, in
cast alli. case, size 11 X 41 x 41,in., permanent magnet fields, converters need
attention, not guaranteed, 30/-.
LARGE TRANSFORMER, size 0 x.8 X 5in.;
weight 341bs., condition as new, input

10-0-200-220-240 volts; output 10.0-5658-60-02-64 volts at 15 amps, by famous
maker. Price £7 10s., carriage paid.
MOVING COIL AND M.I. 'METERS,
FOR FULL DETAILS OF ABOVE AND
OTHER GOODS, SEND FOR LIST, 2zd.

1

;

TERMS : Cash with Order. No. C.O.D.
All prices include carriage or postage.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
first-class condition, electrically guarau
eed, for A.C. mains, 200/250 volts 50 cy
phase 5 amp. load, 11/- each.
OLID BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one hole mounting, fitted . double contact,
S.B.C. holder, and 12 volt 16 watt bulb.
4/-.
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/16in. dia., a pair
mounted on spring blades, also two high
quality pure silver 'contacts, 3/16in. dia.,
also on,sprjng blade's, fit for heavy duty,
new and unused. There is enough base to
remove for other work.
Set of four
contacts, 4/-.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size
lin. wound chrome nickel wire, resistance
2 ohms to carry 10 amps.
2/6 each.
SWITCH FUSE in wrought iron case
3 -way, for 400 volts at 40 amp. 45/-.
ROTARY CONVERTER, input 40 volts
D.C., output 75v., 75 m/A, A.C., also
would make good 50v. motor or would
generate.
£2.
1I1UTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down,
upped 0-110-200-2110.240; 1,000 watts.

H.P. D.C.
115th H.P. and
Motors, enclosed, silent, 220 to 250 volts,
First
1,500 revs., double end tin. shaft.
grade make.
Guaranteed, 115th H.P.,
£3 10s. each .j H.P., £4 each. All carriage
paid England and Wales.
MOTORS. A.C.
motors for 2001250
volt mains, new,
1,425
revs., enclosed type, H.P.
and 1 H.P. Quick
delivery from
limited stock.
MOTOR PUMPS. We can give immediate delivery of the famous Stuart Turner
12 -volt D.C. motor pumps ; 120 galls. per
hour, 841-. Same type but for A.C. mains,
Pumps only : R type twin -piston
1361-.
rotary for / h.p. motor drive, £3.5.0.
Aquarium aerators, £5.

MOTOR TUNING UNITS
Limited number of motor -driven tuning
assemblies for press -button control, comprising 16 v. A.C. motor geared to drive
disc with multi -station selector contacts,
driving 3 -gang ceramic insulation .0005,
...
£2 10 0
condenser
...
...

FUME EXTRACTOR AIR PURIFIERS.
25 cub. ft. approx., with large filter chamber,
all steel, 151in. x20_in.X 14ín., with intake
down shaft. Geared hand drive or I h.p.

Suit laboratory or works.
Lab. Switches, D.P.,
fine job, up to 10 amps. reversing, 4in. base,
single pole C.O.,
and
type,
E
716. Knife A
Double pole On-Off, 119.- Double
116.
S.P. with fuses,
216.
100
amp.
pole C.O.,
5 amp. ironclad
2216.
200 amps., 401-.
5 amps., 216.
219.
Linked
tumbler,
tumbler,
Multi -contact R.I, 7 -stud
10 amps., 312.
teak
ebonite
panel,
box base,
on
5 amp.
41.in.x41in., 716. Lucas 6 -way lever handles
Ditto, 8 -way,
in line with box back, 31-.
319. Rotary Hart snap switches, 2-way or
On -Off- 10 amps., 41- ; 15 amps., Si-.
MICROPHONES
are
BUTTON
TRANSMITTER UNITS.
as
acoustic
engineering
design,
of
marvel
used by G.P.O. For amplification and
all
of
sound
for
purposes.
detection

motor.

SWITCHES. G.P.O.

EVERY BUTTON IS GUARANTEED.
The lin. dia. brass
body forms the granule
chamber and the diaphragm is thin mica.
Needs only a pocket
battery 43 volts and a
high -ratio transformer.
PRICE, with special
transformer and instructions, 716.

Button only,

216.

Postage, etc., 6d.

ELECTRIC COUNTERS to
G.P.O. Lab. Switches
10,000, 516 each.
D.P. reversing for model control, motors
and test work, 716.
METAL RECTIFIERS for meters, etc.,
G.P.O.

POTENTIOMETERS
potentiometers (Reliance)
watt rotary, cover diameter 2 depth
only, 250,000 and
1n two values

Wire-wound
25

,

111in.

500,000 ohms ...

...

...

...

1716

All our advertised lines are ne'w and unused
unless otherwise specified.
The above lines represent only a very
small selection from our stock. We pride
ourselves on carrying

...

EVERYTHING FOR RADIO
WEBB'S RADIO,
St., London, W.I.

Soho St., Oxford
Telephone, Gerrard 2089
14,

Note our revised SHOP HOURS
10

a.m. to 4 p.m. Sots.,

10

a.m.

to 12noon.

5

and

10

m.a., full wave, 816.

RELIABLE CRYSTAL SETS. The Wall
valveNut Crystal Receiver is a first-classTapped
less receiver for table or wall.

A.T.I. tuning condenser. Polished G.P.O.
walnut case, 42l-. The B.B.C. Blackbird is
an excellent set on porcelain base with
steel cover, 39/6. The Sherman Tank has
the same tuning but novel steel cover,
451-. Leaflet and postage, II-. H.R. Headphones, 1716.

Ultra

CONDENSERS.

Short Wave variable air
condensers. T r o i t u
ball -bearings.
insulation
a
Govt.
to
Surplus
contract and new, 51-.
I

I

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

214, Queenstown Road, Battersea, London,

S.W.8
Telephone MACaulay 2159
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with a ratio as low as 12 : s. As your editor will
point out, the common output transformer has ratios of
British Mediterranean Station
8o, 6o, 4o to r-matched secondary of 3-5 ohms, even
SIR,
reply to G. Hinbest's request for information
the multi-match models of the Rolo Co. do not go as
about the ' British Mediterranean Station," I hope
low as Is : I.
the following will be of- some use. "The British MediIf the correct transformer is not used,., not only terranean Station ", (ME 19) is situated in
Palestine. It
will the constructor be disappointed in the low volume operates on frequencies
of 6235, 7215 and 9665 kcls
but to a greater extent in the distortion present. Even (48.90, 41.58 and 31.04 m.).
News
in
include
Englfsh
with slight mismatching, distortion is present when bulletins at 15.15,
,745 and 21.00 G.M.T.
, using valves of the beam tetrode
type.
Some of the stations which I have received may be of
*For the benefit of readers who have been disappointed interest. They include : VLG
(Melbourne), VLC6 Shepwith poor results from their midgets I trust you will perton, VLC2 Shepperton,
bring this important point home in a future issue. It PRL8, CR7BE, FZI, TAP,X6OY Chungking, SUV Cairo,
Leopoldville, " Radio
cannot be realised what a difference the correct ratio Shonan " (31.42 m ), " AllHVJ,
will make till the constructor tries both.-JoxN C. " Voice of the Italian Social-India Radio," Moscow,
Republic,"
" New British
ROBERTSON (Dorset).
Broadcasting Station " (German) and the usual list of
American and German stations.
I would like to know the frequency or wavelength of
Canada's S.W. Transmissions
" The National Congress Radio " in the 3r m.b. Can
SIR,
have recently received transmissions from anyone
oblige ?
Canada's first international short-wave transmitter.
The RX is an o -V-1 and I an, using an old triode H.F.
This is CHTA, and it broadcasts test transmissions valve
in the L.F. stage. Best wishes to P.W."-R.
daily at 10.45 G.M.T. till 13.15 G.M.T., on 15.22 me/s: REYNOLDS
(Liverpool).
The station broadcasts in English, French and German.
I heard recently, between moo and 11.25 G.M.T., a
SIR,-The British Mediterranean station operates
station whose call sounded. like " Radio; Paramaribo,
on the 3i, 4, and 49 metre bands, giving news at
15405 kc's." Speech was in English and, I think, Dutch,
8
p.m. B.S.T. and on Sundays a programme summary..
and the station signed off at 11.25 with the Dutch
Here is some other short-wave " gen." TAP, Ankara,
national anthem. I suppose this is Paramaribo, Dutch gives
news.in English at 6.15 p.m. B.S.T. on 31.70 metres;
Guiana. Has any other reader heard this station ?
Armed Forces Radio on WCBX, 19 metres and WCBN,
The station heard by F. J. Longman on 19 m. was 27 metres,
transmits a good schedule
6.3o p.m. to
perhaps MCQ3, on about 20.8 in., which is a
II p.m. every evening. Last week I from
heard WJQ, New
mobile transmitter, " somewhere in Europe," and B.B.C.
which York, calling Shaef in Paris on z8 metre band at 7 p.m.
transmits war reports to B.R.C. London,
the
A station of the A.M.T.T.C. was heard testing on 3o metre
stated. I have also heard MCQr, on 39.6 aC. at times
21.00 band at 8 p.m.-B. HAYES (Bletchley).
G.M.T. working two-way with GBB2 (Rugby) on
43.5 m
Circuit Conversion
Referring to Mr. J. M. Brunt's letter, Radio Ceptre,
Moscow,
in
SIR, -Regarding J. M. T. Wood's circuit conversion
11.83
me/s. from rr.00 G.M.T. till about 13.45 G.M.T.
published in " P.W.," Jan., 1945, surely if the filaments
The Italian station on about 35.3 m. announces as of the battery valves were supplied with A.C.
current
"The Voice of the Italian Social
Republic" and from the L.T. secondary of the
reception
broadcasts a programme in English, starting at 17.3o would be marred by a background transformer,
of 5o v. hum due to the
'emission of the valves varying with the A.C. current. I
G.M.T.-WILLIAM H. BORLAND (Dumbartonshire).
have been experimenting with S.W. reéeption, but as yet
have not had good results, receiving morse but not
R.I. Club of Wales
telephony stations. I have also bpilt the one valuer
-The formation of the Radio Industries Club described by E. H. Percy
in the August, 1944, issue,
SIR,of Wales and Monmouthshire is announced, following receiving Home and Forces programmes
good strength
an inaugural meeting of members of the radio trade with 9 volts H.T. and a few yards of flex at
aerial and no
and industry in Cardiff on December 14th. It was earth. All the best to " P.W."-K. for
PAINTER (West
unanimously decided that the new club, like the R.I. Bromwich).
Club of Scotland, be affiliated to the original R.I. Club
in London.
Stations Identified
At the meeting in Cardiff, the honorary secretary and
the honorary luncheon secretary of the London club
SIR, -With reference to two letters in " P.w."explained the objects and organisation of the parent
Radio Sicarto on the 16 m. band is Radio lokjokarta,
body, and it was unanimously agreed that the new dub Java, and is run by the Japs, giving news and programmes
should operate on similar lines.
of dance music from 12.00 G.M.T.-about 16.00.
The meeting elected a committee of ten members, who
The second is about Radio Shonan, formerly Singapore,
proceeded with the drafting of the rules, and organised
which broadcasts daily on 31.42 m. from. 22.30-22.05.
the first ' luncheon, which was held on January 24th,
I have been a regular reader of " P.W." for the past ten
1945, in Cardiff.
years, and like the new form very much, but would
like
Before the meeting terminated, H. B. Duce Was to see it published weekly once more. Also would it be
possible to publish a list of S.W. stations with times of
unanimously elected the first president of the Welsh
broadcasting, say every other month
club.
Here is a log of S.W. stations received
Following the inaugural meeting the newly-elected
the past
month on a 1-V-2 RX using 1.4 valves during
committee met and elected its officers as follows
: TAP, 31.7 m.
Chairman, J. F. Paull ; vice-chairman, W. Summerville: PRL8, 25.6 m., FZI 31' and 25. m., Leopoldville, Algiers,
Vernon ; hon. secretary, A. G. W. Sanders ; hon. HBL, Radio Dakar, 26.13 m., British Med. Station,
HCJB 24.09 m., Stockholm, Moscow, CSW, WRUL,
treasurer, F. C. King.
The club is, open to executives of radio manufacturers, WRCA, WI,WO, WNRA, WCBX; WNBI, WCRC, WDK,
wholesalers and retailers, and to those in allied branches WOA2, EAS.-R. ALDRI'DGE (Amersham)..
of radio. Manufacturers and wholesalers who have
branches in Wales and- Monmouthshire
Economy DX3
bring the club to the notice of their staffs. are asked to
SIR,
note 'with interest R. T. Ambin's (Bath) unDetails of membership may be obtained from the
satisfactory results with the
honorary secretary at Magnet House, Kingsway, Cardiff.
Economy DX3."
Perhaps my own experiences will be of"interest
-W. E. MILES (London).
to readers.
I modified the original circuit as follows. The
R.C.C.

-In

-I

!

-I

: 5 L.F. transformer and the
power valve _by an output tetrode.
I
set it was intended to use it
first
built
this
When
primarily for monitoring our Home Guard transmissions,
lait it proved to be so succesful that it has since been
used for DX. work. My log includes Moscow, Radio
Algiers, Vatican City, Radio Nacional Rio de Janeiro
and many American and other stations-many at loudspeaker strength. I used Eddystone 6 -pin plug-in coils
and at first found that the reaction was rather coarse, but
rather than interfere with the coil windings I overcame
this trouble by connecting a 50,000 ohm pot. in the H.T.
+line to the screen of the R.F. valve and adjusted it to
suit
little unorthodox perhaps, but it worked I !
The set is built as a portable, -the L.T. supply being
derived from two 1.3 v. dry cells in series. The antenna
is a copper tube â in. dia., X 6 ft. long mounted directly
on top of the case. -A. D. SPACEMAN (Swindon). -

was substituted by a r

c
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...Converting Battery Set for Mains Operation
had a battery receiver which I wanted
SIR,
converted to mains. So, instead. of going to the

-I

shop and- buying two A.C. valves, I disconnected the
filament wires from the valves on the set and wired them
in series and connected them to the heater winding of
the transformer; as the winding was 4 volts and the
valves were 2 volts each, and in series; the voltage was
perfect. You will sec what I mean by my circuit
enclosed.
M. T. \V000 {Enfield).
-

-J.

(Bath Spa, 4o, Newbridge Hill

WILLIAM A. WELSMAN

Bath, Somerset).

More Stations Identified
SIR,
the January issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
F. Armstrong asks for details of soute B.B.C.
transmissions. The wavelengths of these vary with the
season of the year, the -present (winter) schedule of the
B.B.C. N. American Service is as follows :

-In

Time.

Directed to

21.15-04.45
21:15-04-45
21.15-04.45
00.00-04.45
01.15-02.00
02.15-04.45
21.15-23.45
01.15-02.00
02.15-04.45

N. America

Metres Mcfs sec.

Call
Sign

30.53
41.32
49.10
104.2
30.87
31.12
30.07

GRH
GSU
GSI.
GRC
GSZ

9.825
7.2(1

6.11
2.88
9.783

9.64
2783

Pacific Seaboard
of

The B.B:C. African Service Schedule is
GSV
GSI
GV W
?

16.84
19.66
25.64
30.67
41.01

11.30-17.15
15.30-21.00
15.30-21.00
17.30-21.00
16.30-21.00

17.81
15.26
11.70

9.783.

Canada

:

C. & S.

Africa

-7.32
GRJ Of the many other B.B.C. broadcasts, two giving

good reception here are :
B.B.C. Eastern Service -News in Japanese, followed
by commentary in English, from u.00 to 11.30 (English
at 11.20), broadcast on 16.86, r9..í6, 42.13 metres
(42.13 in. is the best).
Also in the Eastern Service, news in an Eastern language (Gorjon or some similar name) from 13.30 to -i4.00,
on 49.10 m. This transmitter carries the G.P.Y. from
14.00 to 15.55.
The Allied Expeditionary Forces programme on
514 m. is sometimes rather weak here during the daytime,
but good reception is obtained on the short waves
(which are experimental), as follows : 07.0o to 09.30,
6.195 inc/s, 48.43 01. ; 09.45 to 14.15, 7.32 me/s, 41.01
m. ; 14.30 to 18.00, 6.195 nlcis, 48.43 ni.
I have had excellent reception of the test transtnissiens
of the new International Service of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. These have been from CHTA,
Sackville, New -Brunswick, on Sundays from 10.45 to
According to the
13.15 on 19.67 in., 15.22 me/s.
" Radio Times " they started regular transmissions
also from 20.00 to
January
above
and
on
time,
28th at
22.30-(daily).
In the February isue, J..H. Blunt asks for details of
Moscow. This is on 19.32 m., reception not reliable.
(It appears beamed to the U.S.A., although I have no
confirmation of this, but I have heard U.S. war correspondents calling home -on this wavelength.) Radio
Brazzaville stated on New Year's Eve that Paris was
planning world-wide broadcasts. All times given are
-

-

-

-I

Tees -side Radio Club_

would appreciate it very much if through the
medium of PRACTICAL. WIRELESS you would draw
the attention of your readers to the following details :
A radio club is being formed on Tees -side, known
locally as the Tees -side Radio Society. Would anybody
interested communicate with nee at the above address?
G. REEVE, Redlands, Weston Cres., Norton-oh -Tees.
SIR,

-

Hearing Aids

SIR,=The statement by Lord Templemore in the
House of Lords that the Medical Research Council

have set up a committee to investigate.standard hearing
aids which could be sold at a reasonable price, seems
to imply that the price of existing aids is not reasonable.
So far as I have been able to trace, the prices of valve
type aids start at about £2o and go up to as much as
£5o. In view of the cost of far. more complicated wireless
(and television) sets, to say that these prices are excessive
is an understatement
Would it be possible to have a PRACTICAL WIRELESS
design for a small pocket aid, using midget valves and
giving a choice between crystal and carbon microphones ? The construction would certainly not be
beyond the abilities of the average radio enthusiast,
and such an instrument would be a boon to those whose
hearing is below normal.
Meanwhile; I should be interested to hear from
any readers who have constructed successful aids of
this type. -W. W. BARRETT ($trdud, Glos),
!

-

-

G.M.T.-R. H.

GARSTANG

(Southport).

-

Testing Gramo. Motor Speed
reference to Mr. Binstead's letter, page
SIR,130, your February, 19:15, issue, a 5o cis supply
gives 2 ` flashes " per cycle, and the formula; are :

-With
.

Bath Radio Club Formed
Bath Radio Club has just been formed in
SIR,
this city, as a local chapter of the British Shortwave League, but it is not restricted to members of the
latter organisation, being open to all with technical or
non -technical (especially the latter for a start) shortwave or other radio interests.
It meets on the second Wednesday evening of each
month at the. School of Economic Science, 4, Wood
Street, Milsom Street, Bath, from 7.3o to 9.15 p.m., a
small collection being thken for expenses. Easy technical
lectures are being arranged, along with log-comparisons,
demonstrations of apparatus, etc., and morse practice
is to he tackled in due course. Anyone interested can
attend as a visitor or get further details from me.

.A

-

-

1

21 60

.... R.P.M.

No. of holes or sectors
No of holes or sectors

hence

.

2f 6o
2f
1(b)..No of holes or sectors= R.P.M.- R.P.Sec.
It thus certainly is true that for 78 R.P.M. there can only

be approximation, -but 77 holes or sectors, not 78, is
the general rule, apparently. Then, by (I) . .
2 X 50 X Go

77

Coo

77 -77.9222077

R. P.\4.

which may be approximated to the slightly lower value,
. %,low
77:92. This latter is only 0.1015384
negligible amount !-H. T. STOTT (Barking).

-a
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Impressions on the Wax
Review
the
of

Latest Gramophone Records

H.M.V.

THE outstanding release in the record world this
month, is, without question, a new and brilliant
recording of Elgar's Second Symphony (Symphony
No. 2 in E Flat. Op. 63) by H.M.V. The work is

performed by the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Sir Adrian Boult, who, of contemporary conductors,
is generally acknowledged to be the finest interpreter of
the composer's major works. It was during 5910 -II, two
years after the cordial reception of his First Symphony,
that Elgar, who was an exceedingly sensitive artist,
- judged himself capable of undertaking the great task
of another major work. He originally intended it to
be dedicated to King Edward VII, but owing to the
death of the King it was dedicated to his memory. The
encouragement Elgar received from the production of
his First Symphony brought forth other notable contributions to the symphonic field, but it is his Second
Symphony which stands in the front rank of the great
orchestral compositions of the world. The work is
in Four Movements, Allegro vivace a nobilmente ;
Larghetto ; Rondo : presto, and, finally, Moderato e
maestoso. The score is unusually full, and one can
readily appreciate the great task which must have been
involved in the instrumentation, and the physical labour
of committing the full orchestration to paper. Space
prevents me from attempting to analyse each movement ;
in fact, with this or any symphony of a comparable
nature, I think it is a question of each listener interpreting
the composition according to the re ions it produces
on his own imagination. Most great works, and this
-symphony in particular, stimulate our senses and set
our imagination off on, voyages far and wide, each of us
being carried through different scenes and emotions
according' to the susceptibility of our finer senses.
Elgar's 2nd Symphony in E Flat H.M.V. Album Series
(No. 378) six records, DB 6190-5. Auto couplings
DB8967-72. I am including two more H.M.V. 12ín.
records in this review, as they are both delightful records
which will be welcomed by all who enjoy perfect singing.
The first is H.M.V. C341.9 on which that talented soprano
Joan Hammond, with the London Symphony Orchestra,
has recorded two airs from Verdi's opera Il Trovatore,"
They are " No Star Shone on the Heav'nly Vault " from
Act -I,.and Recit. : Why FearFor Me," Aria :." Love,
Fly on Rosy Pinions," Act IV. Miss Hammond gives
us 4 splendid performance. The second of these two
tvocal records, is H.M.V. C3418, a fine recording by
Webster Booth of " Morgen (To-morrow) " Op. 27 No. 4
by Richard. Strauss (English words by Bemhoff) and
that great favourite of an earlier generation,_ " Come
Into The Garden Maud." Needless to say, the rendering '
of both of these songs is superb.
In the H.M.V. loin. series, I suggest BDro96 on which
" Hutch," has recorded ."No One Else Will Do " and
" Don't You Know. I Care," FB3o77 If you want two
good fox trots played by Carroll Gibbons and the Savoy
Hotel Orphëans, the numbers being " My' Favourite
Dream " and " Come Out, Come Out Wherever You
Are," and finally, BD5869 on which Eric Winston and
his Band have recorded also " My Favourite Dream "
and " The Happiest New Year of All," a very nice
waltz.
-

Columbia

HERE are three rain. records which should prove very
popular. Louis Kentner (pianoforte) playing a
most delightful tone-poem, written originally for the
piano, by the Russian composer Balakirev, most noted
for his symphonic poem Thamar," and his Oriental
piano fantasy " Islamey," which Liszt played. It is
the latter which Louis Kentner has recorded on Columbia
DXI175, and his Performance is an outstanding example
of his brilliant technique and complete mastery of the

keyboard. The next record is rather unusual, but none
the less delightful. It is Columbia DX1176, and consists
of Andre Kostelanetz and his Orchestra playing four of
the best songs from " Porgy and Bess," a Negro play
set to opera by Gershwin and Heyward. The operatic
presentation caused something of a sensation when it
was performed, being as it is a mixture of jazz, appealing
melodies and tragedy. However, I certainly recommend
it for your hearing.
This month we can buy Nos. 3 and 4 of the Old Time
Dance Series which are played by Harry Davidson and
his Orchestra on Columbia DX 1177. No. 3 is " The
Valeta," and No. 4 a " Barn Dance," and these make
a thoroughly enjoyable record for the lighter moments.
Here is a nice selection of join. records : Albert Sandler
and his Palm Court Orchestra, on Columbia DB2161,
playing two popular favourites of the ever -green type.
One is " Alice Blue Gown," and the other" Vienna, City of
my Dreams." A nice record. On the piano-or, rather,
pianos-we have Rawicz and Landauer, those brilliant
duettists, playing " Snowflakes " and " Serenade,;'
on Columbia DB216o. Their skill and synchronisatiofi
is amazing and I strongly recommend their latest
contribution. " Little Star " and ". Tabu " are the two
numbers selected by Felix Mendelssohn and his Hawaiian
Serenaders this month, and recorded on Columbia FB3ó73.
They put up a good performance, and Harry Brooker
and his Electric Guitar considerably adds to it. " Do
You Believe in Dreams" is what Paula Green and her
Orchestra want to know on Columbia FB3o75. They
link this with " When They Ask About You," and
present both numbers in an attractive manner. Carroll.
Gibbons at the Piano records what he has been pleased
to call " Carroll's Tribute to ' Fats ' 'Waller," and he
plays many of- the numbers which will always be
associated with Mid great personality of modern Negro
musical expression.
Parlophone
A S usual, I open my selection of Parlophone latest
e's releases
with one by Richard Tauber. On R0ao535
he sings, in splendid style, " Love, Here Is My Heart"
and a feature song from the film " Cover Girl," namely
" Long Ago (And Far Away)." The rest are for the dance
enthusiasts, whom I am sure the following will please.
Parlophone F2051 is by Geraldo and his Orchestra,
playing two good foxtrots, " The Same Little Words "
and " You, Fascinating You." The No. j Ballroom
Centre Dance Orchestra (The Skyrockets) have chosen
" Heavy Gang " and " It's All Right for You," which
they present in their own inimitable style on Parlophone
F2053. Finally, Billy Thorburn's The Organ, The
Dance Band and Me offer two tempting waltzes in the
form of "When We Dance the Victory Ball" and
" Friends and Friends," which Make a topping record.
.

A Reminder

'

DON'T forget that if new records are to be made you
must return old ones to your dealers now. The
matter is becoming very urgent, as records are. wanted
not only by you for your enjoyment, but for many other
purposes as well. Have you taken any old ones back ?
Apart from helping the war effort, you can turn them
into money, as the dealer will pay cash for them.

Radio Engineer's Vest Pocket Book
3/6, or 3/9 by post from
NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
GEORGE

r

CLASSIFIED

RADIO SPARES

ADVERTISEMENTS

LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
invites all' keen experimenters to apply
for membership. Current is ue " R.S.G.B.
Bulletin " and details, 1/- below.
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (900
pages), paper cover, 4/- ; cloth, 6/6. Radio
Handbook Supplement (140 pages), paper
cover. 2/9 ; cloth, 5/-.-RO.Q.B., 28-30,
Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
any station heard. Size 40ín. by 30in., 4/6,
post 6d. On linen, 1016. post 64.-Webb's
Radio, 14, Soho Street. London, W.1.
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AMPLIFIER
15 WATTS
VALVE
200/250 VOLTS
A.C. MAINS
Specification

5

6K7 pre -amp. stage, 6V6 triode
driver, two 6V6's push-pull output,
feeding 2.5 ohms, 7.5 ohms, IS
GERrard 2089.
ohms outputs for microphone and
MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT gramophone, tone control with
for
class-rbom
MORSE Practice Equipment
or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscilla- mains " off " and " on " switch,
tors for both battery or main operation.- volume control, microphone and
Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1.
gramophone change-over switch.
Phone :.Gerrard 2089.
1I.A.C." Short-wave Receivers. Famous
The whole unit is enclosed in an
for over ten years. Improved one -valve
model now available. Complete kit of
attractive metal cabinet finished
components, accessories, with full instructions only 161-, postage 6d. Easily
Black Crackle, with engraved
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free
metal labels for input and
catalogue. -A. L. Bacchus, 109. Hartington
Road, London, S.W.8.
output sockets and all contrats.
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS Dimensions, 12in. x
x Bain.
RADIO and Electrical Engineers' ex.
18 Gns.
Government Side Cutters, 22,6 1 doz. ; Carriage paid.
long nosed insulated pliers, 22//6 1 doz.
42/- doz prs. Carriage paid. Guaranteed
brand new Mains Transformers, 4v. or 6v. Our usual range of Radio Spares are still
Heaters. 80 ma.. 28;6: 120 ma., 37;6. Multi available including Mains Transformers,
Output Transformers, standard sine. 6/6. IS watts Multi Ratio Output Transformers,
Carriage paid orders M. S.A.E. for list
Radio-Spares.-A.D.S. Co., 261-3-5, Llehfel Speakers, Smoothing Chokes, Driver
Road, Aston, Birmingham. 6.
Transformers, Line Cord, etc. Complete
list 2-;9. stamp.
RADIO SPARES. Line Cord, .3 amp.
Approximately 60 ohms per ft. 3 -way, 4/11
yd.
2
-gang
Conper yd. ; 2 -way, 4/- per
densers. Midget Coils, 6/6 per pair. V/
Controls (all values), with switch, 4/9 each
Colchester Road, HAROLD PARK, ESSEX
319 each. Solon Soldering Irons
less
(Pencil Bit), 13/6 each.
Biggest Stock of Radio Valves in England. Let us Have Your Enquiries.
Rothermel (Crystal) Pick-ups, £3/14/ and £3/18 9. Celestion P.M. Speakers,
The wide range
filin. Multi -Radio Trans., £1/18,'6; Bin.
55 Londex 'Belays
Condensers, 8 mfd.,
NV/Trans., 21716.
includes a variety of
Mains Transformers,
4 mfd., .01, etc.
Valve
Holders.
All
6v..
4v. and
21/716..
TYPES APPROVED
Types in Stock. Portable Accumulators,
by
Celluloid, 2 volt., 17/6 and 18,8. Glass
AIR MINISTRY
Accumulators, 4.5 amp., 14/8. Resistances
All Types in Stock.
and Condensers.
M.A.P.
Strictly Cash with Order. -Matt Radio
ADMIRALTY
Service. 152, Richmond Road, Kingston.

;

-

H. W. FIELD & SON

RELAYS

on -Thames. (KIN. 4881.)

"MIGHTY ATOM" Wonder Radio.
Wide choice programmes, full speaker
strength. Parts, with valves, 55'- (Speaker
with transformer extra). Simplicity itself.,
Hundreds built by Forces. Chassis only
6 x 4. Full, instructions, 1116, Post free.Cussins Light, Dept. W.P., Kings Square,

Ask for details and
leaflet 205/PW.

-

"

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
INSTRUMENT WIRE, 16-18-20-22-24-35-38
s.w.g. enam., 1/6, 1/8, 1110, 21-, 2/2, 2/9, 3/ per / lb. reel, bulk rate, continuous 6-10 lbs.,
above less 25 per cent., plus 2/6 for drum,
returnable. 26-28-30 s.w.g. D.C.C., 2/6, 3/-,
3/6 per 1 lb. reel. 22 s.w.g. D.C.C., 3/6 lb.
25 s.w.g. S.C.C.. 3/6 lb. 29 s.w.g. S.C.C.,
2/8 l lb. reel. 34 s.w.g. enam., 94. 2 oz. reel.'
TWIN MAROON FLEX, 23/36, 12 yds., or.
over 5d. yd.. 72 yd. coils, 27/-. Super twin
bell, etc., wire, 12 yds. and over 24d. yd.
50 yd. coils, 8/6.
S.W. COILS, 4 -pin, set of 3, 12-80 metres.
with circuit for a 2 valve set. 9/- set. Medium
wave midget, aerial and H:F. coils, with
circuit for a 3 valve set, 8/- set. Medium
wave coils, with reaction, circuit, 3/6.
WAVEMASTER S.W. CONDS. .0001,
0002, .00016, 41- each, .000015, 3/-. Bakelite
dielectric var. tonds.. .0003 or 0005, 2/9.
Paxolin coil-formers, 11 dia., 31 long, 74.,
61- doz.
RUBBER GROMMETS, 3 sizes, to fit };
5. or i hole, to admit 5, 1, or 1 cable, 10d.,
doz.. 8/- gross. Sleeving, 2 mm., 6 colours,
1 yd. lengths, 2/6 doz. Chattertons compound, 1;- per e lb. stick.
SANGAMO-WESTON, 200/50 volt A.C.
synchronous, self-starting motors, initial
speed. 200 r.p.m. fitted reduction gear, final
drive, approx. 1 rev. in 12 miss., 22/6.
EUROPHONE 2 -VALVE SETS, in metal
cases, less valves, ordinary. 2 volt triodes
required; full instructional leaflet, brand
new. boxed, 27/6, post and packing 1/- extra.
SLYDLOK 5 amp. fuses, metal panel mtg.,
2/6. Bell transformers, 200/250 volt, output 3-5-8 volt, 6/9. Crystal set, assemblies.
circuit. 6/6. Crystal detectors with crystal
and C.W., 216. Permanent detectors, 216.
Flik-O-Disk, volts, current, ohms and
watts calculator, ivorine, 6/6.
RECTIFIERS, L.T. (metal) to charge a
6 volt battery at 1 amp., 7;8. G.E.C. 200/250
volt, transformer, output 4-8-12 volt, to
suit above, 15/6. Charger circuit supplied,
Ballast resistor for 2 volt charge. 1/-.
Orders over 30/- post free. No C.O.D. under
£3. Enquiries, S.A.E.
- MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
18, Harborne Park Road, Birmingham 17.

lielav

LONDEX LTD.

Anerley Works. 207, Anerley Road
London. S.E.20.
'Phone SYD /ff
:

f2

York.

REWL\DS AND RADIO SPARES.
Armatures. Field's Transformers, Pipkups
and Fractional h.p. Motors. Speakers BERRY'S (Short -Wave) LTD.
refitted New Cones and Speech Coils. All We offer C.R. Tubes 2in. £3 6s., 4:`in. £6 Is.
work guaranteed and promptly executed. Meters 0/5,m.,
A 5716. 011 mA., 75/6. 5w.
for
Send S.A.E.
list.C.O.D. service.
A.D.S. Co., 261-5, Lichfield Road, Aston,

Birmingham, 6.
LINE CORD, good quality. 60 ohms per
foot. 2 core, .2, 1/4 ; 3 sore, .3. 17 per foot.
TESTASCOPE, the vest pocket instrument for tracing faults. Enables.20 tests
A.C.iD.C., complete with leads. 37;6.
POTENTIOMETER, wire wound, variable,
0-10 ohms, complete with knob., 3'8.
ACORNS, few in stock. 954, 956, 50;-.
J. BULL & SONS.
246. high Street, Harlesden, N.W.10.
(See our display advt. on page 166.)
BUILD Your Own Radio. All components,
including P.M. Speaker and valves, with
clear circuit. To make 3 valve Battery
Model (excluding batteries). £6 6s. A.C.
Carriage
3 valve (and rectifier), £10 10s.
paid.-Dewhurst, The Rickyard, Tite Hill,
Egham, Surrey.
RADIOS, Speakers, Electrical appliances
repaired. Good stocks of valves, radio
components and electrical goods. -Radio
Service Depot. Donnington Wood, Wellington, Shropshire.

Amplifier, £16 10s. Mikehead, £4 15s.
Pick-ups, 73/6, 78/9. Ceramic SW Variables.
H.F. Chokes, SW, 2/6. Metal Cabinets,
39/6, 631-. S.M. Drives. 8/6. 35.-.
P "
Coils, 2/3,2,'6. I.F.'s, 7/6. 5v. Drilled Chassis,
4/6. Jacks and Plugs, 2/6'each. Switches,
Ceramics, etc. Send id. stamp for full
List " P,W." to
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

FOYLES

FOR BOOKS ON WIRELESS
-AND EVERY OTHER SUBJECT
Books Bought

119-125, CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON, W.C.2.
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m., including Saturday.

Tel.: Gerrard 5660 (16 lines)

Tel.

:

HAR 1308.

B.A. thread screws and nuts, 1 gross
assorted, useful. sizes, 2/6 : ditto, brass
washers, 1/6 gross ; fibre washers, 1/6
gross ; assorted solder tags, 2/- gross
assorted small eyelets and rivets, 1/3
gross ; rubber -covered stranded copper
wire, 14. yard : heavier quality, 14d. yard
very heavy quality, 2'.d. yard ; ideal for
aerials, earths, etc. Tinned copper connecting wire. 20ft. coil, 64. ; ditto rubber
covered, 10ft, coil, 64. ; Wood's metal
stick, 23in. by fin., 1/- ; cotton covered
copper instrument, wire, lib. reels, 18, 20.
22, 24 gauges, 1/6 ; 26, 28 gauges, 1/9
30, 32 g.. 2/- : 34 g.. 2/3 : 38 g., 2/6 ; 42
gauge, single silk covered, 2 oz. reel. 2/- 24,
26, 28 g., silk covered. 2 oz., 1/6 ; 30. 32. 34,
36 g., ditto,- 1/8 ; 16 g., double silk covered.
sensitive permanent crystal
1 lb., 5/-;
detectors, 'Tellurium-Zincite combination,
complete on base, guaranteed efficient. 2/6 :
reliable crystal, with silver cats -whisker,
6 4 ; reconditioned headphones, complete.
4700 ohms, 12/6. All postage extra. -Post
Radio Supplies, 33, Bourne .Gardens,
London, E.4.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Provide fully descriptive constructional
details, with theoretical diagram and fullsize black and white wiring and drilling
plans, etc., of Tested and Guaranteed
designs.
DATA SHEETS for Electric Guitar Units,
5/- ; Electronic One -string Fiddle, 316 ;
Transverse Current Microphone, 2/6 ;
Shocking. Coil, 2/6.
The " LO 2 " a super
SHORT-WAVE.
two-pentode S.W. Set (Battery) with band spread tuning for DX work, 2/6.
3;
watt A.C. 2/6 ; Two AMPLIFIERS.
valve (Battery). 2'6. Ready, shortly
6 -8 watt A.C./D.C. Portable Amplifier, 3/6.
SETS. (With full Coil details). " LO 1 "
a High Efficiency Crystal Set, 1/6 ; " LO 3 "
A fine " straight " 3-valver compact and
inexpensive (Battery), 2/- ; "-LO 5 " An
A.C. 2-Valver for good quality, 216.
TECILNICAL. Automatic Bias Circuits :
Ohm's Law ; Colour Code (Resistors and
Condensers): Each. 1/3.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
The Constructors Consultant,
9, Phoebeth Road, Broekley, S.E.4.
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS " wanted
January to July, September and December,
1944.
2X'64. each offered, clean copies.
Richards, 28, Tower Hill, Williton, SOD(.

-

-

12v. 230v. D.C. Rotary, 30 ma.. 30/-.
40 ma., £2. Others.
Large W.W. Pots. 50,000 ohms, 7/6.

A.C.

DYNAMO,

March, 1945

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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SALE -New components, coils, valves, PUSH-BUTTON Switches, 3 -way, 4/-,
meters, etc.
S.A.E. for list. -Spencer, 8 -way, 6/-.
(All complete with knobs.)
136, Oldham' Road, Royton, Nr. Oldham.
Escutcheons for 8 -way p.b. switches, 1/6.
P.B.- KNOBS, 6d. each. Pointer Knobs
WANTED.-P.W. 1943 Vol. " Scientific (Black or Brown), special instrument type
American " copies. Sale Radio Gear, for kin. spindles, 1/- each.
5, John Street, Cambridge.
ERIE Resistances, brand new. wire ends,
i, i, 1 and 2 watts, mostly low values but a
NEW components. 8 mfd.; 500 v., electro- very useful selection, 100 for 30/-.
lytics, volume controls, resistors. con- COPPER Earth Rods, 18ins., 2/6 each.
densers, droppers, transformers, speakers, HEAVY DUTY L.F. Chokes. 30 henries
etc.-Write for list. Enquiries. -Johns, 100 mill lamps, 250 ohms 14/-, 500 ohms 16/-,
56, Hughes Ave., Horwich, Lancs.
1,000 ohms 17/6.
have for disposal a large quantity of
AMATEUR'S surplus, mains and battery We
brand new assorted screws, sample llb,
components, chassis, speakers. electro- weight, 51-. Soldering Tags, including
lytics, etc. S.A.E. for list: cash refunded spade ends, 6/- gross- Coil Formers, ceramic
on goods not suitable.-Stanford, 48, and paxolin, 7/6 per dozen. Special Bargain
Hastings Avenue, Ilford, Essex.
offer of 50 Assorted Condensers : 20 Tubular
20 Mica Condensers, 8 Silver
FOR SALE. -Garrard Radio Gram Unit Condensers,
Condensers and 2 Electrolytic ConWhat offers ? Mica
(A.C.7) Induction Motor.
All brand new, 47/6 the parcel of
-134, Old Shoreham Road, Southwick, densers.
Types
of Pyrobit Soldering Irons
50.
All
Sussex.
from stock. Chassis Mounting
RECORDING ENGINEER offers consult- available
Holders,
English and American
Valve
ing service for disc -film-tape, etc. Advice, types, -all sizes, 11- each.
diagrams, general information all aspects
Hundreds More Bargains.
sound recording. Stamp with inquiries.SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
BM/DISC. London, W.C.1.
46, Lisle Streetrard, London6653., W.C.
Ger
MARCONIPHONE 7 -valve all-wave Universal Model A.C. or D.C. from 105/255
volts. Sockets provided for gramophone
SITUATIONS VACANT
Pickup. £45. -Box 118, " Practical Wire- " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "_
less." Southampton Street, W.C.2.
Free, 112-page guide to training for.
MIDGET rotary switches. D.P.D.T.. 4J- A.MS.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., and all branches
316 ; on/off, 3/- : 4 -pole, 2 -way, of Engineering and Building. Full of advice
S.P.D.T., 71-.
for expert or novice. Write for free copy and
SPEAKERS. Celestion 8in. P.M. speaker, make your peacetime future secure.with transformer, 301-.
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 17, Stratford Place.
DROPPERS. Universal mains droppers, London. W.1.
12300 ohms, 0.2 amp., fitted two variable
;
ditto,
800
ohms,
feet,
taps, fixing
4/6
TUITION
0.3 amp., 5,'6. Superior dropper, on porce-EXAMINATION C. & G., I.E.E.
lain former, taps, etc., de luxe model, PRE
Any 6 radio problems
950 ohms, 0.2 amp., 800 ohms. 0.3 amp., 7/6. Brit1.R.E., etc.
and corrected. Send Q. & A.'s,
VOLUME CONTROLS, long spindle, with marked
5/- and S.A.E.-Pre-Examination, 4, Manor
switch. 5,000 ohms and 4 meg., 6/6.
CONDENSERS, tubular electrolytics, 2 Place, Sleaford. Lines.
Students of both sexes
mfd. 350 v.w., 8/6 ; 25 mfd. 12 v.w. 2f- ; WIRELESS
tubular paper, 0.1 mfd. 1Od., 0.01 mfd. 8d" trained for important Appointments in all
7/- doz. ; metal cased, 0.1 mfd., tropical, branches of Radio and Television. Boarders
1,000j,1 v.t., L- ; mica, wire ends, 0.01 mid..
accepted. Low inclusive fees. College in
ideal surroundings ; 2d. stamp for ProspecLÌNE CORD,- superior quality, 3 -way, tus. -Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
60 ohms per foot, 0.3 amp.. 6/6 Yard ; ditto
THE Tuiticnary Board of the Institute of
2-way, 5/- yard.
Radio Engineers have available
NUTS, screws, brass, round heads. 4 B.A. Practical
Home Study Courses covering elementary,
6
B.A.
gross.
6/7/6 gross.
mathematical, practical and
theoretical,
air
spaced,
on
PRE-SET condensers,
laboratory tuition in radio and television
ceramic, 50 pfd., 2/6.
the text is suitable coaching
VALVEHOLDERS, Chassis mounting, engineering
for LP.R.E. Service entry and
Amphenol. American octal, 1/- each, 10/- matter
;
tuitionary fees -at
exams.
progressive
and
American,
doz. Paxolin, English
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus
Od. each, 8/- doz.
Instructional Text may be obtained, post
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, iron cored, of
free from the Secretary, Bush House,
screened, 125 k/es, 101- pair.

MALLORY VIBRATORS, 6 and 12v. 4 -pie
UX, 17/8. Philco type 5 -pin UX, 15/.
Few first class MOVING COIL MIKES.
Slightly used but perfect condition. Hand
type with cut-out switch, £2 ea. Circular,
no switch, 30/- ea.
LARYNX TYPE MIKES, 30/- Pair,
complete.
PICK-UPS, SUIT GUITARS, banjos,
etc., 12/6 ea.
Bakelite cased carbon mikes. 7/6 ea. (new
and good).
Mike Transformers, 5/-. Double input, 10/-.
Telephone, 2/6.
Ex-Government PLUGS AND JACKS.
nice job, 2/6 ea. 2 Plugs and Junction box,
51-. set.
230v.

5

watt.

480v.

17/6.

MAGNET SOLENOIDS, 281v. A.C., 5/-.
.1 Tubulars, 350v., used but sound, 3/- doz.,
241- gross.
Other lines-Please state requirements.
H. English, The Maltings, Rayleigh

.

-

Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO (K. H.
Ede) offers good selection of radio spares.
SERVICE KITS. No-. 1. One 8 mfd. 450 v.
tubular and 1 doz. asst'd couds,. 11/6.
No. 2. Two 16 mfd. 200 v. tens, a choke,
3 mains dropper and six resistors. 30/6.
No. 3. Two 16 mid. 440 v. cans, two 8 mfd.
450 v. tublrs, two 4 mfd. 250 v. tublrs, 12
asst'd Mansbridge, 12 tublr couds, 12 ceramics, £2 5s. 6d.
COILS. P type. m.w. H.F. and A, 5/6 Pr.
Push-button
.0003 rear. couds, 2/3 ea.
units, 10 -way, ex-R.G.D. with coils, pads
and trims (faulty), 15/- ea. I.F. trans, Litz
wound in " Ali " cans with trims, 465 kc/s,
21/- pr.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS. N.I. prices
per doz. .1 600v. wkg., 10/-. 500v.. 816. 400v.
(small). 7/-. .01 to .05 1,111v. test. 6/6. .001
to
to .005, 5/-. Mica .001 to .002. 6/6. 0
tri 470
0005, 5/-. Phillips Ceramics, 3.6 PF919
PF. 3/- doz. Sample parcel of 120 asst'd
conds for £2.
KNOBS. Best quality with brass inserts
tin. spindle, life, die., 8/- doz. liin. dia.,
7/6 doz. Pointer knobs, 8/6 doz. Twin
screened cable in 2ft. lengths, 9d. Smoothing chokes, ex (H.M.V.), 120 ma. 500 ohms,
12/-. Multi -ratio C.T. speaker trans, 616 ea.
Marconi glass dials : 3 -band 74 x41. 116 ea.
Vertical. 21- ea. Ivorine m.w. dials (Home
and Forces, etc.), 2/- ea. Paper dual-band
dials for Midgets, 8/- doz. lin. x4in. Resistances. 50 ohms to 1 meg., 1w., 5/6. lw., 7/doz. Push -back wire, stranded and coloured,
2/6 doz. yds. Tinned copper wire, 16, 18, 20,
22, 35, S.W.G., 2/6 per ilb. reel. Multicore
solder, 5/3 lb. reel. Valveholders, all types
except side contact. 7/6 doz. Screened grid
caps, 9/- doz. Grid clips, 1/- doz. Volume
controls (Morganite and Dubilier), 4. 1. 1
and 2 meg. with switch, 516. 5,000, 10,000.
25,000, 50,000. 100,000, 4, 1. 1 and 2 meg., less
switch, Dubilier, 3/- ea. Radio Side Cutters,
416 pair.
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER
Morganite Volume Controls, less switch,
short spindle, 50,000 ohms, 2/3 each or 24/per doz. Terms : Cash or C.O.D. over £1.
-Charles 'Britain Radio (temp. address),
Eureka," Surrey Gardens, Effingham,
Surrey.
MULTLKECERIor sale (1mA.500v. cheap.
'Details S.A.E.-F. G. Rayer, Longdon, Glos.
:

7.D.P.S.T.,

-

SCREENED single core braided cable, 1/- Walton Avenue. Henley-on-Thames. Oxon.
yard ; ditto en. lengths, 2d., 1/6 doz.
MAINS adjustment strips, 200/220/240. with
a,djustment terminal, 116. 2 socket strips,
Ex L.S.." 6d.
TRIMMERS, Single, 30 pfd.. 9d. ; Triple,
double trimmers,
indispens60/60/60 pfds. each. 1/6
ceramic, 80/90 pfds, 211-.
able to Radio
FLEXIBLE five -way heavy quality cable,
Service
Engineers.
coloured 'conductors, 2/6 yard.
Makes 20 tests. Interesting
Licence to export to N. Ireland. 21d. stamp
for comprehensive list, S.A.E. with enBooklet on request. From all Whole.
quiries, please. Postage on all orders.
Send for Leaflet A.24.
or
direct.
Everything for the serviceman and experi- salers,
menter.
RUNBAKEN - - MANCHESTER - - 1
O. GREENL1CH, 84, Bancroft Rd.,
Cambridge Heath Rd., I.ondou, E.1.
(Stepney Green 1334.)
SOUTHERN RADIO'S
-VALVE
WIRELESS BARGAINS
!
TELSEN large drives. Complete boxed
The advance in Radio Technique after
W184).
2/6.
t
(type
the war will otter unlimited opportuniFollowing the amazing success of the
REACTION Condensers, 0.0001, 0.00015, 1/9.
ties of high pay and secure posts for
4 -valve universal mains
` Wizard "
Post Office upright
2MFD. Condensers.
those Radio Engineers who have had the
receiver (circuit and instructions, etc.,
high
buut6fully
guaranteed
foresight to become technically qualistill available), we have been
5/-,
,used
paperyp
workg
fied. How you can do this quickly and
inundated with enquiries for a battery
ACE P.O. Microphones, complete with
easily in your spare time is fully exversion of this popular set, and we now
transformer, ready for use with any
plained in our unique handbook.
DORSET "
offer for 3/6d. the
receiver,
7/6.
Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E.,
BATTERY THREE manuscript, com28 capacities
Condensers,
Mice
MULTICON
wiring
complete
constructional
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds Exams.
prising
in one, from 0.0001 upwards, 4/-.
and particulars of up-to-date courses
diagrams, every step and wire deCRYSTAL Detectors, complete, 2/6. Dr.
in Wireless Engineering, Radio
scribed; schematic circuit with pick-up
; with catswhisker,
60.
each
Cecil
Crystals,
Servicing, Short Waves, Television,
and tone control connections ; full size
Mathematics, etc., etc.
drawings and parts list and average
PUSII-BACK wire. insulated, 25 yards
prices. Easily obtainable valves and no
We guarantee "NO PASS-NO FEE."
for 5/-.
electrolytics. We sell any components
INSULATED Sleeving, assorted colours,
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities
separately. You do not have to buy
Single -screened
yard lengths, 3/6 doz.
and post-war competition by sending' for
Dorset "
the complete kit from us.
Twin
-screened
Wire, dozen yards, 10/-.
this very informative 112 -page guide
enquiries answered free S.A.E. NO
NOW -FREE and without obligation.
Wire. 17/- dozen yards.
callers, mail order only.
-CASED Condensers. 0.1+0.1+01.
INSTITUTE OF METAL
BRITISH
WELDONA RADIO ACCESSORIES
High working
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
LTD.,
Avon," Burlington Road,
Cuutler-Harmer, 30
(Dept. 242).
Swanage, Dorset.
ohms. 4/6.
17, Stratford Place, London, W.1.
(Continued top of next column)
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SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, ed. each.
1927 Crystal Receiver
The "Junior " Crystal Set

--

No. of

Blueprint.

PW71

PW94'

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One -Valve : Blueprints. le. each.
All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
..
PW31A'

Beginners' One-valver
The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF

-

Pen)

Two-valve : Blueprint, Is.
The Signet Twn (t) I F)
Three -valve : Blueprints, la. each.
Seleetone Battery Three (D, 2LF
(Trans)) Sumuiit Three (BF Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen). Pen)
Hall-Mark Cadet (D,LF,Pen (RC))
F. J. Caumts Silver Souvenir (1110
Pen, 1) (Pen), l'en) (All -Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (I), 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (11F
Pen, HP Pen, Westector. Pen)
Battery All -Wave Three (D, 2 LF

t

.

(RC))

,

The Monitor (BF Pen, D, Pen) .
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, 1), P)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
2 LF (RC It Trans))
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2LF(RC.9 Trans))
ssa
F. J. Comma ' Oracle All-Wave
Three 116F, Oat. Pen)
1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(11F, Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Canoe é " Sprite':
'
Three
(11F l'en, D, Tet)
The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(SGD, (Pen). Pen)
P. J. Caroni s " Push-Button "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), let)..
Four -valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Beta Universal Four (9G, D, LF,

PW76

---

D, Pow)..
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is, each.
Double -Diode -Triode Three (HP
Pen, DDT, Pen)
..
._
D.C. Are (SG, D, l'en) ..
..
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
.
A.C. Leader GIP Pen, D, Pow) .,
D.C. Premier (14F Pen, D, Pen) ..
Unique (HF Pen. D, Pen), Pen) ..
F. J. Cauun's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (91F Pen, D. Pen)
" All -Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
LF (RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
Four-valve : Blueprints, Ia. each.
Fury Four (SG, SG, 1), Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG,
D, Pen) ..
A.C. Hall -Mark (HP Pen, D,
Push -Pull)
Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
..
..
-

SUPERMETS

Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls, each.
F5 Superhet (three-valve)
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sets : Blueprints, Is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £3 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

PW10

PW37
PW39
PW48
PW49
PW51
PW53

-

PW61
PW62
PW64

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprint, Is.
Simple S.W. One-valver..
Two -valve : Blueprints, is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D,
The " Fleet " Short-wave

each,
Pen)

MISCELLANEOUS

-

PW3SA

PW91'

CRYSTAL

SETS

-------

PW6S'

PW23
PW25
PW29

PW3'oC

PW358
PW36A

PW54
PW56
PW70
PW20.
PW34D

PW45
PW47

..

PW52
PW42

-

Four-valve

: Blueprints, Is. ed. each.
Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,

65e.

CI. BI

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
LF, Trans)
£5 lis. Battery Four (HP, D, 2LF)
The M.E. Four (SG. SG, D. Peu)
The Auto Straight Four (HF, Pen,
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five -valve : Blueprints, le. ed. each.
Super-quality Five (2 11F, D, RC,
Trans)
..
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Clans B)
New Class B Five (2 SG. D,
Clam B)
._
._

--

., Pen,'
LF
,_

Mains Operated.
-Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Consoelectrie Two (D, Pen) A.O.
Economy A.C. Two (I), Trans)A.C.
Three -valve : H(neDridts, Is. each.
Home Lover's New All -Electric
Three (SO, D, Trans A.C.
15s.

P1V43

..
..

All -wave Winning Three (SG, D,

D, Pen)

PW40

SUPERMETS

Battery Sets : Blueprints, Is. ed. each.
'Varsity Pour
..
The Request All -Waver ..
..
AMein Sets

..

1936 A.C. Radiogram

(HF, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, le. 6d. eaeli.
Ali -Metal Four (2 SG, D, l'en)
Harris Jubilee Radiogram (11F,
Pen D, LF, P) '
...
..

-

Blaeprints,

:

ls. each.

eptode Super Three A.C.

PW-65'

--

WM395
WM4O7

WM359'

PORTABLES

PW77

Four-valve : Blueprints, Is. Cd. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,

PW86

Family Portable (11F, D, RC,
Trans)
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.)

Claw B)

Blueprints, ed. each.
AW427
Four -station Crystal Set
Lucerne Tuning Coil for A.W.427 6d.
..
AW444
..
1934 Crystal Set ..
..
AW459
..
150 -mile Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, Is.
B.B.C. Special One-valver
AW387
Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
PW92'
'Melody Hanger Two (D, Trans)..
AW38S
Full -volume Two (SG det Pen)._
AWI9'2
A Modem Two-valver
PW17
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
E7 5s. S.G. 3 (SO, D, Trans)
..
A W412
PW34B
Lucerne Hanger (SO. D, Trans) ..
AIV422
PW34Ca £5 5s. Three De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
AW4354.
PW46
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM271
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM3
PW83
Economy Pentode Three (SO, D,
Pen)
..
_
WM337
PW90
" W.M." (1934 Standard Three
(SG, D. Pen))
,.
W143.51'
PW67
£3 :3s. Three (SO, D, Trans)
WM354
1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (5O,

PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty The
Three (SO, D, Pen)
Miuitubc Three (SG, D, Trans)

-

W.C.2.

PW30A
PW63

(1 valve)
PW4SA
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

Mantovani A.C. Three (HF,

---

PWBS

-

Blueprint, la.
S.W. Converter -Adapter

PW82
PW7S
PW84.
PW87
PW89

?WOO.

-

PW594

-

PORTABLES
Three -valve : Blueprints, la, each.
F. J. Camm's ELF Three-valve
Portable (HP Pen, D, l'en)
Porno Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG. D, Pen)
.Four -valve : Blueprint, la.
" Imp " Portable 4 (1). LF, IF

PW7;2r

PW18
PW19

The issues containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterism beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicates the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost or the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

Battery Operated

Two
(D (11F-Pen), Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. eachExperimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, 1), Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Trans))
The Band -spread S.W. Three
(HF l'en, D (Pen), Pea)
..

D, Pen)

----

size.

het 4
..
PW60
" Qualtone " Universal Four
PW73'
Four -valve : Double-sided Blueprint, is. Cd.
Push Button 4, Battery Modell
pµ-95
Pooh Button 4, A.C. Mains Model

TWOS.

Macleon Clews II Four (8G, D
(SG), LF, Cl. B)..
Furÿ Four Super (SG; SG. D, Pen)
battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF, Pen,
D, Push -Pull)
" Acme " AU -Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), LF, CI. B)
The "Admiral" Four (HF Pen,
HP Pen, D, Pen (RC))..
F. J. Camm's "Limit" All -Wave
Four (Hl' Pen, D, LF,
Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pue)..
(Selectone A.C. Radiogram4 Two

PW85
PW93

-

F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4..
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super -

THESE blueprints are drawn full

7''
-

-

AW393

--

AW-147
WM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
S.W. One-valver for America
._
AW429
Roma Short-Waver
..
..
AW452
Two-valve

-Blueprints, ls, each.

:

Vitro -short Battery Two (SO, det
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen)
Three -valve

..

Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-repen)
The Carrier Short -waver (SG,
:

--

WM402
AW440

AW43S
W11390"

Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. ed. each.
A. W. short-wave World-beater
(HF, Pen, D, RC, Trans)
..
Standard Four-valver Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P) ..
..
..
Superhet : Blueprint, ls. ed.
Simplified Short-wave Super ..

-

AW436
W1,1383

WM397

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve Mains Short -waver (D,

AW453

-

WM400

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls.
Emigentor (SG, D, Pen) A.C. ,..
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. ed.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)

AW370

MISCELLANEOUS

WM:171

WM:99

WM396
113!396

.

W M331
W143.50
W:M381

WM384
.\VM404
.W M320
AVM344

W3í340

AW4034
WM486

WM4O5°
W M329

113!386

-

5(11312
1116391!

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price
Get)

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier 0/6)
Listeners 5-watt A.C. Amplifier
(1)6)

Radio Unit (2v.) for W31392 (1/-)
Harris Eleet.rogram battery amplifier (1/-)
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electrogram (1/-)
New Style Short-wave Adapter
(1?-)

Short-wave Adaptor (1/-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
(ih)

Wilson Tone Master (1 /-)
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Converter (1,-)
...
..

AW329
WM387.

\531392

W'M398
W11399!

WM403
1136388

I
I

I

WA1405
WM406
W Af408

This coupon is available until March
12th, 1945, and must accompany all
Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL. WIRELESS, March, 1945

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR,
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, WW,Ç2. Telephone : Temple Bar 4363.
_

'

AW456.

HINTS COUPON

AW353
W16374£15

-

1

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"?
Whatever your age or experience -whether you are one of the " old school "-or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult days of peace-you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains among other intensely interesting matter, particulsars of B.Se.,

A.M.I.C.E., ' A.M.LMech.E., A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
CITY & GUILDS CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Exam: nations,
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, .AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
BUILDING (the great after -war career), R.A.F.. MATHEMATICS, MATRICULATION, etc., and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.
,

' No PASS

-

NO FEE

VIE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
If you are earning less than £lE) a week you cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your, future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW
FREE and without

-

dbiigation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

IS
IS: THE

THE. IL

17, 18 & 19,

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

INSTRUMENTS
Specialising

the

i

robustly constructed

manufacturing

of

sensitive Moving

Coil and Rectifier Instruments, we are
regularly supplying these with sensitivities

as

low

as

20

jtA full

scale in both

Moving Coil and Rectifier Types.
These instruments are also available as

Thermocouple types
full scale.

Spade

as

low

as

1.25 mA

MODEL

200

2" SCALE

MODEL

type or Knife Edge

500 5"

SCALE

pointers and Mirror scales are available
on

most

instruments and illuminated

dials can be supplied on Mader 400 and
500 nst r.e m e n ts.
1

To

el:écr;rjal

MODEL

MODEL

200
2" SCALE

400

4" SCALE

i.nikEumentr.6.

Send your enquiries to your usual

factor or direct

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

MODEL 250
2f" SCALE

MODEL

250

2z" SCALE

can be made for many ranges

of

instruments against urgent priority orders.

to-

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.

419-424
TEL.

:

MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, RUCKS.
: " TAYL!NS" SLOUGH.

SLOUGH 21361 (4 ones) 'GRAMS
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